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Abstract 

The Hydrologic Simulation Program in Fortran, (HSPF), is a widely used 

computer model used to simulate hydrologic and water quality processes.  Geographic 

Information System (GIS) tools from the BASINS system are widely used for creating 

new HSPF models, but operate within the ESRI ArcView environment.  New ArcGIS 

software is an upgrade from their ArcView and ArcInfo predecessors and offers a robust 

data management framework and a common environment for the development of custom 

applications.  This thesis presents a set of existing and custom tools that can be used for 

creating HSPF models in the ArcGIS environment.  In addition, an ArcGIS system for 

preparing NEXRAD precipitation data for input to HSPF models provides an example of 

how ArcGIS tools and data structures can aid in HSPF modeling after initial model 

development.   
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Hydrologic modeling concepts have existed for hundreds of years; however, 

computer applications to hydrologic modeling became popular only after the late 1960’s.  

Many of the early computer programs for hydrologic modeling have stood the test of time 

and become inimitable tools for hydrologists and engineers (Singh 2002).  Even though 

computer technology and information science have progressed significantly over the past 

40 years, the overwhelming familiarity and reputation of legacy models such as the Army 

Corps HEC-1 and HEC-2 hydrologic and hydraulic models, and the USGS’s HSPF water 

quality model continue to make them indispensable tools for hydrologic studies.   

HSPF (Hydrologic Simulation Program in Fortran) is a widely used water quality 

model based on a watershed hydrology model developed at Stanford University in the 

late 1960’s.  HSPF has capabilities to simulate both hydrologic and water quality 

processes on the land surface and in a river system (Bicknell et al. 2001).  It has been 

used to simulate water quality in thousands of studies over the past 30 years and is one of 

the models recommended by the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) for developing 

TMDL’s (Total Maximum Daily Loads) (EPA 2005a).    

Though recent advances in computer technology have not replaced HSPF and 

other legacy models, they have offered many benefits to the field of hydrologic modeling.  

The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has permeated almost every field in 

the natural and social sciences, offering accurate, efficient, reproducible methods for 

collecting, managing, viewing, and analyzing spatial data.   

Geographic Information Systems provide hydrologists with powerful tools to 

store, view, and analyze information about the environment through which water flows.  

GIS systems do not inherently have the hydrologic simulation capabilities that complex 

hydrologic models do, but they are capable of calculating many of the parameters that 
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hydrologic models require (Whiteaker 2004).  GIS data are widely used in the field of 

hydrologic modeling for determining the direction that water flows over the land surface 

from terrain data.  GIS data are also used to determine land surface and river channel 

characteristics.  Layers of spatial information can be combined in GIS to analyze the 

spatial distribution of vegetative cover and soil characteristics.   

In addition to their analytical capabilities, new GIS systems provide a powerful 

data management framework.  GIS data structures provide a consistent, intuitive platform 

for organizing and analyzing relationships amongst spatial objects and information 

associated with those objects.  GIS data are widely used to describe the physical 

environment and researchers from many different disciplines use GIS for data storage, 

analysis, and transfer.   

ESRI is the most widely recognized GIS software company in the world.  Over 

the past 5 years, ESRI has reengineered their software to be more compatible with 

Microsoft and other Windows-based software products.  Their new software products, 

ArcGIS 8 and 9, are referred to simply as ArcGIS.  ArcGIS software is an upgrade from 

the previous ArcView 3.x and ArcInfo 7.x products which operated separately from one 

another.  The new ArcGIS software is designed to facilitate the development of custom 

applications which are compatible with other Windows-based programs (Whiteaker 

2004).  In addition, ArcGIS uses a data management structure that is far more robust than 

the ArcView 3.x system.  Geodatabases and data structures within them are used by 

ArcGIS software products to provide a well-structured, intuitive framework for storing 

spatial data, tabular data, and relationships amongst data.   

Though GIS software and data structures have improved greatly in the past few 

years with the release of ArcGIS, most GIS preprocessing for HSPF is still done using 

ArcView software.  ArcGIS tools and data structures have many advantages over the 

ArcView system but they are not widely used in the development of HSPF models 

because no standard methodology exists.  The goal of this research is to develop a 
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standard methodology for using ArcGIS data and tools in the development of HSPF 

models. 

 

1.2 MOTIVATION 

The most widely used GIS tool for developing HSPF models is the BASINS 

(Better Assessment Science Integrating Point and Non-Point Sources) system.  BASINS 

is a software package with several GIS and non-GIS components all designed to aid in 

environmental assessment.  GIS components of the BASINS system operate within the 

ArcView 3.x environment and contain tools for preparing input data for the HSPF model.  

In the GIS environment, ArcView terrain processing tools are used to delineate stream 

networks and drainage areas, and landuse data are used to estimate land surface 

characteristics for HSPF modeling.  WinHSPF, a non-GIS component of the system 

provides tools to creating HSPF model files as well as a user interface for editing and 

running HSPF models after their initial development.  (EPA 2001) 

Though the BASINS system provides a well-structured, convenient way of using 

GIS data to develop HSPF models, many GIS users are moving away from the ArcView 

3.x software in favor of the newer ArcGIS products.  One of the most popular 

applications of the new ArcGIS software to hydrologic modeling is the Arc Hydro data 

model and its associated set of tools.  The Arc Hydro tools operate within the ArcGIS 

software and are widely used to perform common tasks such as delineating drainage 

areas and defining stream networks based on terrain data.  These basic tasks are general 

and not tailored to any specific hydrologic modeling application.  Consequently, results 

of the Arc Hydro terrain processing tools can be used for any hydrologic modeling 

application.   

In addition to the analytical capabilities of the Arc Hydro tools, the Arc Hydro 

Data Model provides a robust structure for organizing and managing GIS data related to 

water resources.  Though neither ArcGIS nor Arc Hydro inherently have the capabilities 
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to prepare input files for HSPF, they have the capability of performing all the spatial 

analysis required for HSPF model development and provide a data management 

framework that is unmatched by other GIS systems.   

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The objective of this research is to bridge the gap that currently exists between 

ArcGIS and the HSPF model.  Specifically, an ArcGIS methodology for preprocessing 

data for input to the HSPF model has been developed.  In addition, a methodology for 

organizing and preparing time series data in ArcGIS demonstrates the utility of using 

ArcGIS data and tools after initial model development.   

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, presented in Chapter 4, uses 

existing tools from the ArcGIS, Arc Hydro, and BASINS systems as well as custom 

ArcGIS tools developed in this research.  The methodology starts with GIS data for 

stream networks and drainage areas developed with Arc Hydro or from another source.  

Utilizing existing Arc Hydro data avoids many routine terrain processing tasks that would 

otherwise have to be done by a preprocessing tool.  This data is combined with land 

cover characteristics using standard ArcGIS tools to define the areas to be simulated by 

HSPF.  Based on information from GIS data custom ArcGIS tools write text files 

defining the structure of a new HSPF model.  Finally, WinHSPF, a non-GIS component 

of the BASINS system, is used to create new HSPF model input files.  The custom 

ArcGIS tools developed as a part of this research are not intended to be “production-

level” tools for using ArcGIS to preprocess data for HSPF, however, the prototype toolset 

may prove useful for many applications. 

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology, also presented in Chapter 4, 

uses the Arc Hydro time series structure, a well-established ArcGIS data structure, to 

organize and prepare input time series files for HSPF modeling.  Custom ArcGIS tools 

use GIS data to automatically update HSPF model files to read input time series from the 
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appropriate data sets.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology is an example 

of how using Arc Hydro and ArcGIS for HSPF model development places HSPF models 

in the powerful data management and analysis framework provided by ArcGIS.  As a 

result of the application of the ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing 

methodologies, HSPF model files including input precipitation datasets can be developed 

efficiently using ArcGIS tools and data structures.   

 

1.4 DOCUMENT OUTLINE 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters.  The first briefly provides some 

background placing the project in the context of Hydrologic Modeling and GIS 

applications to Hydrologic Modeling.  The second chapter discusses GIS and Hydrologic 

modeling and presents some of the most widely used GIS tools for developing HSPF 

models, including the Arc Hydro and BASINS in some detail.  The structure of the HSPF 

model is also presented in detail and Chapter 2 concludes with a brief discussion of time 

series structures and important parties that are interested in ArcGIS applications to HSPF 

modeling.   

Chapter 3 discusses the use of GIS in HSPF model development and presents 

different methods of configuring HSPF models.  The BASINS ArcView 3.x HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology is presented in detail followed by a discussion of time series 

development for HSPF modeling.   

Chapter 4 presents the conceptual framework in which the ArcGIS HSPF and 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodologies are developed.  Similarities to and differences 

from the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology are highlighted and the concepts 

used in the Timeseries Preprocessing are presented.  Chapter 5 presents the Application 

Procedure used to implement the methodology.  The chapter begins with a brief 

presentation of the programming libraries used in tool development, and instructions for 

installing the tools.  This is followed by a presentation of the data used by the ArcGIS 
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HSPF Preprocessing system, including a thorough description of a geodatabase structure 

used to support the analysis.  Each new and existing ArcGIS tool used in HSPF model 

development is presented.  A similar presentation of the data, geodatabase, and tools used 

by the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system concludes the chapter.   

The results in Chapter 6 present five applications of the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology to watersheds in the San Antonio, TX area.  In addition, the 

use of ArcGIS data and tools after initial model development is demonstrated through the 

application of NEXRAD (NEXt Generation Weather RADar) precipitation estimates to 

three HSPF models.  Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 including future work that 

could improve on the current system.   
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Chapter 2  Literature and Model Review 

2.1 SPATIAL DATA AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Interactions between objects in the world are often linked to their physical 

proximity, and having a physical representation of their location aids in understanding 

how they relate to one another.  Spatial data that provide information about the precise 

location of objects in the environment have proven extremely useful for the study of 

environmental processes.  Specific to the field of hydrology, an accurate spatial 

representation of characteristics such as the length of a river, the slope of the land 

contributing to that river, and the physical proximity of specific areas of land to the river 

are all extremely important to understanding the processes of water movement in the 

environment.   

In the past, spatial information was stored almost exclusively on paper maps. 

Paper maps are helpful for observing spatial relationships between objects, but 

performing any sort of complex spatial analysis by hand is tedious.  Hydrologic 

parameters such as slope, distance, and direction can be inferred or measured from a map, 

but cannot be extracted quickly or automatically.  

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is, in essence, a digital system for 

storing, viewing, editing, and performing analyses on spatial data.  A GIS typically takes 

the form of computer software that is capable of organizing, analyzing, and 

communicating with spatial data.  It can be used to create paper maps, analyze the 

connectivity of transportation systems, or calculate parameters for environmental 

analyses.  ESRI is the most widely recognized software developer of GIS computer 

programs.  ESRI software supports applications in many areas including cartography, 

transportation, financial services, government, administrative, and natural resources.   

“GIS data” are files that store information for GIS software to read and analyze.  

The two most common types of GIS data are vector data and raster data.  Vector data 
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usually take the form of a tabular file structure where each row in a table represents a 

single spatial object.  Columns in the table contain attributes of the spatial object.  f 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Vector GIS data shown in ESRI’s ArcMap software. 

The highlighted row in the “Catchment” GIS dataset has several attributes 

(columns in the table) including the latitude and elevation of each Catchment and a 

special attribute “Shape” which contains the spatial information shown in the map behind 

the table.  The highlighted row corresponds to Subbasin 9, (also highlighted in the map) 

with an elevation of 285.57 meters and latitude of 32.86°N.   

Raster data are typically used to represent a continuous spatial field of 

information.  A single value representing the entity described by the raster dataset is 

stored at continuous, discrete intervals in space.  Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) 

describe the elevation of the land surface and are often stored as raster datasets.  Figure 

2.2 is a screen capture from ESRI’s ArcScene, a GIS software product for viewing data in 

three dimensions.  It shows a raster dataset representing a DEM and a vector dataset of 

the catchments from Figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.2 Raster GIS data shown in ESRI’s ArcScene software. 

GIS data are available for a wide range of applications and have been used in 

projects ranging from transportation system and urban planning to civil engineering and 

flood forecasting.  GIS data for nearly all the streets and highways in the United States 

define connectivity and distance and support mapping applications, transportation 

planning, and Internet services such as “Mapquest.com.”  Spatial data about the locations 

of existing pipelines and utilities aid in planning and engineering the infrastructure to 

support city planning.  Environmental data including river networks, land surface 

characteristics, DEMs, bridge locations, and locations of pollutant sources support 

analyses of surface water quality and quantity. 

2.2 HYDROLOGIC MODELING 

Mathematical modeling is performed in almost every field that deals with 

processes occurring in time and space.  Ecologists use statistical relationships to predict 

species distributions and populations; mechanical engineers use mathematical equations 

to predict the energy consumption of an engine during its design; and transportation 
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engineers use complex algorithms to investigate the flow of traffic through an 

intersection.  Hydrologic engineers use relationships amongst rainfall, infiltration, and 

runoff to estimate the flow in rivers for flood insurance and water availability 

applications.   

The purpose of mathematical modeling is typically to characterize or predict 

conditions for which no observed data exists and to help understand the processes that are 

important for a system.  Information about future population growth in an ecological 

community, the flow of traffic at a new intersection, or the future water quality in a river 

are all processes for which no observed data exist.  Hydrologic models that investigate 

the influence of impervious area help hydrologists to understand the effects of 

urbanization on the response of a hydrologic system.  Mathematical modeling of these 

processes allows interested parties to analyze the factors that affect the system response 

and make informed decisions in planning for future conditions.   

Mathematical models can be classified in many different ways.  One common 

approach is to classify them based on whether they are stochastic or deterministic.  

Almost all environmental processes are not completely understood and mathematical 

representations of these processes therefore contain a level of uncertainty.  Stochastic 

models explicitly account for this uncertainty by using random fields to represent model 

parameters and variables.  Deterministic models represent processes as being dependent 

upon precise values.  They do not consider randomness in the processes they represent, 

and the same set of input values will always give the same set of output values.  A 

deterministic model, HSPF, is the subject of this research, and the subsequent discussion 

will only cover deterministic models.  

A further classification within deterministic models involves simplifications 

concerning spatial variability (Maidment 1988).  A lumped parameter model does not 

explicitly account for spatial relationships between model parameters, inputs, or outputs.  

Lumped models usually have limited spatial resolution because they rely on spatial 
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averages, but they reduce the complexity of a model significantly.  Distributed parameter 

models account for spatial relationships amongst model variables and parameters.  They 

typically use partial differential equations with respect to space to model the spatial 

distribution and influence of model variables.  Later in this document, the terms ‘lumped’ 

and ‘distributed’ will be used to describe different configurations of HSPF models.  

Lumped and distributed configurations for HSPF models should not be confused with the 

traditional definition of lumped and distributed models.  No matter what the 

configuration, HSPF is essentially a lumped parameter model.  (Hydrocomp 2005) 

Another simplification in mathematical modeling involves the time dependence of 

the processes represented.  Many deterministic hydrologic models make the assumption 

of time-invariant processes, or steady flow.  Steady flow means that the flow rate of water 

in the modeled system is assumed not to change over the duration of the model run.  

Unsteady flow models account for the variability of flow rate during the model run, 

which complicates calculations considerably.  (Maidment 1988) 

Another way that models are described is empirical vs. physically based.  

Empirical models use statistical relationships such as regressions between input to a 

system and the output response of a system without explicitly representing the physical 

processes that the system undergoes.  Physically based models attempt to simulate the 

processes occurring in the system in as much detail as possible.  For mathematical 

modeling applications in the field of hydrology, all the underlying hydrologic processes 

are not explicitly simulated because they are not completely understood, and even 

physically based hydrology models contain some empirical components.   

An additional distinction in hydrologic modeling is that of Continuous vs. Event 

Based.  An Event Based hydrologic model attempts to simulate the response of the 

landscape to a single rainfall event.  It requires that initial hydrologic conditions of the 

landscape be known, and requires forcing (or input) data only for the duration of the 

rainfall event.  Continuous hydrologic models simulate the response of water in the 
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landscape over much longer times.  Continuous models attempt to keep track of the 

hydrologic conditions in the landscape that affect rainfall-runoff response between storm 

events such as soil moisture.  Initial conditions are also required for continuous models, 

however, model results become less dependent upon these initial conditions during longer 

simulations.  (HydroComp 2005) 

HSPF, the subject of this research, is a deterministic, lumped-parameter, 

physically based, continuous model for simulating the water quality and quantity 

processes that occur on watersheds and in a river network.  It should be noted that all the 

mathematical model distinctions discussed above fall within the category of abstract 

models, as opposed to physical models.  Physical models are typically downscaled 

models of the actual physical system.  They reproduce processes on a reduced scale to 

observe the system response while abstract models represent a system with concepts, 

relationships, and mathematical equations.    

In reality, all the processes that HSPF and other environmental models attempt to 

simulate are overwhelmingly complex, occurring continuously in three-dimensional 

space and time.  If these processes were understood completely, a deterministic, 

continuous, distributed, physically based computer model could be developed to 

accurately predict the response of every point of a hydrologic system to forcing data such 

as rainfall, evaporation, pollutant deposition and transport.  This model would require 

parameters that fully characterized the hydrologic and water quality processes at every 

point in the system.   

Unfortunately (or maybe fortunately), all processes are not well understood, and 

HSPF and every other hydrologic and water quality model rely on different levels of 

spatial and temporal averaging to predict the response of a system.  Mathematical models 

are developed to simulate processes as accurately as possible within the context of 

limitations presented by incomplete understanding of underlying processes and data 

availability. (Maidment 1988) 
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2.3 EXISTING TOOLS FOR GIS AND HYDROLOGIC MODELING 

As early as 1993, the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was growing 

in the area of water resources engineering.  (DeVantier and Feldman 1993)  Whether 

lumped or distributed, continuous or event based, deterministic or stochastic, all 

hydrologic models are based on an accurate representation of the landscape.  Over the 

past 15 years, GIS data have proven to be a convenient, accurate, and efficient way to 

represent the environment through which water flows.  In 1991, Maidment suggested four 

possible applications of GIS to hydrologic applications:  hydrologic assessment, 

hydrologic parameter determination, hydrologic model preparation, and hydrologic 

modeling within GIS (Maidment 1991).  Over the past 15 years, almost all applications of 

GIS to hydrology have focused on the first three of these applications.  (Maidment 2002) 

GIS systems have been used to map and visualize flood inundation areas and 

characterize areas with water quality problems (hydrologic assessment), (EPA 2001, 

Robayo 2005), to determine input parameters for many hydrologic models (parameter 

determination), (Bhaskar 1992, Olivera and Maidment 1999) and to prepare data for 

hydrologic models (hydrologic model preparation) (USACE 2005a, USACE 2005b, EPA 

2001).  This research deals primarily with hydrologic model preparation and parameter 

determination, and the most common tasks in using GIS for these purposes are outlined 

in the following paragraphs.   

Hydrologic modeling usually is motivated by the need to predict the response of a 

river network to rainfall.  Whether a lumped, distributed, physically based, or empirical 

model is used, the areas of land that flow to river segments (often referred to as 

“Drainage Areas” or “Catchments”) are critical information.  The most common use of 

GIS for hydrologic modeling is to automate the process of defining the area of land that 

flows to a river segment.  DEM raster data represent the elevation of the land surface at 

consistent, discrete intervals.  Because hydrologic processes are driven by gravity, water 
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follows the path with the steepest slope over the land surface, and continuous elevation 

information can be used to determine the direction of flow at every point in the 

landscape.  Once the direction of flow is determined, a contributing area threshold can be 

defined to predict where river channels will begin, or alternatively, contributing areas can 

be calculated for predefined river segments with a flow direction grid.   

Another piece of critical information required for almost all physically based 

hydrologic models is the distribution of land surface characteristics within the drainage 

area of a river segment.  Vegetation and soil type play an important role in defining the 

land surface characteristics, and GIS data describing vegetative cover and soil type are 

widely available.  A lumped parameter model may use the average slope and dominant 

vegetation type of the drainage area in its calculations, while a distributed model may 

require information at many points within the watershed.  In either case, GIS provides 

powerful tools to quickly and accurately calculate physical parameters required for model 

simulations.  

The American Society of Civil Engineers published a series of papers in 2001 that 

provides a summary of current technology related to GIS and water resources 

applications.  (Garbrecht et al. 2001, Ogden et al. 2001)  This research concerns itself 

chiefly with parameter determination and model preparation, and a review of some of the 

current tools for these applications follows.  Many GIS tools are available to aid in the 

development of specific hydrologic models.  The Arc Hydro and BASINS tools, 

however, contain tools that are more generally applicable and are most relevant to this 

research.  Arc Hydro and BASINS will be covered in some detail, and cited references 

for the other tools should be consulted for further explanations. 

 

2.3.1 Arc Hydro Data Model 

Arc Hydro is a customization of ESRI’s ArcGIS software for water resources 

applications.  Arc Hydro includes a data model and associated set of tools to support 
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hydrologic modeling, but does not contain any simulation capabilities itself.  The Arc 

Hydro data model includes a geospatial and temporal framework for storing information 

related to water resources.  Arc Hydro tools are available to aid in populating the data 

model with attributes of hydrologic features.  The Arc Hydro data model is intended to be 

only a framework for storing some of the general information necessary for hydrologic 

modeling in a way that can subsequently be customized to fit the needs of a specific 

model.   

Tools included with Arc Hydro provide the functionality to perform many tasks 

that are common to all hydrologic model preparation.  Delineating drainage areas and 

streams, calculating lengths, areas and slopes, and defining connectivity between system 

components are all tasks that are supported with the Arc Hydro tools.  Figures 2.3 and 2.4 

show the structure of the Arc Hydro data model and an example of the types of GIS data 

that are created by the tools and stored in the data model.   
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Figure 2.3 ArcHydro framework data model (Maidment 2002). 

 

Figure 2.4 Example of data stored in the ArcHydro data model.  Database structure 
defines connectivity between hydrologic elements. (Maidment 2002)  

Figure 2.5 illustrates some of the tools available in the Arc Hydro toolset.  Terrain 

Processing tools are available to delineate drainage areas using terrain data; Watershed 

Processing tools calculate areas, centroids, and longest flow paths for watersheds; and 

Attribute Tools manage data in the data model by finding downstream drainage lines or 

drainage areas.   Network tools aid in preparing data to use the network tools available in 

ESRI’s geodatabase structure.   
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Figure 2.5 The ArcHydro Toolbar: Terrain Processing  Watershed Processing  
Attribute Tools. 

The research supporting the development of Arc Hydro was undertaken at the 

Center for Research in Water Resources (CRWR) at the University of Texas at Austin.  

The tools run within ESRI’s ArcGIS proprietary software and the data model is built 

upon ESRI’s Geodatabase data structure.  Both the tools and data model are available 

free of charge from the GIS in Water Resources (GISWR) Consortium 

(http://www.crwr.utexas.edu/giswr/).   

Arc Hydro and Hydrologic Modeling 

Arc Hydro is helpful to the process of linking GIS data with hydrologic models 

for two reasons.  First, Arc Hydro contains a toolset that can be used to calculate 

hydrologic parameters that are used by many different models. The Arc Hydro tools 

leverage the power of ArcGIS to perform spatial analysis with an interface that was 

designed specifically for applications to hydrology. 
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Arc Hydro contains tools designed to: 

1) Calculate the area that drains to a river or gauging station based on digital 

elevation data. 

2) Calculate downstream distances from points in a stream network. 

3) Calculate parameters for watersheds such as centroid locations, longest 

flow paths, and slopes. 

The second way Arc Hydro helps in preparing data for use with hydrologic 

models is by providing a framework for organizing and managing data.  The Arc Hydro 

data model stores data in a general format that was designed to be independent of 

individual models, types of models, or applications.  The data framework does not make 

assumptions about the scale of the data, where it came from, or what it will be used for.  

An attempt was made to capture essential relationships amongst hydrologic elements in 

the environment with intuitive representations that can be useful for a wide variety of 

applications.  Tools to aid in organizing and managing data were designed to operate on 

this somewhat abstract hydrologic GIS data framework.   

Specifically, Arc Hydro data model and data management tools are designed to: 

1) Create and maintain unique identification information for each feature in a 

database. 

2) Use these unique ID’s to manage relationships between watersheds, land 

segments, river segments, drainage points, hydraulic structures, river 

morphology, and monitoring stations.   

3) Provide a structure for storing and utilizing information relevant to 

networks and connectivity  

Arc Hydro and IDM’s 

Though the Arc Hydro data model and tools do not inherently contain the 

capabilities to create, format, and prepare data for input to hydrologic models, the basic 

Arc Hydro framework has been extended and customized to fit the needs of several 
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models.  There are a few common parameters that are used by almost all hydrologic 

simulation models, such as area, slope, and distance, but each individual model typically 

relies on many additional parameters that are specific to the model algorithms.  It is 

impractical to attempt to fit all of these model parameters into the relatively simple Arc 

Hydro database structure.  The phrase “Interface Data Model” (IDM) is a term coined at 

CRWR to describe a database structure and associated set of tools that facilitate the 

transfer of information from model files to an Arc Hydro database (Obenour 2004).  An 

IDM provides the structure to store model parameters in a way that is compatible with 

both the hydrologic model and the Arc Hydro data structure.   

IDM’s have been developed for both HEC-HMS, and HEC-RAS as a part of a 

project to regionalize the management of water resources information near San Antonio.  

(Obenour 2004, Roboyo 2004)  The utility of Arc Hydro’s abstract framework for storing 

water resources-related GIS data is apparent in this project.  Eventually, an Arc Hydro 

geodatabase will be used to store the most accurate, up-to-date representation of the 

hydrologic environment.  This standard GIS framework will include general 

representations of the physical landscape including high resolution DEMs, land cover and 

impervious area, river channels, and hydraulic structures.  Models for water quality, 

stormwater, and flood protection will all be built upon and linked to this data and, as a 

result, will accurately reflect the current state of the environment.   

All hydrologic modeling efforts are built upon some representation of the physical 

landscape through which water moves.  However, model requirements and assumptions 

vary widely, and maintaining a consistent representation of the physical environment 

across modeling efforts is not simple.  Maintaining a consistent set of GIS data in the Arc 

Hydro framework allows each model linked to the GIS data to have the same 

representation of the physical environment, such as river channel geometry, watershed 

lengths, distances, and areas, and landcover distributions.   
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Figure 2.6 shows how GIS data has been traditionally used for hydrologic 

modeling.  Typically, a different set of GIS data is developed specifically for each 

individual modeling application.  This data is used to create necessary model files and 

visualize the results of the model.  Figure 2.7 shows how the Arc Hydro framework can 

be used to maintain a consistent representation of physical elements in the environment 

across modeling applications.   
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Figure 2.6 Traditional use of GIS for water resources applications. 

 

Figure 2.7 Arc Hydro: Framework for GIS and water resources applications. 
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2.3.2 BASINS and Model Preprocessing 

BASINS 

Better Assessment Science Integrating Point and Nonpoint Sources (BASINS) 

was first released in 1996.  It is described as a “multipurpose environmental analysis 

system for watershed and water quality studies”  (EPA 2001) and has been supported by 

the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Office of Water for nearly 10 years.  It is 

distributed free of charge from the EPA’s BASINS website (EPA 2005b), and supported 

by AQUA TERRA Consultants (AQUA TERRA 2005) through funding from the EPA.  

Though the software itself is available free of charge, some components run within 

ArcView 3.x, a proprietary software package from ESRI.  An effort is being made to 

have next release of BASINS (v.4.0) operate as independently of proprietary GIS 

software as possible. 

The BASINS system contains tools for hydrologic assessment, parameter 

determination, and model preparation.  One component of the BASINS system, which is 

embedded in ESRI’s ArcView 3.x interface, provides access to a host of environmental 

data.  Environmental data are distributed from the BASINS website for the entire 

country, and tools included in the BASINS system use this data to characterize the state 

of existing water quality on a regional scale.  

In addition to hydrologic and water quality assessment tools, the BASINS system 

contains tools for hydrologic model preparation and parameter determination.  BASINS 

tools are available for the most common tasks in hydrologic model preparation such as 

delineating watersheds and defining river segments.  The GIS component of the BASINS 

system supports the preparation of data for use in several separate hydrologic, watershed, 

and pollutant loading models.  Model parameters can be calculated for an instream water 

quality model, two watershed models, and a simplified Non-Point source pollutant model 

(EPA 2005b).   
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Though only the Non-Point source model has been integrated entirely into the 

GIS environment (the other models must be run outside of the GIS), BASINS provides 

tools to prepare input files for the models.  In each case, data is prepared in a specific 

format within the GIS, and a tool is provided to create model input files using data stored 

in the GIS.  The model files produced are used to run, calibrate, and perform analyses 

outside of the GIS environment.  (EPA 2001) The process of using of BASINS and 

WinHSPF for creating of new HSPF models will be discussed in detail in Section 3.5.   

WinHSPF / WDMUtil / GenScn 

The relatively simple model input files created with GIS tools in BASINS are 

often not detailed enough to perform extensive analysis, and additional work is usually 

necessary.  To aid in this process, separate programs are available to interact with the 

HSPF model input files, input time series data, and output time series results.  The 

GenScn/WinHSPF/WDMUtil programs are components of the BASINS system that run 

outside of the GIS application.  Though they are capable of reading shapefiles, their 

functionality does not require complex spatial analysis, and many of the files used by the 

programs are simple text files.  WinHSPF provides a Windows-based interface to the 

complex structure of an HSPF model input file.  All model parameters and even the 

structure of an HSPF model can be changed using WinHSPF.  WdmUtil is a program for 

creating, managing, and performing analysis on .wdm (Watershed Data Management) 

files.  Wdm files are the most common time series format used for HSPF modeling.  

GenScn (GENeration and analysis of model simulation SCeNarios) is designed to assist 

with the process of analyzing and managing the voluminous time series outputs 

associated with water quality model simulations (USGS 1998).  It provides some simple 

mapping functionality and a framework for creating different scenarios of an HSPF 

model.   
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2.3.3 Other GIS and Hydrologic Modeling Applications 

WRAPHydro 

Wrap Hydro is a set of tools and a database structure designed to operate within 

ESRI’s ArcGIS software and calculate the geospatial parameters necessary for the 

WRAP (Water Rights Analysis Package) model.  The WRAP model simulates the 

management of water resources by assigning time and spatially varying priority 

information to discharge and withdrawal points in a river system.  (Wurbs 2003)  The 

WRAP Hydro data model divides its preprocessing procedure into three steps.  The first 

step is gathering the data and loading it into an ArcGIS database format.  The second step 

is preprocessing using Arc Hydro tools.  The final step involves calculating the input 

parameters for the WRAP model including the connectivity of the system, downstream 

distance, average upstream area, average curve number, and average annual precipitation 

for each control point in the model.  (Gopalan 2003) 

HEC-PrePro, PrePro2002, GeoHMS 

HEC-PrePro was originally developed at CRWR using Arc/Info’s ArcMacro 

Language (AML) in 1997 (Hellwiger and Maidment 1997).  The program automates the 

transfer of data from a GIS to the format necessary for input to the HMS hydrologic 

model.  It contains a methodology for representing common hydrologic objects in a GIS 

and transferring that representation to elements for hydrologic modeling.  CRWR-PrePro 

is a further development of HEC-PrePro that includes the tools for stream and watershed 

delineation and hydrologic parameter calculation (Olivera and Maidment 1999).   

Geo-HMS, developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center, includes cimilar 

capabilities to CRWR-PrePro, and it is the preprocessor used by the Corps of Engineers.  

PrePro2002 has been developed by Texas A&M University and Dodson and Associates, 

Inc. (Olivera 2005).  It is similar to the previous preprocessors, but runs in the ArcGIS 

platform.  It performs many of the general data preparation tasks such as delineating 
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subbasins and streams, defining outlets, calculating areas and lengths, as well as 

preparing the data for input to the HEC-HMS model.  All of these preprocessors run 

within proprietary ESRI software, but the tools are distributed freely from Dr. Francisco 

Olivera’s website (Olivera 2005).   

WCS 

The Watershed Characterization System (WCS) has been developed with the 

support of EPA Region 4.  It runs within the ArcView 3.x platform and was primarily 

designed to assist in the characterization of existing conditions in a watershed.  The core 

program provides some analytic capabilities such as delineating watersheds and 

analyzing the physical and hydrologic properties of a watershed including soils, landuse, 

slope and water quality.   

Additional functionality is added to the WCS by several extensions to assist in the 

modeling of sediment, mercury, stormwater, and non-point sources.  GIS interfaces have 

been developed for the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) and the Non-Point 

Source Model (NPSM).  The Sediment and Mercury tools run within the GIS, and 

produce reports that have been used for TMDL development (EPA 2005c). 

WMS 

Though many of the tools discussed above run within proprietary software, the 

tools themselves are public domain, and freely available from various agencies and 

universities.  The Watershed Modeling System (WMS) is one of the most widely used 

proprietary software packages for preparing hydrologic and hydraulic modeling data 

Like Arc Hydro, the WMS does not contain any simulation technology in itself, 

but is described as a modeling environment for all phases of hydrologic and hydraulic 

modeling.  It does not require the use of any external proprietary GIS software, but has 

been designed to work in conjunction with ESRI products to make use of their tools if 

desired.  The WMS contains tools for general hydrologic data preparation as well as 
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interfaces to a suite of hydrologic and hydraulic models.  Supported hydrologic models 

include HEC-HMS, TR-20, TR55, HSPF, Rational Method, NFF, MODRAT, and 

GSSHA.  GIS links to hydraulic models are supported for HEC-RAS, and CE-QUAL W2 

(EMRL 2005) 

In addition to providing access to individual models, WMS is capable of linking 

HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS to perform integrated hydrologic and hydraulic modeling.  A 

stochastic approach to floodplain delineation is supported for examining the uncertainty 

in hydrologic and hydraulic modeling with HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS.  The WMS 

software design is modular, and individual components are added for modeling can be 

added to the core functionality of WMS (EMRL 2005).   

 

2.4 HSPF MODEL:  STRUCTURE AND TIME SERIES 

HSPF is a set of computer codes designed to simulate water quantity and quality 

processes occurring on the land surface and in stream systems.  The algorithms 

implemented in the model are primarily based on a watershed hydrology model 

developed at Stanford in the 1970’s.  Since its initial release in 1980, HSPF has 

undergone many changes, most of which have added additional simulation capabilities.  

Though technology and science have progressed significantly over the last 20 years, the 

core algorithms have withstood the test of time and HSPF is still today the state-of-the-art 

in comprehensive watershed hydrology and water quality modeling software (Bicknell 

2001). 

 

2.4.1 Model Structure – Representation of the “Real World” 

In designing a model to simulate processes occurring in the environment, a 

consistent view of the environment must be developed to provide the structure for 

mathematical modeling.  The conceptual model used to develop HSPF consists of a set of 
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constituents interacting with each other as they move through a fixed environment.  

HSPF constituents include water, sediment, and other chemicals that move through the 

environment.  The fixed environment is, in reality, a continuous system, but for the 

purposes of mathematical modeling must be broken up into discrete parts.   

In HSPF, the environment that constituents move through is described by two 

fundamental objects.  “Nodes” are fixed points in space at which the value of a 

constituent can be measured.  “Zones” are representative of a finite portion of the real 

world in which constituents reside and move through.  These two abstract concepts form 

the building blocks upon which the HSPF representation of the “real world” is built.  

Nodes represent the endpoints of river segments, the location where two river segments 

converge, or any other specific location related to constituent movement.  Zones are 

discrete pieces of the environment such as a length of a river, or a portion of the land 

surface or subsurface.  Zones are associated with storage of a quantity of a constituent, 

and represent the smallest unit into which the environment is partitioned.  In HSPF, 

collections of Nodes and Zones are called “Elements.”  HSPF Model Elements are used 

to define the portions of the “real world” through which constituents move.   

Physically, Model Elements represent the finite portions of the real world that, 

when linked together, represent the hydrologic environment through which water moves.  

Mathematically, Model Elements are a concept providing the structure upon which 

computer code simulates the movement and interactions of water and constituents.  

Figure 2.8 illustrates the concepts of nodes, zones, and elements. 
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Figure 2.8 Elements of the “Real World” in HSPF. 

The choice of grouping Zones and Nodes into Elements is made so that as much 

of the environment as possible can be represented by a single Element structure.  There 

are two basic Elements Types in the HSPF model: River Segments and Land Segments.  

Regardless of its length, geometry, or slope, the same or similar processes occur in all 

rivers and HSPF uses Elements called River Segments to simulate the movement of 

constituents through the river network.  Likewise, the same basic processes occur 

everywhere on the land surface, i.e. infiltration, runoff, groundwater flow; and HSPF uses 

Elements called Land Segments to simulate the movement of constituents over and 

through the land surface (Bicknell 2001).   

River Segment Elements consist of a single Zone with two Nodes on each end.  

Land Segment Elements have one Zone to represent the surface and additional zones to 

simulate snowpack and the subsurface layers when necessary.  In designing the structure 

of the HSPF model, it was decided that there were enough differences between 
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Impervious (no subsurface Zones) and Pervious Land Segments (1-3 subsurface Zones) 

to warrant creating different Element Types for each.   

The three Element Types used to model all watershed and river processes in the 

HSPF model are Channel Reaches, Pervious Land Segments, and Impervious Land 

Segments.  The same basic processes occur within each of these Element Types, and 

consequently, their mathematical descriptions share a common set of input parameters 

and use the same calculations to simulate the movement of constituents.  Differences in 

the processes described by individual Elements within an Element Type, such as runoff 

from forested land vs. runoff from agricultural land, can be characterized by assigning 

different parameters to each individual Element.   

Though these three types of Model Elements provide a starting point for dividing 

the environment into finite portions to be simulated by HSPF, the model is flexible, and a 

specific combination of Land Segment and River Segment Model Elements must be 

defined by the user in order to simulate a system of interest.  This decision of how to 

‘Configure’ HSPF Model Elements to simulate a hydrologic system is the subject of 

Chapter 3.   

 

2.4.2 Software Structure 

There are two major tasks performed by the HSPF model during a simulation.  

The first task is peripheral to the actual simulation and involves reading the input 

parameters provided by the user.  The HSPF model obtains all the parameters required 

for simulation from a text file called the User Control Input (.uci).  The input data must 

be read into the program memory so it can be used by the simulation part of the program.  

This task is carried out by a section of computer code called the Run Interpreter.  The 

Run Interpreter and other sections of code called Utility Modules perform tasks that are 

auxiliary to the actual simulation.  They read input parameters from the .uci file, read and 

write time series to external files, and manage the order of the simulation.   
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The second task of the model is to perform the actual simulation.  The design of 

the code to simulate hydrologic and water quality processes is somewhat object-oriented 

and related to the structure used to represent the environment presented above.  Because 

each Element Type is simulated by a common set of equations and parameters, the 

computer code contains subroutines, or ”Operation Modules,” specific to each Element 

Type.  These Operation Modules contain the equations used to simulate the movement 

and transformation of constituents within a single Element.   

Three separate Operation Modules are responsible for performing the calculations 

that simulate hydrologic and water quality processes, one for each Element Type.  

Because they are simulated by Operation Modules, Elements within an HSPF model 

(River Reaches, Pervious Land Segments, and Impervious Land Segments) are often 

referred to simply as “Operations” (Bicknell 2001).  

The computer code within each Operation Module is further partitioned so that 

processes and groups of processes are simulated by different Sections of code.  Individual 

Sections of code can be called so that if a user wants to simulate only water quantity 

processes in a river, the code for water quality need not be run.  The Operation Module 

used to simulate Channel Reaches (referred to as RCHRES in the HSPF model) contains 

separate Sections of code to simulate hydraulic behavior, pH, temperature, advective 

transport, and a host of other water quality related processes.  Similarly, Operation 

Modules for Pervious Land Segments (PERLND) and Impervious Land Segments 

(IMPLND) are partitioned into Sections to simulate overland flow, temperature, and the 

transport of many constituents.  Figure 2.9 presents the structure of the HSPF software 

and how it relates to the “Real World” processes it simulates.  
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Figure 2.9 HSPF Representation of the “Real World.” 

The terms “Element,” “Segment,” and “Operation” all have a specific meaning 

when talking about HSPF and are used repeatedly in the remainder of this document.  All 

three of these terms are used to describe the finite portions of the world which an HSPF 

model simulates.  “Element” and “Segment” are used to describe the actual portions of 

the environment which HSPF simulates, while “Operation” typically refers to the model 

representations of these real-world objects.    

 

2.4.3 Input Parameters and Time Series Management 

The parameters that the HSPF model uses in simulations come from the User 

Control Input (.uci) file, a fixed format text file with a structure having some similarities 

to the code structure presented above.  The .uci file is organized into groups of text lines 

called Blocks. There are Blocks of text lines for each Operation Module, PERLND, 

IMPLND, and RCHRES.  Within each of these text Blocks there are Sections of text 

lines that correspond to the different Operation Module Sections.  Each Section of text 

lines store the parameters used to simulate individual processes or groups of processes as 
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mentioned previously.  As an example, there is one Section of text lines within the 

RCHRES Block that stores the parameters used to simulate the hydraulic behavior of 

Channel Reaches.  Likewise, there is one Section of text lines within the PERLND Block 

that stores the parameters used to simulate overland flow on Pervious Land Segments.  

Figure 2.10 illustrates the .uci file structure.  

 

 

Figure 2.10 .uci file structure. 

In addition to Blocks for each Operation Module, there are Blocks of text lines for 

some of the Utility Modules as well as Blocks to hold information that defines 

connectivity between Operations.  The parameters in these Blocks do not participate 

directly in the simulation of hydraulic and water quality processes, but aid in the 
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management of the simulation and point to hard disk locations of input and output time 

series.   

As a continuous simulation model, HSPF must handle an immense amount of 

time series data.  Complex HSPF models may have hundreds of Operations (PERLNDS, 

IMPLNDS, and RCHRES) and simulate processes on them for 5 years or more on an 

hourly time step.  One hundred Operations times 10 processes times 5 years times 365 

days times 24 hours is nearly fifty million values that must be passed amongst the proper 

subroutines in a complex HSPF model.   

In addition to the sheer volume of data, simulations must proceed in the correct 

order when simulating an entire watershed and stream network system.  The order in 

which the HSPF simulation proceeds is defined in a Block of text lines in the .uci file 

called the Operation Sequence Block (OPN SEQUENCE).  In HSPF, a single Operation 

(simulating a finite portion of the real world) takes one or more input time series of 

arbitrary length and deterministically calculates the hydrologic and water quality 

response of the Element.  Processes are simulated for the entire length of the simulation 

and the resulting time series is used (potentially with other time series) as input to the 

next downstream Operation.  HSPF is designed to simulate the processes that do not 

depend upon any upstream conditions first.  For instance:  first simulations will be run for 

all the processes occurring on Land Segments that contribute to the most upstream River 

Segment.  The output from these simulations (a time series of overland flow, nutrient 

load, etc.) will be used as input to simulate processes in the most upstream River 

Segment (hydraulic behavior, bacteria decay, etc.).  The output from the most upstream 

river segment is subsequently used as input to the next downstream river segment.   

The connectivity between model segments is defined in two Blocks of text lines 

called “Schematic” and “Mass Link.”  Simulations on the land surface are computed 

essentially as a vertical water balance.  Each Land Segment simulated by HSPF computes 

fluxes on an areal basis and contributes to the appropriate River Segment as defined in 
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the Schematic Block.  The Schematic Block defines the connections between Land and 

River Segment Operations and also specifies how much of the land area simulated by a 

Land Segment Operation contributes to each River Segment.  For a complex HSPF 

simulation, many timeseries must be passed between Model Operations (i.e. water, 

sediment load, temperature, Dissolved Oxygen) and the Mass Link Block specifies 

explicitly which time series are to be passed over the connections defined in the 

Schematic Block.   

While accomplishing this monumental task of organizing and managing the data 

for such a complex simulation process, the developers of HSPF designed the time series 

handling Modules in HSPF to be flexible.  It is important to be able to retrieve 

information about the state of the system at any point during the simulation, however, 

writing all of the information to an external file would slow the simulation significantly 

and use massive amounts of disk storage space.  The time series management Modules in 

HSPF avoid writing all the time series from a simulation to an external file by using 

internal memory to transfer time series that have a common length and timestep.  This 

“internal swapping” of time series avoids the problems associated with outputting every 

time series, and is the default unless information from the user requests that time series be 

written to an external file.  The HSPF model is capable of reading time series in several 

different formats; however, Watershed Data Management (.wdm) files are by far the most 

common input and output file format.   

 

2.4.4 Concept of an Operation and HSPF Data Types 

The HSPF model is built around the concept of an Operation.  An HSPF 

Operation is a set of computer codes that simulate the hydrologic and water quality 

processes occurring in a finite portion of the environment for a certain length of time.  At 

each timestep, an HSPF Operation performs four basic tasks to simulate the system 

response: 
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1) Read in Forcing Data,  

2) Perform calculations using Operation Parameters,  

3) Update the State Variables of the operation, and  

4) Calculate Output Data for the operation.    

Forcing data, such as precipitation or inflow to a river, is provided from an 

external file or an upstream Operation.  Operation Parameters, such as infiltration 

coefficients or river lengths, are used by the Operation in conjunction with State 

Variables to predict the response of the modeled segment to the given Forcing Data.  

State Variables, such as soil moisture or River Segment volume, are updated at the end of 

a timestep and used as initial conditions for the subsequent time interval.  Output Data, 

such as soil moisture or overland flow volume, are calculated by the Operation and sent 

to a downstream Segment or an external file.   

The HSPF model structure is general enough that Model Operations can be linked 

together in many different ways to simulate a system.  A single Land Segment may be 

used to simulate the entire area of a watershed, or the watershed may be broken up into 

hundreds of Land Segments to capture the spatial variability of hydrologic processes.  

Different methods for linking HSPF Operations together to simulate a hydrologic system 

are the topic of Chapter 3.   

 

2.5 TIME SERIES STRUCTURE 

Though there are literally hundreds of different specific timeseries formats used to 

store data for different modeling applications, this section will only discuss three general 

types of data structures most relevant to this research.   
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2.5.1 Grid Data Structure 

Many spatially continuous environmental data sets are stored in a gridded file 

structure.  NetCDF (Unidata 2005) and .grib (GRIdded Binary) (WMO 2005) formats 

have been developed by the atmospheric community to store observed or modeled data 

sets that represent a continuous spatial field.  A truly spatially continuous data set would 

have values defined at every infinitesimally small finite portion in space.  In reality, data 

for spatially continuous variables are typically stored in a grid format, where the values at 

the centers or nodes of the grid represent some sort of spatially averaged value.  Usually 

these data sets, while considered continuous in space, represent only a single point in 

time.  Temporally, the value could represent any type data; an average or cumulative 

value over the previous or subsequent timestep, or an instantaneous measurement at that 

exact instant.   

A collection of these gridded data sets spaced at regular time intervals can be used 

to provide a continuous spatial and temporal description of conditions in the 

environment.  The NetCDF file structure can store a collection of temporally consecutive 

spatially continuous data sets in a single file, while individual .grib files are necessary for 

each timestep.  Whatever the details of the overall file structure, gridded data sets are 

used most often to represent spatially continuous data at a single point in time.  

One benefit of a gridded data structure is that values are stored at regular spatial 

intervals, so that it is not necessary to store spatial information with every data value.  

Metadata at the beginning of gridded data sets provide all the necessary spatial 

information to locate a value in the data set for any point in space.  For instance, Figure 

2.11 shows the header information and the beginning of the data values from a .grib file 

(here extracted to ascii format) used by the West Gulf River Forecast Center (NOAA 

2005a) to store NEXRAD (NEXt Generation Weather RADar) rainfall data (NOAA 

2005b).   
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Figure 2.11 ‘Gridded’ file structure. 

The data set values describe a spatial average (over the grid cell) of the 

cumulative amount of rainfall that fell on August 1, 2001 between 12:00 AM and 1:00 

AM at each of about 164,000 HRAP (Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project) grid cells 

covering the southeastern US.  Metadata at the beginning of the file give the spatial 

coordinates (in HRAP X and Y grid cell numbers) of the lower left corner of the data set, 

and the number of rows and columns contained in the data set.  After the metadata, a 

simple list of about 164,000 numbers, delimited by a single space, provide the values for 

each of the grid cells described by the dataset.   
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This format is efficient in terms of disk space because it avoids storing spatial 

data with each value.  The file structure, including the metadata at the beginning of the 

file and the subsequent list of values, inherently stores spatial information for each value 

in the dataset.  However, in this type of gridded data structure, a value for each grid cell 

is required, regardless of whether a value was actually measured or is necessary at that 

location.   

 

2.5.2 Modeling Time Series Structure 

While grid data structures are used widely to store spatially continuous data, such 

as NEXRAD data and the results of atmospheric models, most hydrologic models require 

input data sets to be structured as a series of values at regular intervals describing 

individual locations.  The .wdm (Watershed Data Management) (USGS 1995) and .dss 

(Digital Storage System) (USACE 2005) formats are examples of this type of timeseries 

data structure where metadata including spatial location, units, and type of data are 

followed by a list of values or date-time – value pairs.  Each data set in this structure 

represents a timeseries of values at a single spatial location.  Figure 2.12 shows an 

example of a .wdm file (here extracted to ASCII format) consisting of a list of metadata 

followed by time – value pairs for rainfall at a gauge near San Antonio.   
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Figure 2.12 Modeling time series data structure. 

This structure is distinct from the grid data structure discussed earlier, where a 

data set represents a single point in time at all spatial locations.  Figure 2.13 illustrates the 

differences between the two types of timeseries structures using the space – time – 

variable domains.   In both the gridded and timeseries structures, the data sets represent a 

series of values that all have the same variable type, but are continuous in either space or 

time.   
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Figure 2.13 Grid and Time Series data structures in space – time – variable domains. 

2.5.3 Arc Hydro Time Series Structure 

The Arc Hydro data model is housed within the structure of an ESRI’s 

geodatabase, and consequently has a structure different from either of those presented 

above.   In the Arc Hydro format, a single table contains all the timeseries values in the 

database.  Spatial information is present on each timeseries record in the form of a 

'FeatureID' corresponding to a spatial feature in the geodatabase.  In addition to having 

spatial data on each timeseries record, the Arc Hydro format also includes metadata on 

each record in the form of a 'TSTypeID' corresponding to a record in the TSType table. 

Figures 2.14 and 2.15 (Maidment 2002) demonstrate how timeseries are linked to 

geospatial features in a geodatabase.    
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Figure 2.14 Arc Hydro Time Series tables. 

 

Figure 2.15 Arc Hydro Time Series relationships. 
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Because the Arc Hydro timeseries format contains both temporal and spatial 

information on every record, an Arc Hydro timeseries table can be used to manage and 

analyze either space-centered or time-centered data sets depending on the query used to 

retrieve data.   

 

2.6 INTERESTED PARTIES  

2.6.1 Bexar Regional Watershed Management Coalition 

The Bexar Regional Watershed Management Coalition (BRWMC) is an 

agreement between local agencies formed in response to the need for more coordination 

amongst parties interested in water resources management in the San Antonio area.  The 

agreement was formed in 2002 between Bexar County, the City of San Antonio, and the 

San Antonio River Authority.  Each agency has interests in water resources management 

from flood protection, to stomwater management, to water quality in the San Antonio 

River.  The overarching purpose of the BRWMC is to employ a coordinated, consistent, 

and efficient program to manage flood control, drainage and storm water for the area 

around San Antonio.  (SARA 2005)  The BRWMC has developed a “Watershed Master 

Plan,” which establishes goals, objectives, standards, and best management practices for 

water resources management in the area.  It has been working on a Regional Watershed 

Modeling System (RWMS) with the goal of integrating water resources management in 

the San Antonio area.   

The integration goal springs from the idea that all water resources related 

modeling, including hydrologic, hydraulic, and water quality attempt to simulate 

processing occurring in the environment.  Though models for different applications 

simulate different water-related processes and require modeling parameters specific to the 

application, all the processes are occurring in the same natural environment.  With this 

understanding, it makes sense to have the same geospatial representation of this 
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environment in all models.  To support this goal, the BRWMC is undergoing a massive 

data collection effort to characterize the environment in the San Antonio area and store 

the information in GIS format.  Ongoing efforts include defining current landuse 

characteristics, accurately defining the locations and geometry of river channels, and 

redelineating watersheds with accurate topographic information.   

Once data collection is completed, it will be stored in an Arc Hydro-style GIS 

format and be available to all interested parties in the area.  The goal is to have data in the 

Arc Hydro database continuously updated to reflect the current state of the environment.  

In addition, the BRWMC hopes to use the data to develop a standard set of water quantity 

and quality models that can be used to evaluate future changes in the physical landscape 

that affect water resources.  Tools under development will automatically update 

parameters in complex water quantity and quality models based on current conditions as 

reflected in the Arc Hydro database.  HEC-HMS and RAS are being used as the flood 

models, and HSPF has been chosen for water quality modeling.  (Roboyo and Maidment 

2005) 

 

2.6.2 AQUA TERRA Consultants 

AQUA TERRA Consultants (ATC) is an environmental consulting firm with 

locations in California, Washington, Colorado and Georgia.  The development for recent 

releases of the EPA’s BASINS system as well as ongoing support for the HSPF has been 

the responsibility of AQUA TERRA Consultants.  The BASINS system contains tools to 

leverage ESRI’s 3.x geospatial capabilities to perform preprocessing for HSPF in a GIS 

environment and to support the creation of input files for HSPF.  Additional tools for 

manipulating input data, running the model, and analyzing output data operate outside the 

GIS environment.  The WinHSPF/GenScn/WdmUtil software package (often referred to 

simply as “GenScn Tools”) is available free of charge from ATC’s website (AQUA 

TERRA Consultants 2005), and provides powerful capabilities for building and 
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calibrating HSPF models.  The GenScn Tools and software were developed using the 

Visual Basic programming language, and designed to be extensible to provide tools for 

other software developers.   

Tools and programming libraries developed by members of the AQUA TERRA 

Consultants BASINS team in Decatur, GA, are used extensively in this research.  In 

addition, the methodology presented for preprocessing ArcGIS data for use with HSPF is 

closely related to the BASINS ArcView 3.x methodology.   

 

2.6.3 CUAHSI 

The Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, 

Incorporated (CUAHSI) began in 2001 as a group of universities dedicated to the 

advancement of hydrologic science (CUAHSI 2005).  The work of the Consortium is 

funded by a National Science Foundation (NSF) grant and has been implemented in 

phases over the past four years.  One component of CUAHSI is the Hydrologic 

Information Systems (HIS) program, intended to improve the infrastructure and services 

for hydrologic information.   

Geographic Information Systems are used extensively as a means of managing 

and visualizing hydrologic data in the HIS program.  Because GIS provides a digital 

platform for an abstraction of the environment, data stored in the hydrologic information 

system can be easily accessed and used for a wide range of applications.  Initial work of 

the HIS program has focused on developing a system to support the collection, 

management, and distribution of hydrologic information in a general way that is not tied 

to any specific application.  Once the infrastructure for managing and distributing 

hydrologic data is in place, future work will be necessary to support specific 

mathematical modeling applications.   
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Chapter 3  GIS and HSPF Model Development 

This chapter is intended to provide an understanding of common ways that GIS 

data are used to develop HSPF models.  This chapter will first introduce how GIS is and 

is not used in HSPF modeling.  Next it will present some of the common data sources and 

how they are used in the development of HSPF models.  The HSPF model structure is 

very general, and GIS data is commonly used to define the specific combinations of 

Model Elements (or “Model Configuration”) that will be used to simulate a system of 

interest.  GIS Tools in the BASINS system are the most widely used technology for 

HSPF model development, and they are presented in detail.  The chapter will close with a 

presentation of how forcing precipitation data are commonly prepared for HSPF models 

and how the method used for the preparation affects HSPF model configurations.   

 

3.1 GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION AND HSPF 

All physically based models rely on an accurate representation of the physical 

environment that is to be modeled.  GIS data have proven their utility in representing the 

hydrologic environment and GIS tools are the most widely used technology for 

developing input data for hydrologic models.  Some of the most common tasks performed 

by GIS in developing models are 1) defining drainage areas, 2) calculating physically 

based model parameters, and 3) defining areas of the land with similar hydrologic 

characteristics.   

HSPF and many other hydrologic and environmental models were developed long 

before geospatial information was widely available in a digital form.  As a result, most 

hydrologic models, including HSPF, do not use explicit geospatial information in the 

model files.  Rather than explicitly using geospatial information such as GIS data, model 

simulations are performed using physically based parameters, such as slope, area, and 

length that may or may not have been calculated using GIS data.   
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Because geospatial data is typically only used during model development, it is 

often not saved, maintained, or updated when changes are made to model files.  Network 

and connectivity information must be maintained in the model files, but because there is 

no place to store explicit geospatial information in HSPF model files, it is often not used 

after initial model development.  If GIS data are not updated to reflect changes to model 

files, inconsistencies arise between the model representation and the GIS representation 

of the environment used in model development.  If GIS data are maintained after initial 

model development, they can provide an accurate representation of the areas simulated 

by the model and be used to facilitate the transfer of information to model files.   

 

3.2 COMMON GIS DATA SOURCES AND HSPF MODEL PARAMETERS 

The first job when setting up an HSPF model is characterizing the landscape.  In 

recent years, GIS data for hydrologic applications has become the most widely used 

resource for describing the hydrologic characteristics of the land surface.  Digital 

Elevation Models, landcover, and soil data are available for the entire US from several 

governmental agencies.  In addition, stream networks for perennial as well as intermittent 

streams are available at high resolution for most areas of the country.  GIS data is used 

widely both to estimate physically-based parameters and to define areas that have similar 

hydrologic characteristics.  (Singh 2002) 

 

3.2.1 Common Data Sources 

The National Elevation Dataset (NED) is the most common source for DEMs and 

is developed and distributed by the USGS (USGS 2005).  Elevation data is available for 

the entire US on a 30m resolution, and a large part of the country is covered with 10m 

resolution.  Elevation data is sometimes collected on an even finer scale using a method 

called LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging).  LIDAR is a remote sensing technique 
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used to collect detailed topographic data using an aircraft mounted sensors.  The NED 

has a vertical resolution of about 0.5 to 1 meter, however LIDAR data is capable of 

resolving vertical elevation changes of only about 15 centimeters.  Elevation data is used 

to define drainage areas for hydrologic modeling.  (Gueudet 2004) 

The most common data source for defining the locations of river channels is the 

National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) (USGS and EPA 2005).  The NHD is a GIS 

dataset containing surface water features including rivers, streams, lakes, ponds, springs, 

and wells.  Low and medium resolution NHD data is available for the entire 

conterminous US, and high resolution NHD data is available for much of the country.  

The high resolution data contains all perennial as well as most intermittent streams, 

drainage ditches, and other surface water features.  The NHD data has recently been 

converted to a form called NHDinGeo, which is distributed in ESRI Geodatabase format 

and includes network-tracing capabilities.  Lines through water bodies are inferred so that 

a continuous stream network is available for the entire US.  NHD data is typically used to 

define river segments to be simulated by HSPF models.  The use of NHD and the process 

of developing digital descriptions of river networks for hydrologic modeling is not 

directly addressed in this research.   

A major factor affecting the hydrologic behavior of an area of land is vegetative 

cover.  Vegetation has a large influence on the movement of water over the land surface, 

into groundwater, and out of groundwater through evapotranspiration.  The vegetative 

cover of an area of land is typically inferred from GIS data describing the land cover or 

landuse characteristics.  Landuse data is probably the most common information used to 

characterize the landscape for HSPF modeling.  Since vegetation affects many hydrologic 

processes, it is often assumed that areas with similar landuse characteristics can be 

simulated with the same or similar Operations in HSPF models.   

The Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium is a group of 

federal agencies, including the USGS (United States Geological Survey), EPA and 
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NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), that has been working to 

maintain a nationally consistent dataset of satellite and remote sensing landuse Cover 

data. In 1993, the Consortium purchased satellite imagery dating between 1989 and 1992 

and developed a dataset called the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) 1992 for the 

entire conterminous United States.  A recent effort beginning in 1999 is underway to 

purchase newer satellite imagery and develop a NLCD 2001.  (EPA, USGS, and NOAA)   

Another common Land Cover dataset is the Land Use / Land Cover (LULC) 

dataset which was developed by the USGS in the early 1990’s and is based primarily on 

aerial photography from the 1970’s and 1980’s.  The LULC data, commonly referred to 

as GIRAS landuse data, is distributed mostly in the form of shapefiles (vector GIS data) 

while the NLCD data is typically distributed in a raster form.  (EPA 2005d) 

Soil Type is another characteristic commonly used GIS dataset for describing the 

landscape.  The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), formerly the Soil 

Conservation Service (SCS), is responsible for collecting and distributing soil survey 

information for the United States.  The two NRCS datasets most widely used for natural 

resource planning and management are the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) 

and the State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO).  The SSURGO database is the 

most detailed database available and is intended for use on a county/township/landowner 

scale.  The STATSGO database is a generalization of the SSURGO database and is 

intended for regional/multistate/river basin scale planning and management (NRCS 

2005a, NRCS 2005b) 

 

3.2.2 GIS Data and Model Parameters 

In HSPF, Operation Modules simulate hydrologic and water quality processes 

using Operation Parameters.  These parameters are used to represent the characteristics of 

the landscape.  A complex HSPF model will use hundreds or even thousands of 

parameters in the equations used to simulate the movement of water through the 
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hydrologic environment.  Some of these parameters represent physically based 

characteristics such as slopes, lengths, and areas and can be directly estimated or 

calculated from readily available GIS data.  While GIS data is widely available for some 

parameters, other characteristics such as surface roughness and infiltration capacity 

cannot be easily inferred or measured from GIS data.  Though these parameters cannot be 

calculated directly, they are often assumed to be uniform over areas with similar landuse 

characteristics.  Areas of the land that should have similar characteristics are typically 

inferred from information about soils, landuse, and other GIS data.  For instance, it is 

often assumed that all forested land will have similar interception storage capacity, and 

areas with similar soil types will have similar soil moisture capacities.  These areas, with 

common hydrologic characteristics, define the areas that will be simulated with 

individual HSPF Operations.    

Table 3.1 shows a list of HSPF model parameters, their associated characteristics, 

and the type of data that is typically used to either calculate them, or to define areas with 

uniform characteristics.  This research is chiefly concerned with developing input data for 

hydrology simulations on Land Segments in HSPF models, and only the parameters for 

the simulation of water movement over the land surface are presented.  Some of the 

physically based parameters can be calculated readily from widely available GIS data, 

while others are used as calibration parameters.  The table gives the data source that is 

typically used to either calculate the parameter, or define areas with uniform 

characteristics relevant to the parameter.  Further information on details of HSPF model 

parameters can be found in “BASINS Technical Note 6” (EPA 2000).   
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Table 3.1 HSPF model parameters and common data sources. 

 

 

The only truly physically based parameters shown in Table 3.1 are LSUR (length 

of overland flow plane) and SLSUR (slope of overland flow plane).  Some of the other 

parameters do have physical meaning, but are not used in completely physically-based 

equations.  The UZSN (upper zone nominal storage) is intended to be representative of 

the residual moisture content of the soil, however, it is often used as a calibration 
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parameter in the somewhat empirical equations used to simulate infiltration.  GIS data are 

used to define the areas of land (Model Elements) that will be assumed to have a common 

set of parameters.  However, the values for these parameters are often changed during the 

model calibration process and not directly measured or inferred from GIS data.   

 

3.3 HSPF MODEL CONFIGURATIONS  

HSPF models simulate a system of interest using a network of HSPF Operations 

which each simulate a finite portion of the real world.  To simulate a hydrologic system, 

HSPF was designed to have two types of Operations to simulate the land surface, 

Pervious Land Segments (PERLND) and Impervious Land Segments (IMPLND).  These 

Land Segment Operations are typically linked to Reach Segment Operations (RCHRES), 

which simulate the flow of water in rivers.   

Land Segments flowing to Reach Segments is inherent to the movement of water 

in the environment and the obvious choice for structuring an HSPF model.  The choice of 

how many Land and River Segments to be use, and how they are linked together, 

however, is made by the modeler.  The following sections will discuss different HSPF 

“model configurations,” or methods for linking Land and River Segments together. 

 

3.3.1 Motivating Factors for Model Configurations 

One motivating factor for configuring an HSPF model is the desire to capture the 

spatial variability of processes occurring on the land surface.  If different areas of a 

watershed contain similar land surface characteristics, it is likely that the hydrologic 

processes occurring on these different areas will be similar.  HSPF Operations make use 

of this assumption by simulating a vertical water balance on one or more Land Segments 

land and distributing the results to the appropriate River Segment.  Landuse or soils data 

are typically used to characterize the hydrologic characteristics of the land surface.  To 
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capture and simulate the variability of hydrologic processes on the land surface, different 

HSPF Land Segment Operations are used (with different relevant parameters) to simulate 

separate parts of the watershed.    

Another motivating factor in the configuration process is the objective of the 

model.  The objective of a hydrologic or water quality model may require that results be 

produced at specific points in a river network, for instance, identifying the peak flow in a 

river near a populated area, or the concentration of bacteria near a water intake.  These 

objectives typically require that a river segment be divided at a location where a 

monitoring station exists so that model results can be directly compared with observed 

data.  Additionally, River Segments must be divided at the junctions where two or more 

rivers or streams converge to a single stream.  In addition to objectives concerning results 

in the river network, hydrologic models are also used to investigate the effects of changes 

to the land surface.  The configuration of Land Segments in an HSPF model can be 

designed to examine a specific change to the land surface by adjusting the parameters of 

individual Land Segment Operations.  

The availability of forcing data, especially rainfall, is also an important factor for 

model configuration.  The structure of an HSPF Operation, for instance a Land Segment, 

requires that Forcing Data such as rainfall be distributed uniformly over an Operation.  

HSPF Operations are often created to represent an area with uniform land surface 

characteristics, but because of the structure of the HSPF model, the entire area 

represented by an Operation must also receive uniform rainfall.  Though two areas of 

land may have identical hydrologic characteristics on the land surface, if they do not 

receive the same amount of rainfall, they must be modeled with two separate HSPF 

Operations.  The way in which precipitation data affects HSPF model configurations is 

presented in Section 3.6.   

If the area to be modeled with HSPF can be assumed to receive uniform 

precipitation, the distribution of rainfall need not be considered when developing the 
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configuration of a model.  However, if there is more than one rain gauge in the area, or if 

other distributed rainfall information (such as radar estimates of rainfall) is to be used, the 

spatial distribution of precipitation must be considered when configuring a model.  In this 

case, two areas of land that have uniform surface characteristics but receive different 

rainfall data are represented by separate HSPF Operations.   

Sometimes, River Segments are divided into smaller segments because of 

significant changes in slope or river – aquifer interactions.  In HSPF, the flow of water 

through River Segments is modeled using a simple volume or stage vs. discharge 

relationship.  A lumped flow routing scheme is applied using an invariable, single valued 

storage function relating discharge from the segment to storage in the segment (Bicknell 

2001).  This research is chiefly concerned with segmenting the land surface for HSPF 

modeling, but the model configuration of a river system is related to the chosen 

segmentation for the land surface.   

Before presenting a specific method for PreProcessing GIS data to define HSPF 

model configurations, the following section will present increasingly complex methods 

for dividing the landscape into HSPF model Operations and and discuss the implications 

they have on the assumptions of the resulting HSPF model.   

 

3.3.2 HSPF Model Configuration Examples 

An HSPF model could be set up in a completely lumped1 manner in which only a 

single Pervious Land Segment is simulated to contribute water and other constituents to a 

                                                 
1 The terms “Lumped” and “Distributed” have specific implications when describing mathematical models.  
These implications have to do with not only the spatial scale of a model representation, but also the 
techniques of solution.  Strictly speaking, HSPF and Operations within the model are Lumped models 
because they do not consider the partial derivatives of processes with respect to space in simulations. 
(Singh 2002)  Despite these implications, in this paper when describing HSPF model configurations, the 
terms “Lumped” and “Distributed” will be used to describe the degree to which the land surface and river 
systems have been broken up into smaller pieces.  “Lumped” will mean that large areas of land which may 
or may not have similar spatially variable properties are simulated as a single Land Segment.  “Distributed” 
will mean that an attempt is made to segment the model so that spatially variable parameters and data are 
relatively uniform over an individual Land Segment.   
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single River Segment as shown in Figure 3.1.  In Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 (as well as 3.14 

and 3.15) the left (GIS) figure illustrates the “real world” and the right (schematic) figure 

shows the HSPF model representation.  This completely lumped configuration would be 

appropriate for only the simplest case, if the land surface characteristics did not vary 

widely over the watershed, the watershed received uniform rainfall, and if there was no 

need for information at points internal to the watershed or stream network.   

 

 

Figure 3.1 Completely lumped Land Segment configuration – Single drainage area. 

If the objectives of the modeler require that output be calculated somewhere in the 

middle of the river segment, a lumped representation will not suffice and multiple 

RCHRES Operations are required.  If the land surface characteristics do not vary over the 

watershed and uniform rainfall is assumed, the single Land Segment could still be used, 

but it would contribute to each river segment in proportion to its drainage area as shown 

in Figure 3.2.   

In the configurations shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the entire land area is 

simulated using a single HSPF Land Segment Operation. A single set of parameters 

assigned to the Land Segment Operation, and the results of hydrologic processes 
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simulated on the Land Segment are assumed to be characteristic of the entire land area.  

An HSPF Land Segment Operation essentially calculates water fluxes (input from 

atmosphere, surface runoff, infiltration, etc.) on an areal basis and distributes the output 

to river segments in proportion to drainage area.  The results of the Land Segment 

simulation will be distributed to each Reach Segment shown in Figure 3.2 in proportion 

to its drainage area.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Completely lumped Land Segment configuration – Multiple drainage areas. 

In order to capture the spatial variability of hydrologic processes on the land 

surface, most HSPF modeling applications further subdivide the land surface based on 

land surface characteristics such as landuse, slope, or soil type.  Figure 3.3 shows an 

example of an HSPF configuration in which five different types of Land Segment 

Operations contribute to three Reach Segments.  In Figure 3.3, the Land Segments are 

defined according to Land Cover characteristics, but the landscape could be separated 

according to soil type, slope, or any other data that is available.   
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Figure 3.3 Distributed Land Segment configuration – Single set of Land Segments. 

Figure 3.3 shows several separate areas designated as range land, however, the 

schematic (which shows the HSPF model representation) shows only one PERLND 

(104).  The rationale behind this choice of representing spatially incontiguous areas of 

land with a single Land Segment is related to the method used to simulate water 

movement over the land surface.  HSPF Model Operations essentially compute a vertical 

water balance, and if each of the areas shown as “Range Land” in Figure 3.3 has similar 

land surface characteristics, there is no reason for believing that an areal water balance 

will be different for each one.  In this case they could all be simulated using a single 

HSPF Operation even though they are not spatially contiguous.   

If separate areas of land are lumped together into a single Operation, some of the 

physically-based parameters for the range land Operation (such as overland flow distance 

and slope) may not be physically-based.  However, if average values can be used to 

adequately characterize the process, these parameters can be assumed to be characteristic 

of all the range land areas.  If some areas of Range Land reside in drainage areas for 

different River Reaches, the Output from the single Range Land Operation must be 
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weighted according to how much resides in each drainage area and dispersed to the 

appropriate River Segment.  A single Land Segment Operation can contribute flow to  

one or more River Segment Operation.   

The configurations shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.3 explicitly account for some spatial 

variability in land surface hydrologic processes by using different model operations to 

simulate areas of land with different land surface characteristics.  However because an 

Operation must receive uniform forcing data, in each configuration presented above, 

uniform rainfall must be assumed over the entire model area.  This type of configuration 

is appropriate if the area is small enough to assume uniform rainfall or if limited rainfall 

information is available.  Even if rainfall is not truly uniform over the entire simulated 

area, rainfall data from a single gauge is often used because it represents the best 

information available. 

If rain gauge information is available at more than one point in or near the 

watershed, Thiessen polygons could be used to assign rainfall information to different 

areas of the watershed.  Figure 3.4 shows Thiessen polygons surrounding three rain 

gauges in the proximity of the watershed.  Many HSPF models assume that these 

Thiessen areas each receive uniform rainfall corresponding to the nearest rain gauge.  

Most HSPF modeling applications employ landuse data to initially divide the land into 

different Operations, and further subdivide these areas to receive rainfall from the 

appropriate rain gauge.   
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Figure 3.4 Thiessen rain areas. 

Figure 3.5 shows a configuration that is capable of using the rainfall information 

from the rain gauges in Figure 3.4. While the configuration from Figure 3.3 must assume 

uniform rainfall over the entire land area, the configuration in Figure 3.5 uses separate 

Operations to simulate the response of each landuse type within different Thiessen rain 

gauge areas.   
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Figure 3.5 Model configuration for Thiessen rain gauge precipitation. 

Though many or all of the parameters related to surface characteristics may be the 

same across Thiessen rain gauge areas, the separation is necessary to allow for the use of 

the more distributed rainfall information.  In this configuration, the land is divided into 

categories based on surface characteristics and a unique set of these categories is used to 

receive forcing data (precipitation and evaporation) from each of the Thiessen rain gauge 

areas.   

It is almost certain that some of the unique combinations of Thiessen gauge and 

Land Cover type (each model Operation) will fall within the drainage area of more than 

one River Segment.  Output from the Land Segments must be distributed to the 

appropriate River Segments in proportion to the amount that lies within each drainage 

area.  It is apparent from the above presentation that the configuration of a large HSPF 
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model with multiple River Segments, Land Cover types, and rain gauges would be 

extremely complicated.  GIS data can be used to overlay many large data sets to define 

each of the areas described above.  Catchment boundaries can be combined with data 

describing areas having uniform land surface characteristics and areas receiving uniform 

rainfall to efficiently and accurately define a complex model configuration such as that 

presented in Figure 3.3 and 3.5. 

 

 

3.4 OPERATION NUMBERING CONVENTIONS 

The Operation Number is a number used internally by the HSPF model software 

to identify each Operation to be simulated.  The Operation Number is unique within an 

Operation Type (PERLND, IMPLND, and RCHRES), but Operations from different 

types may share the same Operation Number.  For example, PERLND 101, IMPLMD 

101, and RCHRES 101 could all exist within the same HSPF model.  The HSPF model 

uses the Operation Number in combination with the Operation Type to uniquely identify 

each Operation within the model.  There are no rules built into the HSPF model for 

numbering Operations, except that they must not exceed three digits.  They do not need 

to begin with one or be in sequence or follow any pattern at all.  If an HSPF model has 

five PERLND Operations, they can be numbered in any way:  [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] or [101, 102, 

103, 104, 105], or [461, 53, 115, 879, 7].  While any of these numbering systems would 

work, a logical methodology for numbering operations is extremely helpful for working 

with a large, complex HSPF model. 

Though no spatial information is explicitly stored in the .uci file, often the 

Operation Number is assigned in a way that implicitly stores some spatial information.  

As an example, the configuration shown in Figure 3.5 uses a logical system to aid in 

organization.  The first digit corresponds to the Thiessen rain gauge area and the last digit 

corresponds to the Land Cover type.   
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While such a convention is not necessary, it is extremely useful when editing a 

complex model.  For the convention adopted above, it would be easy to find all Model 

Operations with the same landuse by looking at the last digit of the Operation Number.  

When the model is being calibrated and parameters relating to landuse characteristics are 

being changed, care can be taken to assign the same parameters to the Operations with 

similar landuse.   

Using the Operation Number to store geospatial information has limitations 

because of the three-digit limit for HSPF Operation Numbers.  For the convention 

adopted in Figure 3.5, there could not be more than 10 types of land simulated by the 

model because (in the decimal system) the final digit of the Operation Number is limited 

to 0-9.  Additionally, no more than 100 thiessen rain areas could be used because the first 

two digits of the Operation Number is limited to 0-99.  For most HSPF models ten 

landuse types is sufficient, and the necessity of a model with more than 99 thiessen areas 

is highly unlikely.  However, it is apparent that using the Operation Number to store 

spatial information may not be practical for some applications.   

Other limitations to the numbering conventions presented above arise when it 

becomes necessary to add additional segments to a model or change a model in a way 

that is not consistent with the Operation Numbering convention.  For instance, after a 

model has been developed using the convention presented above, rainfall data may later 

become available from additional rain gauges, or land surface characteristics may change.  

If new rainfall data is to be used, and new land surface characteristics are to be modeled, 

it will be necessary to divide, modify, or add additional Land Segments in the model.  

The convention adopted for numbering Operations may not be structured in a way that 

allows for these changes while maintaining a consistent link between Land Segment 

Operation Numbers and the land surface they are intended to simulate.   

The Operation numbering convention which is used by the BASINS 

preprocessing system and the one that will be used in this research uses only landuse and 
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uniform – rain areas to define Land Segments for HSPF modeling.   Though any number 

of Land and River Segment Operations could theoretically be linked together and 

simulated with HSPF, Version 12 of the program is limited to 500 Operations for a single 

run.   

For configurations such as those presented in Figure 3.3 and 3.5, ‘Lumped’ land 

segments are simulated and contribute to the appropriate River Segment in proportion to 

their drainage area.  In this type of configuration, the 500 Operation limit is rarely 

exceeded.  However, Section 3.6 presents a more ‘Distributed’ Land Segment 

configuration, adopted to make use of distributed precipitation data.  In this 

configuration, a unique set of Land Segments is used to simulate the drainage area for 

each River Segment.  With up to 10-15 Land Segments used to simulate the drainage area 

for each River Segment, the 500 Operation limit could easily be exceeded.      

 

3.5 BASINS HSPF PREPROCESSING METHODOLOGY  

Chapter 2 presented many applications that have been developed with the purpose 

of preprocessing GIS data for Hydrologic modeling.  The most popular application with 

the relevance to HSPF is the BASINS system.  The BASINS system contains GIS tools to 

aid in the development of HSPF models, and non-GIS tools to work with HSPF model 

files after initial development (EPA 2001).  This section will outline the methodology 

implemented by the BASINS system to create a new HSPF model starting with GIS data.  

The BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology is the most widely used method for 

creating new HSPF models and provides the basis for the development of an ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing methodology (presented in Chapter 4).   
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3.5.1 Overview 

The GIS component of the BASINS 3.x system operates within the ArcView 3.x 

environment, a proprietary software package from ESRI.  The GIS environment contains 

extensive tools for gathering, organizing, and summarizing data, and several tools are 

included to aid in preprocessing data for HSPF models.  GIS tools automatically perform 

the spatial analysis required to define HSPF model configurations such as that shown in 

Figures 3.3 and 3.5.  Though an HSPF model can be configured based on any number of 

different land surface characteristics, the BASINS tools for automatically creating an 

HSPF model are designed to use landuse as a means of dividing the landscape.   

After performing some basic tasks such as delineating watershed boundaries and 

importing landuse and soils data using standard BASINS tools, an HSPF modeler has the 

option to “Create a new HSPF project” as depicted in Figure 3.6.  This option sets into 

motion a set of screens that guides the user through selecting a name for the new HSPF 

project (.uci file), selecting the type of landuse data to use, and defining the amount of 

impervious land in each landuse category.  These screens are illustrated in Figures 3.7.    
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Figure 3.6 BASINS HSPF tools:  Access from ArcView 3.x. 

At this point, control is passed to another program outside of the GIS 

environment, but still part of the BASINS system, WinHSPF.  An additional screen, 

shown in Figure 3.7, prompts the user for meteorological data to use in driving the HSPF 

model, and output files for HSPF results.  Figure 3.7, shows an option for “Model 

Segmentation.”  This involves either creating a “Grouped” or “Individual” model, which 

defines the type of model configuration that will be used in building the new .uci file.   
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Figure 3.7 BASINS HSPF tools:  Define landuse, choose configuration. 

In the “Grouped” option, only one Land Segment is created for each landuse 

category.  Each “Grouped” Land Segment (PERLND Model Operation) will have 

constant parameters and receive uniform Forcing Data, but contribute to River Segments 

in proportion to the appropriate drainage area.  In the “Individual” option, a set of Land 

Segments (one for each category) is created for each River Reach Operation.  Each set of 

“Individual” Land Segments contributes to only one River Segment, and can receive its 
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own input Forcing Data.  The implications of these different configurations will be 

discussed further in Section 3.6.   

After completing the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools, a new .uci file (and thus 

HSPF model) is created and opened for editing within the WinHSPF environment.  The 

entire process takes only a few minutes and allows users who are relatively unfamiliar 

with the intricacies of the HSPF model structure to create a simple, but functional model.  

The details of the procedures used to calculate the geospatially related parameters for 

HSPF Operations and the complexities involved in managing and transferring data are 

hidden behind the relatively simple user interface.  While the simplicity is appreciated by 

many users of HSPF, the curious may wonder what is going on behind the scenes.  

 

3.5.2 Parameters from Shapefiles 

If the GIS tools available in BASINS are used for delineating watersheds, three 

GIS shapefiles are produced to represent the Subbasins, Streams, and Outlets of each 

catchment.  The BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools were developed to work with these 

three shapefiles as created within the BASINS system, however, shapefiles developed 

with external tools can be used if they contain the necessary information stored in an 

appropriate format.  These three shapefiles as well as landuse data must be present to use 

the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools.  Table 3.2 summarizes the attributes that are 

calculated using BASINS watershed delineation tools and, consequently, the ones that 

must be present when using the BASINS “Predefined Delineation” by importing 

shapefiles from another source.   
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Table 3.2 Attributes of the HSPF-related BASINS GIS data. 
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Though all of these attributes must be present in the shapefiles for the BASINS 

HSPF Preprocessing tools to function correctly, some of them are redundant and many 

are not used during HSPF preprocessing.  In addition to having repeated information, 

such as the “Stream reach length” being stored on both the Streams shapefile and the 

Subbasins Shapefile, many of the fields are not explicitly used in building a new HSPF 

model.  The details of which attributes are required for HSFP model development and 

which are used for other BASINS functionality are color coded in Table 3.2. Twelve of 

the parameters are required for the development of HSPF models, and seven of those are 

physically-based and require the use of GIS calculations.   

 

3.5.3 Defining Model Configuration  

The BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools divide the landscape according to landuse 

categories as shown in Figure 3.3.  They use landuse data in conjunction with the 

Subbasins shapefile to calculate how much area of each landuse category drains to each 

river segment.  Often, GIS landuse data contains more than 30 different categories, which 

is more detail than a typical HSPF model requires.   

For instance, the Land Use Land Cover (LULC) GIRAS dataset is a popular 

source for GIS landuse data and it contains one digit (5-10 categories) and two digit (30-

50 categories) classifications2.  GIS landuse data often contains a two-digit classification 

code.  However, the modeler may want to only use the 1 digit classification (~5-10 

categories) when configuring his model.  Alternatively, an HSPF user may be modeling 

an intensely agricultural area and want to have detailed classifications for different types 

of agricultural land.   

The BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools use information from an additional table, 

called “hspfusgs.dbf,” to define landuse categories more relevant to HSPF modeling.  

                                                 
2 BASINS also has an option for using raster landuse data instead of the polygon GIRAS dataset, but only 
the vector option will be presented here. 
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The hspfusgs.dbf table is used to map landuse categories from GIS data to landuse types 

to be simulated by HSPF.  Figure 3.8 shows the hspfusgs.dbf table mapping two-digit 

LULC categories to one digit types for use in HSPF modeling.     

 

 

Figure 3.8 hspfusgs.dbf table, used to define landuse categories. 

The hspfusgs.dbf table resides in a folder within the BASINS working directory 

on the computer.  This table must be edited manually or using tools in the BASINS 

system in order to change the types of landuse to be simulated by a new HSPF model. 
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3.5.4 Default Parameters and Intermediate Text Files 

Some physically based parameters are stored in the Subbasins and Streams 

shapefiles, however, many parameters are not readily available from GIS data.  These 

parameters are still needed to create a new HSPF model even if only default values are 

assumed.  The BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools use default values stored in a “starter 

.uci file,” (starter.uci) and an “HSPFMsg database” (hspfMsg.mdb) to assign parameters 

that are not available from GIS data. 

Also hidden behind the scenes of the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools are 

intermediate files used to extract necessary information from the GIS data.  Four text 

files, .rch, .wsd, .ptf, and, .psr are created by the GIS preprocessing tools and contain 

information from the GIS data necessary to build a new .uci file.   

 .wsd File – used to create Land Segment Operations 

 .rch File – used to create Reach Segment Operations 

 .ptf File – used in defining the Channel Geometry (FTABLES) 

 .psr File – only used if including point sources from BASINS 

The .wsd file stores information used to define the Land Segments to be simulated 

by HSPF.  The .rch file contains information defining the connectivity of the river 

network and other parameters to define River Segments to be simulated by HSPF.  The 

.ptf file defines the channel geometry and is used to build the FTABLES Block of text 

lines in the .uci file.  The .psr file is used only if point sources of pollutant loads are being 

included in the initial .uci file.   Examples of these files as well as a detailed description 

of the content and format are given in the WinHSPF user’s manual available from the 

EPA’s BASINS website.  The data in these intermediate text files are combined with 

information from the “starter.uci” and the “HSPFMsg database” to create a new .uci file.   
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The final step in the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology is building a new 

.uci file.  Though the BASINS tool calls it from the GIS program interface, an external 

program, WinHSPF, is actually used to create a new .uci file from the information stored 

in the intermediate text files.   

 

3.5.5 Summary 

Figure 3.9 illustrates the components of the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing 

methodology.   

 

Figure 3.9   Schematic of BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology 

Terrain Preprocessing, parameter calculation, and additional spatial analysis 

required to define areas to be simulated by HSPF are all performed in the GIS 

environment.  The information necessary to define a new HSPF model is extracted to 
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3.5.6 HSPF MetSegments  

MetSegments are a WinHSPF concept used to organize input time series for 

HSPF modeling.  Though they are not intrinsic to the HSPF model structure they are 

useful for preparing input time series for a model. The MetSegment concept was 

developed for organizing input time series as a part of the WinHSPF interface to the 

HSPF 

ting an HSPF model, eight forcing time series can be assigned to a 

MetSegment, however, only Precipitation and Evaporation are required to run simple 

hydrology simulations.  These eight time series are shown in Figure 3.10 and represent 

most of the common time series required for hydrologic and simple water quality 

simulations.   

 

model.  A “MetSegment” is a conceptual model for an area of the land that 

receives uniform Forcing Data from the atmosphere.  In the WinHSPF interface, Model 

Operations are associated with a MetSegment that determines which time series datasets 

will provide its external forcing data.   

In crea

 

Figure 3.10 WinHSPF interface to MetSegments. 

Each Operation in the HSPF model is assigned a MetSegment and, consequently, 

a set of forcing data corresponding to that MetSegment.  In Figure 3.4, each Thiessen rain 
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gauge area could be considered a MetSegment, and the land segments that fall within that 

area would be assigned the forcing time series from the appropriate MetSegment.   

Some of the tools associated with MetSegments in WinHSPF are designed to have 

MetSegments follow Drainage Area boundaries.  When a River Segment is associated 

with a MetSegment in WinHSPF, an option exists to assign the same MetSegment to all 

the land areas contributing to the River Segment.  Though there is no reason to believe 

follow drainage area boundaries, this 

assump

es to differentiate 

actual evaporation from potential evaporation based on differences in vegetative cover.  

 uniform potential evaporation is assumed over the 

entire a

presented in Figure 3.5 is typically used with Thiessen polygons or another method for 

that areas receiving uniform rainfall actually 

tion is useful if input time series are produced as “average-basin-precipitation.”  

This concept will be discussed further in Section 3.6.   

 

3.6 TIME SERIES PREPROCESSING FOR HSPF 

Many time series are required for complex HSPF water quality models, however, 

this research deals primarily with setting up the configuration and preparing model files 

for only a simple HSPF model.  The simplest HSPF models simulate only hydrologic 

processes (no water quality) and, if snow is not considered, only require inputs of 

precipitation and potential evaporation.  The spatial variability of evaporation is not 

nearly as great as that of precipitation and HSPF contains capabiliti

Many times a single dataset describing

rea simulated by even a large HSPF model.  This work, therefore, is primarily 

concerned with developing input precipitation time series for HSPF.    

 

3.6.1 Traditional Thiessen Polygons 

Most HSPF applications use rainfall data from rain gauges located in and around 

the simulated area.  If more than one rain gauge is present, a method similar to that 
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assigning areas of land to the closest rain gauge.  (Rainfall from the closest rain gauge is 

almost always used as the precipitation input to HSPF Model Operations and this idea is 

ultimately the motive behind the WinHSPF concept of MetSegments.)  When time series 

to be uniform over a large area surrounding the 

gauge, 

ten do not 

capture

 

variability may not improve the accuracy of precipitation estimates.  In addition to 

nterpolation, complex spatial analysis of voluminous 

precipi

from a single rain gauge is assumed 

complex spatial analysis of rainfall data is not required. 

 

3.6.2 Interpolation Between Gauges 

One alternative to simply assuming uniform rainfall over a large area is 

interpolating between rain gauges.  Interpolation using inverse distance weighting or 

another algorithm can be used to estimate the rainfall for areas between gauges using the 

spatial analysis capabilities of a GIS.  Sparse rain gauge networks, however, of

 the large spatial variability of rainfall on short timescales (within storm 

variability) and interpolation between gauges tens of kilometers apart may not be 

appropriate when rainfall varies on much smaller scales during a storm event.   

Interpolation between gauges may give accurate results for long-term 

(month/annual) averages since the spatial variability of rainfall decreases over longer 

timescales; however, HSPF is typically run on timescales between one hour and one day.  

Interpolating from a sparse network of rain gauges that does not capture within-storm

questions about accuracy of i

tation data is computationally expensive and not feasible for many applications.   

 

3.6.3 NEXRAD Rainfall Data 

An alternative to gauge rainfall data is estimates from radar, the most popular of 

which is NEXRAD.  NEXRAD rainfall data is collected by the National Weather Service 

(NWS) and distributed for the entire conterminous US on a 4-km2 grid.  Many data 
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products are developed as a part of the NEXRAD program and it is beyond the scope of 

this paper to provide a detailed review of NEXRAD data.  A data product called Stage III 

precipitation data represents the best estimate of rainfall available from the NWS, and 

from here on the term “NEXRAD data” will refer to the Stage III product unless 

otherwise noted.  Figure 3.11 illustrates a NEXRAD dataset overlain with a watershed in 

GIS software.   

 

Figure 3.11 NEXRAD data, shown in ArcGIS software. 

nput to HSPF, 

some spatial preprocessing is necessary to make the rainfall data consistent with typical 

Some distributed hydrologic models, such as the Sacramento Soil Moisture 

Accounting (SAC-SMA) used by the NWS, are designed to make use of grid-based 

rainfall data such as NEXRAD (Zhang 2004).   The HSPF model structure is flexible and 

it can be configured in many different ways to simulate complex systems.  The type of 

rainfall data used as input to the model does influence how an HSPF model is configured 

but most HSPF applications are primarily structured around land surface characteristics 

or drainage areas.  In order for NEXRAD precipitation data to be used as i
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HSPF model configurations.  The most practical way for developing inputs to hydrologic 

models

ot consider 

in deta

ms.  Alternatively, radar estimates for rainfall can 

be used

 a basin-average format.  Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show an HSPF model 

 from NEXRAD data is by calculating basin-average-precipitation  

3.6.4 Basin-Average-Precipitation 

Many traditional “Lumped” (see footnote in Section 3.3.2) hydrologic modeling 

applications such as HEC-HMS or the SCS Curve Number Method rely upon estimates 

of basin-average-precipitation to calculate the response of an entire drainage area at a 

specific point on the river network.  Basin here refers to the drainage area contributing to 

a river segment or a specific location on the river network.  Basin-average-precipitation 

refers to an estimate of the areal average precipitation over a drainage area.  Models that 

rely on basin-average-precipitation are described as lumped because they do n

il the processes that occur within the system.  They essentially “lump” these 

processes together and predict the response of the entire basin/river system.   

Though rainfall is certainly not uniform over large drainage areas, some method 

must be used to estimate the average precipitation over the area.  The simplest way to 

develop basin-average-precipitation is to assign each basin the rainfall from the closest 

rain gauge.  More complex methods are also used to estimate basin-average-precipitation 

by assigning weights to surrounding gauges based on the distance from the centroid of 

the basin or with interpolation algorith

 to estimate the basin-average-precipitation based on an area-weighted average of 

the grid cells that fall over the basin.   

Most applications of HSPF are not “Lumped” in the traditional sense in that they 

do not require precipitation in a basin-average format.  Hydrologic processes are typically 

simulated using one or only a few precipitation datasets on several land surface types. 

The results of these simulations are distributed (based on contributing area) to the various 

segments of the river network to estimate its response.  Though the HSPF model structure 

does not require basin-average-precipitation, a model could be configured to make use of 

rainfall data in
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configuration that is capable of receiving rainfall time series developed as basin-average-

precipitation.   

 

 

Figure 3.12 HSPF configuration for basin-average-precipitation. 

 

Figure 3.13 Schematic of HSPF basin-average-precipitation model configuration. 
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In this configuration, a single set of Land Segments (divided according to landuse 

categories) is used to simulate the drainage area associated with each Reach Segment in 

the model.  This configuration could be used to assign precipitation time series developed 

in a basin-average way to each River Segment and its associated Land Segments.   

Many HSPF applications are not configured to make use of rainfall time series 

developed as basin-average-precipitation because of the computational expense of 

simulating hundreds of Land Segments.  If a unique set of Land Segments is created for 

each Reach Segment drainage area in a large HSPF model, hundreds of Land Segments 

must be simulated.  If, however, uniform rainfall can be assumed, the entire land area 

could be simulated with only a few Land Segments.  Fewer Model Segments mean less 

time to perform a simulation, and less complexity in the .uci files.   

Another reason that HSPF models use “Lumped” representations (Figure 3.3 vs. 

Figure 3.13) of the land surface is because distributed rainfall data is not widely available 

in a convenient format.  Time series from gauges is easy to obtain from the National 

Weather Service and other sources.  It is often distributed in a format that nearly matches 

the .wdm file format and can be easily used as inputs to the HSPF model.  This time 

series can be directly input to an HSPF model, or simple adjustments can be used to make 

estimates for areas between gauges.  NEXRAD data, on the other hand, is distributed in a 

gridded format, far from that required as input to HSPF models.  An individual file is 

often used to represent the rainfall for each timestep, meaning the data need to undergo a 

space-time recompositioning process in order to be compatible with the .wdm file format 

used for HSPF modeling.  This data manipulation involves extracting values from 

potentially thousands of gridded rainfall files and writing them to a traditional timeseries 

format (See Section 2.5).  Because HSPF is not designed to make use of distributed 

rainfall data, some computationally expensive spatial analysis of gridded datasets is also 

necessary to make precipitation data compatible with the chosen HSPF model 

configuration.  
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3.6.5 Grouped vs. Individual Option in WinHSPF 

Two options are presented at the end of the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing tools in 

Section 3.5.1, one for creating ‘Grouped’ Land Segments, and another for creating 

‘Individual’ Land Segments.  This option is used to inform WinHSPF what type of model 

configuration to use when building the new .uci file.  The “Grouped” option creates a 

single set of Land Segments (divided according to lanudse categories) to simulate the 

entire area of interest.  Each Land Segment Operation contributes to the appropriate River 

Segment in proportion to the amount that falls in each Drainage Area.  The ‘Grouped’ 

option is used if a single time series of precipitation will be used as input to all the area 

simulated by the model.   Section 3.3 (and specifically Figure 3.3) discusses the 

implications and limitations of this type of model configuration.   

The “Individual” option results in a model configuration in which a single set of 

Land Segments (divided according to landuse categories) is created for the drainage area 

associated with each Reach Segment in the model.  Precipitation time series are assigned 

to Model Elements in the .uci file by associating each River Segment with an appropriate 

MetSegment (timeseries datasets) in WinHSPF and using tools to apply the same 

MetSegment to all to the Land Segments contributing to the River Segment.  This 

configuration is presented in Figure 3.13 and inherently assumes that all the land in a 

River Segment’s drainage area will receive uniform precipitation, or “basin-average-

precipitation.”  

Though the BASINS WinHSPF tools are designed to work with time series in a 

basin-average way, rainfall time series are typically not developed in this manner because 

of the difficulties associated with preparing data for input to the model.  The time and 

resources required to develop true estimates of basin-average precipitation for input to a 

configuration such as that shown in Figure 3.13 are prohibitive for many HSPF 
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applications.  Because of these limitations, point measurements of rainfall from nearby 

gauges are typically assumed to be uniform over large areas simulated by HSPF models.   

 

3.7 SUMMARY 

Geospatial information is used in HSPF modeling primarily during model 

development.  GIS tools and data are useful for calculating physically based attributes 

and for defining areas of land with similar hydrologic characteristics.  The HSPF model 

structure is general enough to allow flexibility in the configuration chosen to simulate a 

system of interest.  Though HSPF models are typically structured around differences in 

land surface characteristics identified using GIS data, the type of forcing data used in the 

simulation also affects the configuration used to simulate a system.    
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Chapter 4  Methodology 

Chapters 2 and 3 provide a summary of the state of knowledge and current 

approaches for developing HSPF models.  A thorough understanding of the working of 

the HSPF model, its data types, and different possibilities for configurations, are all 

important for implementing a successful methodology for preprocessing GIS data for the 

model.  In addition, existing tools from the BASINS and Arc Hydro systems provide a 

foundation for new HSPF model development tools.   

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of a methodology designed 

to create new HSPF models in the ArcGIS environment.  The work presented here is 

organized into two sections.  The first is an ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology 

designed to facilitate HSPF model development in ESRI’s Arc9 ArcToolbox 

environment.  It essentially mirrors that of the BASINS HPSF Preprocessing 

methodology presented in Chapter 3, but implements it in the ArcGIS environment.  The 

second section of this chapter presents a methodology for using ArcGIS data to develop 

input time series for HSPF.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology uses the 

Arc Hydro time series structure and the BASINS/WinHSPF concept of MetSegments to 

prepare time series and model files.   

Table 4.1 presents an overview of the tools used to implement the methodologies 

presented in the following sections.  Major tasks and their integration are outlined, but 

detailed explanations of the specific data structures and tools used to implement the 

methodologies are provided in the next chapter.   
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Table 4.1 Overview of ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing methodologies 

 
Tasks required 
to create new 
HSPF model 

Arc Hydro 
Data and 

Tools 
ArcGIS Tools WinHSPF/GenScn/

WdmUtil 

         
Define drainage 
area boundaries 
and river 
network 

Arc Hydro 
Catchment/ 
DrainageLine 
data 

    

Calculate 
Physically-
based 
parameters 

  Standard 
ArcGIS tools*   

Define Model 
Elements to be 
simulated 

  Standard 
ArcGIS tools*   

Extract data 
from GIS to 
intermediate 
text files 

  Custom 
ArcGIS tools**   

A
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G
IS
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S

P
F 

P
re

pr
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ng
 m

et
ho

do
lo

gy
 

Create new .uci 
file from 
intermediate 
text files 

    WinHSPF 'Create 
Project' tool 

         

Write timeseries 
data to .wdm file 

TimeSeries 
structure 

Custom 
ArcGIS tools** 

WdmUtil/GenScn 
programming 
libraries 

A
rc

G
IS

 T
im

es
er

ie
s 

P
re

pr
oc

es
si

ng
 

m
et

ho
do
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gy

 

Update .uci file 
to read from 
new timeseries 
datasets 

  Custom 
ArcGIS tools** 

WdmUtil/GenScn 
programming 
libraries 

 *Though standard ArcGIS tools are available for these tasks, ModelBuilder models 
were created to streamline the process. 

 **Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing functions were created to perform these tasks. 

 

4.1 ARCGIS HSPF PREPROCESSING METHODOLOGY 

As shown in Table 4.1, the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology requires 

the use of tools provided by Arc Hydro, ArcGIS, and WinHSPF.  In addition, a number 
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of custom tools were developed as a part of this research.  The Arc Hydro data model and 

terrain processing tools are widely used in the hydrologic modeling community for 

defining and organizing basic data in the ArcGIS environment.  The Catchment and 

DrainageLine feature classes are the result of the Arc Hydro terrain processing tools and 

contain the spatial information necessary to define the drainage areas of each segment of 

the river system and the network information necessary to define the connectivity in the 

watershed and river network system.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology is 

designed to utilize data for river networks and associated drainage areas resulting from 

the application of the Arc Hydro terrain preprocessing tools. 

It is important to note that weather or not the Arc Hydro terrain processing tools 

are used to develop stream and drainage area data, the Arc Hydro data model provides a 

general, robust means of organizing data from any source while maintaining a few, 

essential relationships.  Thus, the use of the well-developed data structure provided by 

Arc Hydro avoids the necessity of additional ArcGIS terrain processing tools.   

In addition to making use of the existing Arc Hydro tools and data model, the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology also makes use of WinHSPF, a non-GIS 

component of the BASINS system.  In the initial development of the BASINS system, an 

effort was made to separate tasks that do not require complex spatial analysis from those 

that require GIS capabilities.  One result of this effort is the WinHSPF software package 

which operates independently of GIS software and uses only essential information 

extracted from GIS data to define the structure of a new HSPF model.   

WinHSPF is commonly used in initial HSPF model development following 

spatial analysis with the ArcView 3.x components of the BASINS system.  However, 

because its algorithms require no complex spatial analysis, WinHSPF can be used to 

build a new .uci file independently of the GIS components of the BASINS system 

provided the required data is available from another source.  The ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology makes use of the capabilities of WinHSPF by extracting 
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information from ArcGIS data and converting it to the format required to build a new 

HSPF model.     

The ArcGIS methodology developed in this research essentially mirrors the 

BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, and the only major conceptual difference 

concerns the attempt to maintain a geospatial description of model elements in the GIS 

data.  This concept is described in the Section 4.3 and will be used after initial model 

development to facilitate the transfer of information between GIS data and HSPF model 

files.   

Figure 4.1 illustrates the components of the ArcGIS and BASINS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodologies.  While the BASINS and ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

methodologies use different GIS tools, they both use WinHSPF to build a new HSPF 

model using information extracted from GIS data.   

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of ArcGIS and BASINS HSPF Preprocessing 
methodologies. 
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The following sections introduce the major tasks accomplished by the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing methodology in developing a new HSFP model.   

1) Utilize Arc Hydro (or equivalent) data for drainage areas boundaries and 

river networks  

2) Calculate physically-based attributes required for HSPF model creation  

3) Define River and Land Segments (in GIS) to be simulated by an HSPF 

model  

4) Write intermediate text files to utilize the capabilities of WinHSPF to 

create a new  HSPF model  

5) Create a new .uci file using the WinHSPF program 

 

4.1.1 Drainage Area Boundaries and Stream Networks: Arc Hydro Data 

The results of the basic “Terrain Processing” tools in Arc Hydro are feature 

classes describing Drainage Lines, Catchments, and Drainage Points.  Figure 4.2 shows 

the result of the application of the Arc Hydro Terrain Processing tools.  Though the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology is designed to use data for from the Arc 

Hydro data model, data from another source can be used as well, provided some essential 

information is present.   
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Figure 4.2 GIS results of Arc Hydro terrain preprocessing tools. 

The three Feature Classes shown in Figure 4.2 contain attributes summarized in 

Table 4.2.  Though the attribute names shown in Table 4.2 are specific to the Arc Hydro 

Data Model, the information they contain is general and not specific to any type of 

application or terrain processing methodology.   
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Table 4.2 Attributes from Arc Hydro terrain preprocessing tools 

FeatureClass Attribute Description
DrainageLine HydroID Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
DrainageLine HydroCode Permanent public identifier of the featuer
DrainageLine DrainID HydroID of the reference drainage area feature
DrainageLine Shape_Length
Catchment HydroID Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Catchment HydroCode Permanent public identifier of the featuer
Catchment DrainID HydroID of the reference drainage area feature
Catchment AreaSqKm Area in square kilometers
Catchment JunctionID HydroID of the HydroJunction at drainage outlet
Catchment NextDownID HydroID of the next downstream catchment
Catchment Shape_Area
DrainagePoint HydroID Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
DrainagePoint HydroCode Permanent public identifier of the featuer
DrainagePoint DrainID HydroID of the reference drainage area feature
DrainagePoint JunctionID HydroID of the HydroJunction at drainage outlet

 

 

The attributes of the Arc Hydro data presented in Table 4.2 contain the network 

information necessary to begin defining the configuration of an HSPF model.  

Additionally, the polygon Catchment boundaries define the drainage areas necessary to 

define the contributing areas of Land Segments in HSPF.   

 

4.1.2 Calculate Physically-Based Parameters 

The Arc Hydro tools possess the spatial analysis capabilities to delineate river 

networks and drainage areas but additional analysis is required to calculate physically-

based parameters for HSPF modeling.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system uses 

existing ArcGIS tools to calculate the physically-based parameters for HSFP modeling 

and stores them as attributes of feature classes.   

Of the attributes necessary to use the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system to 

build a new .uci file (shown in Table 3.2), only seven of them are physically based and 
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require some sort of spatial analysis.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system uses only 

seven physically-based attributes and they are presented in Table 4.3.   

 

Table 4.3 Physically-based attributes required for HSPF model development 

 

 

For streams, maximum and minimum elevations are combined with length to 

calculate the average slope for the stream.  The methodology assumes that one (and only 

one) feature is present in GIS data for each stream to be simulated with HSPF.  Figure 4.3 

illustrates the process of calculating stream slope. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Calculating average stream slope. 

This method for calculating the stream slope is appropriate for most cases when 

the longitudinal slope of a stream does not change significantly within the reach.  If the 
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longitudinal slope changes dramatically, more accurate model results can be obtained by 

dividing the reach into two or more pieces. 

Average stream width and depth are also used by the WinHSPF ‘Create Project’ 

tool to produce a description of channel geometry in the .uci file.  The details of an HSPF 

model configuration are not dependent upon an accurate description of river geometry, 

and the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology does not contain any tools for 

estimating stream width and depth.  If values are not available from another source, a 

default width and depth is assumed, and a more accurate description of river geometry 

can be added at a later time.    

For the drainage areas, slope is the only physically based attribute for which GIS 

calculations are required.  Average slope for a drainage area can be calculated from a GIS 

raster dataset using ArcGIS Zonal Statistics on a polygon feature class describing the 

Subbasin areas.  If a slope dataset is not available, ArcGIS’s ArcToolbox contains tools 

that can be used to create a slope raster from DEM data.   

Those familiar with BASINS HSPF Preprocessing will notice the absence of one 

additional physically-based attribute Overland flow distance (LSUR).  Though it is stored 

on the BASINS Subbasins shapefile as an attribute “Len1,” it is not ultimately used by 

WinHSPF in HSPF model creation and was omitted from the ArcGIS system.   

 

4.1.3 Define HSPF Model Elements 

After calculating physically-based parameters using ArcGIS tools, Model 

Elements to be simulated by HSPF must be defined.  River Segments are simulated as a 

lumped, completely mixed system by the HSPF model.  Drainage lines resulting from the 

Arc Hydro Terrain Processing tools have a one-to-one relationship to the catchments 

containing them, and each feature in the Arc Hydro DrainageLine feature class 

essentially is an explicit representation of HSPF RCHRES Model Elements.  Network 

information, stream slope, width, depth, and length stored as attributes of GIS data can be 
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used directly to define HSPF RCHRES Model Elements.  Defining Land Segments, 

however, is more complicated. 

The first step in defining Land Segments for HSPF modeling is choosing the 

types of Landuse that will be simulated in the HSPF model.  These types must then be 

mapped to Landuse categories defined in the GIS data.  This task is accomplished behind 

the scenes in the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system using the ‘hspfusgs.dbf’ table.  In 

the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, this task is similarly accomplished with a 

table stored in a geodatabase.   

Figure 4.4 shows polygon Landuse data (Landuse feature class) with a unique ID 

representing the Level 2 Anderson Classification categories and a table (LuseDefinition 

table) used to map these categories to types to be simulated by HSPF.   

 

 

Figure 4.4 Defining landuse types to be simulated by HSPF. 

Once the types of land to be simulated by HSPF have been defined in GIS data, 

additional spatial analysis is necessary to calculate the amount of each type of land that 
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contributes to each River Segment.  Standard ArcGIS topological functions are available 

to make these calculations using the Arc Hydro drainage area boundaries and landuse 

data.  Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the results of the application of the ArcGIS tools.   

 

 

Figure 4.5 ArcGIS dissolve function – Spatial view. 

 

Figure 4.6 ArcGIS intersect function – Spatial view. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the process of defining the types of landuse to be simulated 

by HSPF.  GIS data commonly contains 30+ categories of land (figure at left), but HSPF 
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applications typically simulate fewer than 10 types of land (figure at right).  ArcGIS tools 

can be used to map GIS landuse categories to HSPF landuse types.   

Figure 4.6 illustrates the process of calculating the amount of each landuse type 

that contributes to each river segment.  Drainage area boundaries are overlain with 

landuse data to find the landuse distribution in each.  The result of the GIS function 

illustrated in Figure 4.6 is a polygon feature class in which each feature represents the 

area of a single landuse type that contributes to a single river segment.   

The process outlined above makes use of polygon landuse data, however, raster 

landuse data are also widely used in HSFP model development.  The procedure of 

Application chapter presents the ArcGIS functions used to calculate contributing areas 

for polygon landuse data, and Appendix A presents a methodology for using raster 

landuse data.    

Standard ArcGIS functions are used to calculate the distribution of landuse types 

for each drainage area; however, further consideration must be made in defining 

Impervious Land Segments.  In the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, 

Impervious Land Segments are defined by manually assigning a “Percent Pervious” to 

each Landuse category to be simulated in HSPF.  For each category that contains a 

“Percent Pervious” less than 100%, two contributing areas are defined for each River 

Segment, one for Pervious Land and one for Impervious Land. 

In the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system, a similar procedure is used and the 

process is automated by storing the “Percent Pervious” in a table in the geodatabase.  The 

table shown in Figure 4.7 assigns a “Percent Impervious” to each type of landuse to be 

simulated by HSPF rather than a Percent Pervious.   
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Figure 4.7 ArcGIS table to define impervious area, operation numbering convention. 

The only difference between the algorithm implemented in the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing tools and the BASINS process is that pervious landuse types can be 

combined when defining impervious types.  Figure 4.7 shows that the impervious land 

from both Range Land and Agricultural Land are grouped into the same Impervious 

“Agricultural Land” category.  This algorithm is slightly more general than the one 

implemented in the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system since it allows an impervious 

landuse type to include areas from one or more pervious landuse type. 

 

4.1.4 Extract Data to Intermediate Text Files 

The ArcGIS functions presented above prepare GIS data in such a way that 

information necessary for HSPF model development can be easily extracted and written 

to intermediate text files.  Though standard ArcGIS tools are used to perform the 

previous functions, custom ArcGIS tools have been developed to implement the process 

of extracting data to the intermediate text files.  These tools are described in detail in the 
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Chapter 5, and a table outlining the method used to create the text files is presented in 

Appendix D.     

 

4.1.5 Create New .uci File 

After necessary information has been extracted from GIS data and written to 

intermediate text files with custom ArcGIS tools, the WinHSPF program is used to create 

a new .uci file outside the GIS environment.  This tool is accessed through the non-GIS 

WinHSPF software and uses information from intermediate text files produced by either 

the BASINS or ArcGIS Preprocessing tools.   

 

4.2 ARCGIS TIMESERIES PREPROCESSING METHODOLOGY 

The second part of this research involves the use of ArcGIS data and tools after 

initial HSPF model development.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology 

uses ArcGIS to organize and prepare timeseries data and updates HSPF model files to 

read timeseries from the appropriate data sets.    

Though no spatial information is stored explicitly in the .uci file, each Model 

Element simulated by HSPF represents some spatial location in the real world.  In order 

to facilitate the transfer of information from GIS data and HSPF model files after initial 

model development, a spatial representation of the areas of land simulated by HSPF must 

be maintained.  In order to implement the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, 

GIS data used in model development are stored in a geodatabase and used to locate 

Model Elements after initial model development.   

The methodology was designed to make use of NEXRAD precipitation data 

which is commonly stored in a format very different from the .wdm file format required 

for HSPF modeling.  Appendix B describes the process used to extract NEXRAD data 

from its native binary format and write it to the Arc Hydro timeseries format.  The 
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ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology presented here assumes that NEXRAD 

data is already stored in a geodatabase following the Arc Hydro timeseries structure.   

 

4.2.1 ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing Overview 

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology is fundamentally built upon 

two concepts: 

1) the Arc Hydro relational database time series structure (See section 2.5) 

2) an explicit geospatial representation of HSPF Model Elements in GIS data 

(explained further in Section 4.3)  

Arc Hydro timeseries values are attached to spatial features, and consequently, 

GIS data can be used to locate precipitation data in the real world if it stored using Arc 

Hydro.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology attempts to maintain a 

geospatial representation of HSPF Model Elements in GIS data, so that each river 

segment and area of land simulated by HSPF can be located in the real world.  With a 

spatial representation of the locations of precipitation data and HSPF Model Elements, 

GIS tools are used to transfer information from GIS data to model files 

A GIS representation of the WinHSPF concept of MetSegments is used to 

organize and prepare input time series in the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system.  

This GIS MetSegment feature class is the central data structure used to implement the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology.  A more detailed description of the 

MetSegment concept can be found in Section 3.4.6 and the WinHSFP user’s manual.  

(Duda 2001)   

Figure 4.8 illustrates the overall concept of the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing 

methodology.  At the center of the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system is the GIS 

MetSegment feature class.  It contains information to communicate with both Arc Hydro 

timeseries data and HSPF model files.  GIS MetSegments contain attributes to 
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communicate directly with .wdm files, but the link to the .uci file is made through the 

geospatial representation of HSPF Model Elements.   

 

 

Figure 4.8 Schematic overview of ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology. 

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology accomplishes two tasks to 

prepare precipitation data for HSPF modeling:   

1) use time series data stored in a geodatabase to write time series to .wdm data 

sets  

2) update the model .uci file to read this time series from the appropriate data sets   

 

4.2.2 Writing Time Series to .wdm File 

Each feature of the GIS MetSegment feature class contains attributes specifying 

data set numbers to write forcing data for HSPF modeling.  The ArcGIS Timeseries 
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Preprocessing methodology uses timeseries values attached to these GIS MetSegments, 

in the Arc Hydro timeseries format, to write .wdm file data sets. 

A custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing tool loops through each feature in the GIS 

MetSegment feature class and extracts the appropriate timeseries values.  These values 

are then written to .wdm data set location specified in the attributes of the GIS 

MetSegment feature class.  The details of this process are described in Chapter 5.    

 

4.2.3 Updating HSPF Model .uci File 

The second component of the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system involves 

updating the model .uci file so that Model Elements receive precipitation and other 

forcing data from the appropriate .wdm dataset.  The tools developed to accomplish this 

task use a geospatial representation of Model Elements to locate the Model Element in 

the GIS data.   

A custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing tool loops through each Model Operation 

(PERLND, IMPLND, and RCHRES) in the .uci file and finds the corresponding GIS 

feature in the geodatabase.  A relationship between the GIS representation of the Model 

Element and GIS MetSegments is then used to assign the appropriate time series datasets 

in the .uci file as specified in the geodatabase.  Maintaining a geospatial representation of 

HSPF Model Elements in GIS data and facilitating the transfer of information between 

.uci file and GIS data is not an easy task. The method used to implement the ArcGIS 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodology is the subject of Section 4.3.    

 

4.3 MAINTAINING A GEOSPATIAL REPRESENTATION OF HSPF MODEL ELEMENTS 

In order to facilitate the transfer of information from GIS data to HSPF model 

files after initial model development, a geospatial representation of Model Elements must 

be maintained in GIS data.  In both the BASINS ArcView 3.x and the ArcGIS 
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Preprocessing system, information is extracted from GIS data and written to intermediate 

text files during initial model development.  At this point, all explicit geospatial 

information about the areas of land simulated by HSPF is lost and Land Segments are 

only represented by numbers storing contributing areas and schematic information.  In 

the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, no attempt is made to save a geospatial 

representation of the lines of the .wsd text file.   

In the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, an attempt is made to maintain 

GIS data representing the land areas simulated by HSPF.  Land segments in HSPF 

models can be configured in many different ways and, to maintain consistency, in this 

research a specific, well-defined model configuration has been chosen.  In order for the 

geospatial representation of HSPF Model Elements to be explicit, the configuration 

defined by WinHSPF when the “Individual” option is used to create a new .uci file is 

adopted as a standard.     

 

4.3.1 .wsd File Lines and the “Individual” and “Grouped” Options in WinHSPF 

The lines of the .wsd intermediate text file contain information from GIS data 

used to define the Land Segments to be simulated by HSPF.  Figure 4.9 illustrates the 

lines of a .wsd file.  Each line of a .wsd file defines the area of a single type of land that 

contributes to a single HSPF River Segment.  Separate lines are present for pervious and 

impervious land segments.   
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Figure 4.9 .wsd intermediate text file structure. 

The way in which the lines from the .wsd file are used to create Land Segments in 

the new .uci file defines the HSPF model configuration.  The WinHSPF “Individual” 

option for creating a new .uci file creates a single HSPF Land Segment for each line of 

the .wsd file, resulting in a unique set of land segments (one for each type) for each 

drainage area.  An example of this configuration is shown in Figure 3.13.  The “Grouped” 

option creates only a single HSPF Land Segment for each type of landuse encountered in 

the .wsd file, resulting in a single set of land segments (one for each type) that contribute 

to the appropriate River Segment based on drainage area.  An example of this 

configuration is presented in Figure 3.3.   

If impervious land is ignored for the moment and the “Individual” option for 

creating a new .uci file with WinHSPF is assumed, the final landuse feature class 

presented in Section 4.1.3 (Figure 4.6) contains features representing the lines of the .wsd 

file and, consequently, a representation of the (pervious) Land Segment Model Elements 

to be simulated by HSPF.  Figure 4.10 shows this feature class, in which each feature 
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contains information describing its landuse type, its subbasin (equivalently, which river 

segment it contributes to), and its surface slope.   

 

 

Figure 4.10 GIS data used to defining HSPF Model Elements. 

Only the tabular attributes of these features are used to write the .wsd file and the 

actual geospatial information (description of the polygon areas) is not necessary for 

model creation.  However, maintaining a geospatial representation of Model Elements 
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allows an HSPF modeler the option of using GIS data to explicitly locate the Model 

Element in the real world.   

With the ability to locate HSPF Model Elements in space using GIS data, other 

GIS tools and data can be used after initial model development to automatically assign 

timeseries data sets – as in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology – or for  the 

visualization of results, model calibration, data management, or to transfer data between 

different models using GIS as a common platform. Additional applications of GIS data to 

HSPF modeling are discussed in Chapter 7.   

 

4.3.2 Complications Associated with Maintaining Geospatial Information 

If impervious landuse is not considered, and the WinHSPF “Individual” option is 

used to create a new .uci file, the feature class described above contains an explicit 

representation of each Land Segment simulated by HSPF.  Complications arise under 

several circumstances: (1) if a configuration other than the “Individual” one is required, 

(2) if dealing with impervious area, or (3) if raster landuse data is used instead of polygon 

data.   

To maintain consistency, the “Individual” option has been adopted as the standard 

for implementing the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology.  Though the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology can be used to build a new .uci file using the 

“Grouped” option, no effort has been spent to create or maintain a geospatial 

representation of this type of model configuration.  All of the tools of the ArcGIS 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodology assume that a .uci file is built using the 

“Individual” option.   

If impervious land is simulated with HSPF, a single feature shown in Figure 4.13 

may represent the area of two HSPF Model Elements, one Pervious Land Segment and 

one Impervious Land Segment.  To workaround this problem, two attributes are used to 

link the GIS representation of model elements to the Elements defined in the .uci file; one 
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for Pervious Land Segments and one for Impervious Land Segments.  These attributes are 

shown in Figure 4.11 and discussed in Section 5.4.  

 A method for using raster landuse data is presented in Appendix A.  Rather than 

maintaining an explicit polygon feature representation of each type of landuse in each 

drainage area, the shape of the entire drainage area is retained to give an approximate 

location for the Land Segment.   

 

4.3.3 HSPFCode – Link between GIS and .uci file 

The methodology developed here makes the link between Model Elements in the 

.uci file and GIS data explicit by storing the same character string in the .uci file and in 

GIS data.  The basic concept behind this character string, called the HSPFCode, is to 

have a unique, model-wide identifier in both the .uci file and in the geodatabase.  Figure 

4.11 shows GIS data and a .uci file with the HSPFCode assigned based on the Operation 

Numbering convention.   

 

 

Figure 4.11 HSPFCode:  Link between .uci file and GIS data. 
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Though a tool included in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system assigns the 

HSPFCode based on the Operation Numbering convention used by WinHSPF, the 

concept of the HSPFCode is general and would work with any configuration or Operation 

Numbering convention.  The HSPFCode can be any model-wide, unique identifier that is 

used to identify Model Elements in both the .uci file and in the geodatabase.   

The HSPFCode is used in an implementation of the ArcGIS Timeseries 

Preprocessing methodology presented in Chapter 5.  The .uci file is automatically 

updated so that Model Elements receive inputs from the appropriate time series datasets 

based on information stored in the geodatabase.  The details of where the HSPFCode is 

stored and how it is implemented are presented in Section 5.4.   
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Chapter 5  Procedure of Application 

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system and the ArcGIS Timeseries 

Preprocessing system have both been implemented in the ArcGIS environment using a 

structured geodatabase design and ArcToolbox tools.  The implementation of the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing system includes a database design to store GIS data during the 

preparation of an HSPF model and a set of tools to perform spatial analysis on GIS data 

and write the necessary files to build a new model.  The implementation of the ArcGIS 

Timeseries Preprocessing system includes an extended geodatabase design and custom 

tools to write Arc Hydro time series to .wdm file datasets and update HSPF model files to 

read from these datasets.   

Figure 5.1 illustrates the components of both the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

system and the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

system starts with GIS data from existing tools, specifically, the Arc Hydro terrain 

processing tools, and performs GIS calculations using new and existing ArcGIS tools.  

After making the required calculations, custom ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools extract 

necessary information to intermediate text files for use with WinHSPF, a non-GIS 

components of BASINS.  Custom ArcGIS tools and data structures are also used to 

prepare precipitation data for HSPF modeling.   

The first two sections of this chapter describe the programming tools used in this 

research and provide instructions for installing tools.  The remaining sections give 

detailed descriptions of the geodatabase structure and tools used to implement the 

ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries preprocessing methodologies.   
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Figure 5.1 BASINS – ArcGIS HSPF/Timeseries Preprocessing comparison. 

5.1 PROGRAMMING TOOLS 

All of the new tools developed for the ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries 

Preprocessing systems are programmed in Microsoft Visual Basic 6.  Two separate 

programming libraries are used to implement the GIS-related and HSPF-related 

algorithms used in the HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing systems.   

ESRI’s ArcObjects are COM-Compliant “Application Programming Interfaces” 

(API) that are used by software developers to create custom applications within the 

ArcGIS environment.  ArcObjects expose the functionality of ArcGIS software 

(including ArcMap and ArcToolbox functions) in a coding language so that existing and 

custom functions can be used to create new tools for specific applications.  (ESRI 2005a) 
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The second API used in the ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing systems 

is a set of libraries collectively referred to as the WinHSPF/GenScn/WDMUtil Libraries.  

These libraries expose the functionality of the WinHSPF/GenScn/WDMUtil programs in 

a similar way as ESRI’s ArcObjects.   

 

5.1.1 ArcObjects and Geoprocessing Functions 

A quick, convenient way to implement an algorithm in the ArcGIS environment is 

through the use of custom Geoprocessing Function Tools (ESRI 2005b).  In the ArcGIS 

9.0 system, hundreds of built-in Geoprocessing tools are available in the ArcToolbox 

application that can be accessed in either ArcMap or ArcCatalog.  A Geoprocessing 

Function Tool can be thought of simply as an operation that takes a set of inputs (GIS or 

non-GIS data) and produces a set of outputs.  These tools perform everything from 

complex spatial analysis such as Zonal Statistics to simple topological operations such as 

Merge, Clip, or Intersect.  Figure 5.2 shows the “Clip” Geoprocessing tool from the 

ArcToolbox application accessed from ArcCatalog.   The tool takes in two GIS datasets 

and performs the operation described at the right.  The location of the resulting dataset is 

also a required input to the Geoprocessing tool as well as an optional ‘Cluster Tolerance’ 

value.   
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Figure 5.2 ArcGIS Geoprocessing function: ‘Clip Features.’ 

Some tools required to implement the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system were 

not available in the standard package of tools distributed with ArcGIS.  As an example, 

one component of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology involves writing 

intermediate text files required by the WinHSPF “Create New Project” tool for building a 

new .uci file.  To implement this process, a custom Geoprocessing tool was created that 

takes a feature class and table as inputs and writes the required data to the specific format 

of the intermediate text files.   

Custom Geoprocessing tools were developed using the Visual Basic 6 

programming language and the ArcObjects API for working with GIS data.  Once the 

programs are compiled, they can be distributed as Digital Link Libraries (DLLs) and used 

on any Windows machine that has ArcGIS software and libraries installed.  The details of 
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each of the geoprocessing tools involved in the ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries 

Preprocessing systems are described in Sections 5.3-5.5.   

 

5.1.2 AQUA TERRA WinHSPF Libraries 

WinHSPF, GenScn, and WDMUtil are components of the BASINS system that 

operate independently of the ArcView 3.x GIS component of BASINS.  The programs 

contain many tools for maintaining and manipulating HSPF .uci files and organizing and 

managing .wdm time series files.  They are distributed free of charge from the EPA’s 

BASINS website and AQUA TERRA’s WinHSPF site. (EPA 2005b, AQUA TERRA 

2005)  The WinHSPF/GenScn/WDMUtil programs were developed with the Microsoft 

Visual Basic 6 programming language using an object-oriented structure so that 

components used in the programs are also available for use in custom applications.   

The WinHSPF interface is designed to expose all the parameters and structure of 

a .uci file to the user through a Windows interface.  In order to accomplish this, the entire 

.uci file is read into the program’s memory using a structure that is related to the .uci file 

structure, but hidden behind the program interface.  All the information from a .uci file 

resides in the computer’s memory within a computer code structure that makes it easy to 

manage, change, and manipulate parameters associated with each Model Element.  The 

structure of the code used to store the .uci file in the program memory is not specific to 

the tools available in the WinHSPF software and, consequently, is also available to 

external tools for performing custom operations on .uci files which are not supported by 

the WinHSPF program.   

One component of the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology involves 

updating .uci model files to read time series from datasets specified in a geodatabase.  To 

implement this process, a custom Geoprocessing tool was created which first reads the 

entire .uci file into the program’s memory.  If the HPSF model has been georeferenced to 

GIS data, as described in Section 4.3.3, the HSPFCode for each Model Element is used to 
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query the geodatabase and find the time series for the appropriate GIS MetSegment.  The 

computer code storing the .uci file in the computer’s memory (the same code that lies 

behind WinHSPF) is then used to update entries for each Model Element in the .uci file, 

specifying which time series is to be used in the simulation.   

Any computer that has the entire BASINS system or GenScn/WinHSPF/WdmUtil 

package installed has the libraries needed for the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools to 

function correctly.  The tool to assign MetSegments to the .uci file requires the latest 

update to the GenScn package, (Update 4, 4/27/05).   

 

5.1.3 Model Builder and Linking Geoprocessing Tools 

One conceptual difference between the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology 

and the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing Methodology is the exposure of many of the 

individual functions that were hidden behind the user interface in the ArcView 3.x 

system.  While the ArcView 3.x system combined the “Subbasins” shapefile with the 

“hspfusgs.dbf” table and wrote the intermediate text files with a single click of a button, 

the ArcGIS system uses several new and existing ArcToolbox tools to provide the same 

functionality.  Though this is not as simple as a one-button tool, it makes the system more 

general, giving advanced users access to individual parts of the system.   

If a set of processes within the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system are performed 

repeatedly, individual tools can be linked together using the ArcGIS ModelBuilder 

application to streamline the process into a one-button-type tool.  The ModelBuilder 

application is a sort of “visual programming” interface for ArcGIS Geoprocessing 

functions (ESRI 2005c).  Tools from ArcToolbox can be linked together by dragging 

them and the associated data onto a form.  Output from one tool can be used as input to 

another tool so that several complex functions can be performed with a one-click model.  

Figure 5.3 shows a ModelBuilder model in which 1) one feature class is used to clip out 

part of a larger dataset; 2) the resulting feature class is dissolved based on an attribute; 
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and 3) the resulting feature class is intersected with another feature class to produce the 

final result.   

 

 

Figure 5.3 ArcGIS ModelBuilder example. 

In addition to providing a way of combining many functions into a single tool, or 

model, the ModelBuilder application provides an intuitive, visual way of presenting the 

concepts in a complex process.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing Methodology is, at its 

core, a framework for using ArcGIS tools to prepare data for HSPF modeling.  Though 

the entire system could be implemented in a single ModelBuilder model, it does not have 

to be.  The ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing systems can be implemented by 

linking tools together in ModelBuilder or, equivalently, by performing each of the 

functions in sequence using the individual ArcToolbox tools. 
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5.2 TOOL PRESENTATION   

The tools used to implement the ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing 

methodologies are all Geoprocessing Functions, which are accessed through ESRI’s 

ArcToolbox environment.  Some of the tools use standard ESRI functions and others are 

custom tools developed specifically for the purposes of this research.  This section 

introduces the tools and provides an explanation of how to install them. 

 

5.2.1 Installation Instructions 

The ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing tools are contained in the 

‘crwrHSPFTools.zip’ file located on Appendix E (the zip file attached to this thesis).  The 

tools are installed by extracting the contents of this zip file to the working directory (‘C:\’ 

directory is preferable) on a computer and running the ‘_Install.bat’ file to register the 

tools with the computer and with ESRI software.   

 

5.2.2 File Descriptions 

The ‘crwrHSPFTools.zip’ file contains a primary directory ‘\ArcHydro2HSPF’ 

and several subdirectories.  The ‘bin’ directory contains the Digital Linked Library (.dll) 

file, crwrHSPFTools.dll, which contains the code for custom ArcToolbox functions.  The 

‘bin’ directory also contains template files used by several of the tools.  The 

‘TemplateTables’ directory contains examples of the tables used in the ArcGIS HSPF and 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodologies.   

The ‘Tutorial’ directory contains sample data to be used in applying the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing methodology, and the ‘xml’ directory contains .xml files defining 

the structure of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase.  These .xml files are 

intended to be used with the ESRI Geodatabase Designer2 extension, which can be 
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downloaded from: http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=13484 or found on 

Appendix E (also includes tutorial on preparing Geodatabase).   

Figure 5.4 shows the ‘ArcHydro2HSPF’ directory in ArcCatalog.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 ‘ArcHydro2HSPF’ directory. 

Two ArcToolbox toolsets reside in the ‘ArcHydro2HSPF’ directory.  These 

toolboxes contain the tools and models used to implement the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology.  The ‘crwrHSPFTools’ toolbox contains the custom ArcGIS 

tools developed for this research.  The tools are designed to be implemented in the 

ArcCatalog environment, using feature classes and not feature layers in ArcMap.  The 

‘crwrHSPFModels’ toolbox contains a set of ModelBuilder models that link together 
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standard and custom Geoprocessing Functions to streamline the application of the tools.  

Sections 5.3.2, 5.4.1, and 5.5.2 outline each of the tools in detail and describe how they 

are applied.   

 

5.3 ARCGIS HSPF PREPROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION 

The the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system includes: 

1) A database design to organize and store GIS data during the preparation of 

an HSPF model  

2) A set of existing and custom tools that use data in the geodatabase to 

perform spatial analysis and write the model files.   

Though the tools are intended to be used with data stored in a manner consistent 

with the structured geodatabase design, they are not hard-coded to it.  This means that 

data stored in a format with different filenames and attribute names can be used with the 

tools as long as all the necessary information is present.  An attempt is made to maintain 

consistency with the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system so that data developed with 

the BASINS 3.x system can still be easily used in the ArcGIS environment.  As such, 

some attribute names from the BASINS 3.x shapefiles are used to store the same 

information in the ArcGIS geodatabase design.   

In the following sections, custom Geoprocessing functions are presented in detail, 

and ESRI help files should be consulted for documentation of standarad ESRI 

Geoprocessing functions.   

 

5.3.1 Geodatabase Design 

Overview 

The geodatabase design to support the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system 

contains four feature classes organized into two feature datasets, “BaseData” and 
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“PreProcess.”  Two tables, LuseDefinition and LuseHSPFClass, are used directly in the 

preprocessing application, and three other tables are used to transfer data to intermediate 

text files.  Figure 5.5 illustrates the geodatabase with the two feature datasets and five 

tables.   

 

 

Figure 5.5 ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase structure. 

A more detailed illustration of the geodatabase design is presented in Appendix C.  

The drawing contains detailed specifications for the attributes of each geodatabase object 

and presents the relationships that are used to implement the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

system.  These relationships are not explicit geodatabase classes, but are used by the 

ModelBuilder models and custom Geoprocessing tools to transfer information amongst 

GIS data.   

The only feature class in the “BaseData” feature dataset is the “Landuse” feature 

class.  Other data describing the landscape such as soils, NHD streams, or other data can 

be stored in this feature dataset, but only the “Landuse” feature class is used by the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system.  The “PreProcess” feature dataset contains two 
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feature classes, “Catchment” and “DrainageLine” which must be present and populated to 

use the tools, and a third feature class, “HSPFLandSegment” that is populated using 

results from the tools.  This feature class was presented in Figure 4.10 and is intended to 

aid in defining a geospatial representation of the Land Segments simulated by an HSPF 

model.   

Tables used in HSPF Preprocessing reside outside the feature datasets but still 

within the geodatabase.  Two of the tables, “LuseDefinition” and “LuseHSPFClass,” are 

associated with defining landuse types to be simulated by with an HSPF model and must 

be present and populated to use the tools.  The other three tables are populated using 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools.   

Two raster datasets are used to calculate slopes for Land and River Segments in 

the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system.  These rasters are shown in a separate file folder 

outside the geodatabase in Figure 5.5, but they could equivalently be stored in a raster 

dataset.  Raster Datasets are a geodatabase structure new in ArcGIS 9 similar to feature 

datasets, but used to store raster datasets.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system uses 

many standard ArcGIS tools which can access data stored in any location, so the specifics 

of where raster datasets are stored is not critical to the system.   

 

The following sections present the geodatabase feature classes and tables as well 

as their attributes in detail.  Appendix C contains a large drawing of the geodatabase and 

may aid in understanding relationships amongst datasets.   

DrainageLine and Catchment Feature Classes 

 “Catchment” contains the drainage areas for each of the Reach Segments to be 

modeled in HSPF, and “DrainageLine” contains the River Reach Segments.  The names 

“DrainageLine” and “Catchment” are used for the river segments and associated drainage 

areas in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system as opposed to “Subbasins” and 

“Streams” from the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system.  Those familiar with the 
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BASINS system will notice that there is no equivalent for the “Outlets” shapefile in the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase.  The “Outlets” shapefile is only used by the 

BASINS system if point sources are being considered, and this functionality is not 

supported by the ArcGIS system.   

The Arc Hydro Terrain PreProcessing tools create two feature classes called 

“DrainageLine” and “Catchment” which have a minimal set of attributes defining the 

connectivity between river segments and their associated drainage area as well as 

network connectivity (Maidment 2002).  Three of these attributes are used explicitly by 

the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology.  “HydroID” is used as a unique identifier 

for every feature in an Arc Hydro geodatabase and is present on both the DrianageLine 

and Catchment feature classes.  “DrainID” of DrainageLine features contains the 

“HydroID” of the corresponding Catchment.  “NextDownID” on Catchment features 

contains the “HydroID” of the next downstream Catchment.   

There is a one-to-one (and only one) relationship between Catchments and 

DrainageLines produced with the ArcHydro Terrain PreProcessing tools.  Each 

Catchment must have a single corresponding feature in the DrainageLine feature class 

which represents the river segment draining the Catchment.   

Figure 5.6 provides a summary of the attributes of the “Catchment” and 

“DrainageLine” feature classes in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase.  The 

“DrainageLine” and “Catchment” feature classes in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase contain the attributes from the associated Arc Hydro feature classes as well 

as some attributes from the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system.  The primary function 

of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase is to develop inputs to the HSPF model, 

as opposed to the BASINS system in which GIS data is used for many other purposes as 

well.  Only the attributes from the BASINS system that are required for building a new 

HSPF model are included in the feature classes of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase.  A detailed drawing of the geodabase design is presented in Appendix C, 
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and a brief description of the attributes for each element in the database will be given 

here. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing feature class attributes:  Catchment, 
DrainageLine. 

The ArcHydro attributes required by the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system are 

“HydroID” and “NextDownID” from the Catchment feature class and “DrainID” from 

the DrainageLine feature class.  Three of the BASINS attributes, “Subbasin” and 
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“Subbasinr” from DrainageLine and “Subbasin” from Catchment, contain almost 

identical information as the Arc Hydro attributes.  The only difference is that downstream 

information is stored on the DrainageLine instead of the Catchments.  Though it is 

redundant to store this information twice, an attempt is made in the ArcGIS system to 

maintain consistency with the naming conventions of the BASINS system.  A tool is 

available in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system to populate the “Subbasin” and 

“Subbasinr” attributes or, alternatively, data from the BASINS system can be loaded 

directly into the Catchment and DrainageLine feature classes.   

The BASINS attributes for the slope of the land surface (Slo1) and river slope 

(Slo2) are calculated in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system with tools in 

ArcToolbox using Digital Elevation Model and slope raster data.  The ArcGIS system 

does not have tools to calculate the width and depth of River Segments, but these 

attributes are necessary to create FTABLES in the new .uci file.  If estimates of stream 

width and slope are available from another source, they can be manually entered into the 

“Wid2” and “Dep2” attributes of the DrainageLine feature class.  If no estimates for river 

geometry are available, the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools will assume default values 

when creating a new .uci file.   

It is important to note that the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system assumes that 

each feature in the DrainageLine feature class corresponds to a River Segment Model 

Element to be simulated with HSPF.  In addition, it is assumed that there is a one-to-one 

(and only one) relationship between Catchment features and DrainageLine features.  This 

type of data structure is commonly the result of terrain processing tools such as 

ArcHydro, but is not common in other data sources such as NHD Flowlines or HUC 

boundaries.  If data is used in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system that is not the 

result of the Arc Hydro Terrain Processing tools, it should be carefully checked to make 

sure it meets these assumptions.  The DrainageLine feature class should contain a single 
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feature for each River Segment to be simulated in HSPF, and the Catchment feature class 

should have one and only one drainage area for each DrainageLine feature.   

Landuse and Associated Tables 

Two of the five tables in the HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase are directly 

associated with managing the landuse types to be simulated by the HSPF model.  The 

“LuseDefinition” table contains the information to transfer landuse categories from the 

Landuse feature class to new categories for use in HSPF modeling.  “LuseHSPFClass” 

contains the information to define Impervious Land Segments and to define the Operation 

Numbering convention to be used in the new HSPF .uci file.   

 

 

Figure 5.7  ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing landuse attributes. 

Figure 5.7 provides a summary of the attributes of the “Landuse” feature class, 

“LuseDefinition,” and “LuseHSPFClass” tables in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase.  The only attribute from the Landuse feature class used in the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing system is “LUCODE.”  This attribute contains a unique integer value with 

a corresponding value in the LuseDefinition table.  The “LEVEL2” attribute name is 

specific to the Land Use Land Cover dataset distributed by the USGS.  It contains a text 
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description of the Level 2 Anderson Classification category, but is not used by the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system.   

The “LUCODE” attribute in the LuseDefinition table corresponds to the 

“LUCODE” attribute of the landuse feature class.  Each record in the landuse feature 

class is mapped to an HSPF landuse type (to be simulated by the HSPF model) using the 

“LUCODE” attribute to join the two tables together. A record must exist in the 

LuseDefinion table for every unique value in the Landuse feature class.  “HSPFLUSE” is 

a 20-character string describing the categories of land to be modeled with HSPF.  There 

should be no more than nine unique types of HSPFLUSE in the LuseDefinition table.  

Each of these (up to nine) “HSPFLUSE” types introduced in the LuseDefinition table 

must have a corresponding record in the LuseHSPFClass table.   

In the LuseHSPFClass table, a record with a matching HSPFLUSE attribute must 

be present for each HSPFLUSE type introduced in the LuseDefinition table.  The 

“PLuseID” attribute defines the third digit used in the Operation Numbering convention 

for Pervious Land Segments and the “ILuseID” attribute is the third digit for Impervious 

Land Segments.  For every record (landuse type) that has a “PercentImp” greater than 

zero, the “HSPFLUSEI” and “ILuseID” must be populated as well.  The “HSPFLUSEI” 

attribute is also a 20-character string defining the Impervious Land category that the 

landuse type belongs to.  A unique “HSPFLUSEI” can be assigned for each landuse type, 

or more than one type can be joined together by assigning the same “HSPFLUSEI” and 

“ILuseID” attribute.   

The Operation Numbering convention used by the BASINS system was presented 

in Section 3.4.  Each Land Segment Operation in an HSPF model that simulates the same 

type of landuse is assigned the same third digit in its Operation Number.  This Operation 

Numbering scheme is inherently limited to 10 types of landuse (for a decimal numbering 

system), however, the WinHSPF “Create Project” tools are only capable of using nine 

unique types of landuse.   
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If the “Individual” option in the WinHSPF “Create Project” tools is used to create 

a unique set of landuse Operations for each River Segment simulated by the model, this 

type of model configuration could result in hundreds of Land Segment Operations for a 

large river network.  Care should be taken to ensure that the HSPF limitation of 500 

Model Operations in a single model run is not exceeded.   

HSPFLandSegment and Intermediate Geodatabase Tables 

The HSPFLandSegment feature class contains only the attributes required for 

defining Land Segments for HSPF modeling.  This feature class can be populated using 

the results of some of the tools presented below.  The feature class will contain an 

explicit spatial representation of Model Elements.  The intermediate geodatabase tables, 

wsdTable, rchTable, and ptfTable are used to store the information for the intermediate 

text files in the geodatabase.  They are populated from GIS data using tools presented 

below and, once populated, contain all the data required to write the intermediate text 

files for building a new HSPF .uci file.  

 

5.3.2 ArcToolbox Implementation 

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology uses as many existing tools as 

possible to bridge the gap between ArcGIS and HSPF.  The methodology presented here 

assumes that existing Arc Hydro, BASINS, or other terrain processing tools have been 

used to produce the “Catchment” and “DrainageLine” feature classes.   Three basic tasks 

are accomplished in the ArcGIS environment to prepare data for input to the HSPF 

model:   

1) calculate physically-based attributes required for HSPF model creation 

2) define Land Segments (in GIS) to be simulated by HSPF model 

3) write intermediate text files for use with WinHSPF “Create Project” tool 

Once these tasks have been accomplished, WinHSPF can be used to build a new 

.uci file outside the GIS environment.   
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The tasks presented above can be implemented either with the ModelBuilder 

models included with the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools, or by equivalently applying 

each Geoprocessing function included in the model in order.  The remainder of this 

section presents a methodology for applying the tools using the ModelBuilder models.  

Custom ArcGIS tools developed specifically for this research are described in detail, and 

ModelBuilder models which use standard ArcGIS tools are described only briefly.   

Load Data and Renumber Basins and Streams 

Data resulting from the application of the Arc Hydro Terrain PreProcessing tools 

or from another source should be loaded into the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase before applying the tools.  A detailed description of how to create a 

geodatabase with the necessary structure and load data into it is given in a tutorial in 

Appendix E.   

Before calculating physically-based parameters for HSPF model development, a 

tool is included in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools that aids in numbering GIS 

features in a way more consistent with the BASINS Preprocessing methodology.  A 

custom tool was developed for the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system to populate the 

“Subbasin” and “Subbasinr” BASINS attributes of DrainageLine and Catchment.  The 

same network information is stored in the Arc Hydro attributes “HydroID” and 

“NextDownID,” but its format is slightly different.  Downstream information is stored on 

the River Segment features in the BASINS attributes and on the Catchment features in 

the Arc Hydro attributes.   

Figure 5.8 shows the user-interface to a tool designed to renumber Catchments 

and DrainageLines by populating the “Subbasin” and “Subbasinr” fields using 

information in the “HydroID,” “NextDownID,” and “DrainID” fields.   
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Figure 5.8 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Renumber Basins and Streams. 

The tool takes two feature classes (Catchment and DrainageLine) as inputs and 

allows the user to specify the fields to be used in the function.  The field names default to 

values from the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase but can be changed by the user 

to match data in a different format.  A recursive program is used to trace upstream from 

the most downstream Catchment and renumber the features (in the “Subbasin” and 
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“Subbasinr” fields) from one to the number of Catchment features.  The most 

downstream feature is found as the feature with a negative “NextDownID,” typically  

“-1.”  The tool assumes that there is only one outlet from the river network contained in 

the DrainageLine feature class, and only one feature should have a negative 

“NextDownID.” The tool does not use a well-defined methodology for renumbering 

streams except that they are numbered from 1 to n, and no stream segment is assigned a 

number larger than any stream segment downstream of it.   

In addition to maintaining consistency with the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing 

system attributes, there is another reason for transferring the ArcHydro network attributes 

to the BASINS network attributes.   The “Subbasin” attribute is used as the first two 

digits of the Operation Number for the convention used by the “Individual” option of the 

WinHSPF “Create Project” tool.  HydroID’s often become larger than two digits in a 

large Arc Hydro geodatabase, and renumbering the Catchments and DrainageLines 

starting from one ensures that the “Subbasin” attributes will be smaller than three digits.   

It should be noted that the Catchments and DrainageLines do not have to be 

numbered starting at one.  The only requirement for subsequent tools is that downstream 

information is accurately stored in the “Subbasin” and “Subbasinr” attributes of the 

Catchment and DrainageLine feature classes.  This includes having “-1” for the 

“Subbasinr” attribute of the most downstream River Segment feature.  If the “Individual” 

option is used to create a new .uci file using WinHSPF, the “Subbasin” attributes must be 

two digits.   

One limitation of the tool to renumber basins and streams is that there must be 

one ‘most downstream’ river segment.  If two features in the DrainageLine feature class 

have a ‘NextDownID’ of ‘-1’, the tool will not work properly. 

Calculate physically-based (slope) attributes 

Basic ArcGIS tools available in ArcToolbox are used by the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing system to calculate the land surface slope and river slope.  Figure 5.9 
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illustrates a ModelBuilder model that can be used to calculate required BASINS 

Attributes.  Existing tools are linked together into a ModelBuilder model to make the 

process more efficient.  The only new tool used in the slope calculations of Land and 

River segments, is a tool to “Copy Field: Table to Feature Class.”  This tool was 

developed only to make the ModelBuilder implementation more efficient and is 

presented in detail at the end of this section.   
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Figure 5.9 ArcGIS ModelBuilder model:  Calculate Slope Attributes. 
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Each of the tools in the model shown in Figure 5.9 are illustrated as rectangle 

shapes, and the data on which the tools operates (input parameters or tool outputs) are 

shown as oval shapes. Model input parameters, denoted by a “P,” are used to simplify the 

model and make it accessible to other input datasets.  Primary input parameters to the 

model include the DrainageLine and Catchment feature classes, as well as DEM and 

slope rasters.  Other parameters are required to define a temporary workspace to store 

intermediate tables and the paths of those tables.   

The upper portion of Figure 5.9 shows the tools used to calculate the slope of the 

River Segments to be modeled in HSPF.  The first tool, “Zonal Statistics as Table: 

Stream Slope,” takes the DrainageLine feature class and the DEM raster as the primary 

inputs and calculates statistics for each feature (Max, Min, Mean) and stores the result in 

a table location also specified as an input.  The next two tools, “Copy Field: MaxEl” and 

“Copy Field: MinEl,” copy the maximum and minimum elevations for each river 

segment to the appropriate fields in the DrainageLine feature class, “MaxEl” and 

“MinEl.”  The final tool calculates the slope of each river segment by subtracting the 

minimum elevation from the maximum elevation and dividing by the river length.  The 

DEM raster used in the zonal statistics tool must have the same vertical scale as the linear 

unit of the DrainageLine feature class projection or a conversion factor is necessary.   

The lower portion of Figure 5.9 contains the tools used to calculate the average 

slope of each feature in the Catchment feature class.  Similar to the DrainageLine slope 

process, the first tool, “Zonal Statistics as Table: Catchment Slope,” takes the Catchment 

feature class and the slope raster as the primary inputs and the location of the output table 

as another input.  The next tool, “Copy Field: Slo1,” copies the mean slope for each 

catchment to the appropriate field in the Catchment feature class, “Slo1.”   

One additional tool is included which creates a geodatabase workspace to store 

the intermediate tables.  Though this is not necessary, storing the resulting tables from the 
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“Zonal Statistics as Table” tool in a database was found to make attribute names more 

predictable.   

Figure 5.10 shows the simple User Interface to the model shown in Figure 5.10.   

 

 

Figure 5.10 ArcGIS ModelBuilder model:  Simple user interface. 

Model Builder models can be accessed in of two different ways.  The “Open” 

option (or double clicking) opens the interface shown in Figure 5.10 giving access only to 

the model input parameters.  This interface can be used with well-developed models to 

rapidly apply the model to different datasets.  The “Edit” option (right click – choose 

edit) opens the visual form for the model shown in Figure 5.9.  When designing a model 
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or when a model produces errors, it is best to run the model from the “Edit” form to see 

which tool or dataset within the model is causing the error.    

Define HSPF Land Segments 

Basic ArcGIS tools available in ArcToolbox are also used by the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing system to define HSPF Land Segments using a feature class describing 

landuse and the Catchments (or drainage area boundaries for the River Segments).  A 

methodology for using raster landuse data is presented in Appendix A.  Several tools and 

datasets are combined into a ModelBuilder model to streamline the geospatial processing 

required to define the Land Segments for HSPF modeling.  Figure 5.11 illustrates a 

ModelBuilder model that can be used to define HPSF Land Segments from a landuse 

feature class and a drainage area feature class.   
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Figure 5.11 ArcGIS ModelBuilder model:  Define HSPF Land Segments. 
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Primary input parameters to the model include the Catchment and Landuse 

feature classes and the LuseDefinition table used to redefine landuse categories for HSPF 

modeling.  The model takes the output location of the “HSPFLandSegment” feature class 

as its final input parameter.  The first tool in the model “Clip Catchments from Landuse,” 

uses the drainage area boundaries to clip the area of interest out of a potentially large 

landuse dataset.  The second tool “Add Field: HSPFLUSE,” adds a field to the resulting 

feature class that will be used to define the HSPF landuse categories.  “Copy Field: 

HPSFLUSE” copies the HSPF landuse category from the LuseDefinition table to the 

clipped landuse feature class based on a unique identifier in both the table and landuse 

data.  Another ArcToolbox tool is then used to “Dissolve: Based on HSPFLUSE.”  The 

resulting feature class contains a single feature for each HSPF landuse category in the 

entire watershed.  The final process “Intersect: Dissolved Landuse and Catchments,” 

intersects the HSPF landuse feature class with the catchment boundaries to create a 

feature class that has a set of HSPF landuse features for each drainage area.   

The process accomplished by this model could be implemented without the first 

step of clipping to the catchment boundaries.  Output from the final intersection operation 

would include only the landuse areas inside the Catchment boundaries whether or not the 

area was clipped from a larger dataset at the beginning.  The process of copying the 

HSPFLUSE field to every feature of an extremely large landuse dataset could be 

extremely time consuming, so the area of interest is clipped out first.   

Defining Impervious Landsegments  

In order to use the WinHSPF tools to build a new HSPF .uci file, information 

from GIS data must be extracted to the intermediate text files used by WinHSPF.  Four 

intermediate files are required to use the WinHSPF “Create Project” tool.  The format 

and content of these text files is detailed in the WinHSPF User’s Manual.  (Duda 2001)   

GIS data for streams can be used directly to extract the data necessary to define 

HSPF River Segments, however, defining Land segments is more complex.  The .wsd file 
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is used to define pervious and impervious land segments for HSPF modeling.  Each line 

of the .wsd file specifies  

1) the HSPF landuse category to be simulated by the land segment 

2) whether the land segment is pervious or impervious  

3) which river segment the land contributes to  

4) area of specified landuse type contributing to specified river segment  

5) slope of the land segment 

6) assumed overland flow distance 

  All of the information for the .wsd file is present in the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing geodatabase after data is prepared using the models described above for 

“Calculating BASINS Slope Attributes” and “Defining HSPF Land Segments” or an 

equivalent sequence of Geoprocessing tools.  HSPFLandSegment, the result of the 

“Defining HSPF Land Segments” model presented above, contains the area of each type 

of landuse contributing to each River Segment as well as the average slope of the 

drainage area it falls within.  Information about impervious area for each HSPF landuse 

category is stored in the HSPFLuseClass table. 

Custom Geoprocessing tools combine information from the HSPFLandSegment 

feature class and the HSPFLuseClass table to extract information from the geodatabase 

and write the intermediate text files required for the WinHSPF “Create Project” tool.  

Three Geoprocessing tools are used in the process of writing the intermediate text files 

used by WinHSPF to create a new HSPF .uci file.  The first two of the new tools write 

the required data to three geodatabase tables that mirror the intermediate file structure.  

The .psr file is used by the WinHSPF system only if point sources are being considered, 

and this functionality is not supported in the ArcGIS system.  The Geoprocessing tools 

assume that these three tables (wsdTable, rchTable, and ptfTable) are present in the 

geodatabase that contains the Land and River Segment GIS data.   

Write to wsd Table in Database 
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The first of the Geoprocessing Tools developed for the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing system to create a new .uci file uses information from the Land Segment 

feature class and the HSPFLuseClass table to write the information for the .wsd text file.  

Figure 5.12 shows the interface for this tool.  The two primary input parameters are the 

Land Segment feature class and the HSPF Landuse Classification table.  Additional input 

parameters are available to choose the fields that contain pertinent information.  These 

parameters will default to values from the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase but 

can be changed by the user.  The tool assumes a table named “wsdFile” is present in the 

geodatabase containing the HSPFLandSegment feature class.   
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Figure 5.12 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Write to wsd Table in Database. 

The algorithm behind the tool loops through each feature in the 

HSPFLandSegment feature class and queries the HSPFLuseClass table to find the type 

and amount of impervious land associated with the HSPF landuse type.   If there is no 

impervious area associated with a landuse type, the tool simply writes a single line to the 
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wsdTable in the database with the area of the feature (in acres).  If impervious area is 

associated with a landuse type, the tool writes two lines to the .wsdTable in the database, 

one defining an impervious Land Segment and the other defining a pervious Land 

Segment.  The appropriate areas are calculated using percent impervious associated with 

the landuse type in the HSPFLuseClass table.  Details of how attributes from the 

LandSegment and HSPFLuseClass table are used to write lines in the .wsd text file are 

presented in Appendix D.   

Lines are added to the wsdTable in the order of the Subbasin field.  In order to 

ensure a consistent and predictable Operation Numbering convention in the resulting .uci 

file, some additional lines are written to the .wsd text file.  For the first subbasin that the 

tool encounters (the one with the lowest subbasin attribute), a line is added to the .wsd 

table for each type of landuse defined in the HSPFLuseClass table whether or not there is 

any of this type of land in the subbasin.  Landuse types that are not present in this first 

subbasin are assigned a contributing area of zero, so they do not affect the actual 

simulation.  By carefully allocating each type of land to be simulated in the HSPF model 

in the first subbasin, the third digit of the Operation Number will be consistent with that 

defined by the PLuseID attribute in the HSPFLuseClass table in the geodatabase.    

Fields required for the tool default to values from the ArcGIS HSPF 

preprocessing database, but can be changed by the user if the necessary information is 

stored in fields with different filenames.  The required fields for the Land Segment 

feature class include:  

1) the HSPFLUSE Field, containing a string corresponding to the 

HSPFLUSE field in the HSPFLuseClass table 

2) the Subbasin Field, containing a long integer corresponding to the River 

Segment that the land area contributes to 

3) Shape_Area, contains the area of the feature in the projected units 
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4) the Slope field, contains the average subbasin slope or the slope of the 

individual land segment (in %) 

Required fields for the LuseHSPFClass table include:  

1) the HSPFLUSE Field, containing a string corresponding to the 

HSPFLUSE field in the Land Segment feature class 

2) the Pervious LanduseID field, containing a long integer (1-9) used as the 

third digit for the Operation Numbering convention for Pervious Land 

Segment Operations.  Should only use 1-9.   

3) the Percent Impervious field, containing a long integer defining the 

percent of impervious land associated with the landuse type 

4) the HSPFLUSEImpervious Field, containing a 20 or less character string 

defining which impervious land category the landuse type belongs to   

5) the Impervious LanduseID field, containing a long integer (1-9) used as 

the third digit for the Operation Numbering convention for Impervious 

Land Segment Operations.  This number should be the same for all 

records with the same HSPFLUSEImpervious string and be between 1 and 

9. 

Write to rch and ptf Tables in Database 

The second of the Geoprocessing Tools for creating a new .uci file uses 

information from the River Segment feature class to write the information for the .rch and 

.ptf text files.  Figure 5.13 shows the interface for this tool.  The primary input is the 

DrainageLine feature class, whose attributes are used to define or calculate the 

information for both the .rch and .ptf text files.   Additional input parameters are again 

available to choose the fields that contain pertinent information.  These parameters will 

default to values from the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase but can be changed 

by the user to accommodate data in a different format.  The tool assumes two tables 
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named “rchFile” “ptfFile” are present in the geodatabase containing the DrainageLine 

feature class. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Write to rch and ptf Tables in 
Database. 
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The algorithm behind the tool uses the attributes of the DrainageLine feature class 

to populate the appropriate fields in the rch and ptf geodatabase tables.  A single record is 

added to the rch and ptf geodatabase tables for each feature in the DrainageLine feature 

class.   If the Width and Depth fields of the DrainageLine feature class do not contain 

non-zero values, defaults values of 30 feet for width and 5 feet for depth will be assigned.  

Details of how the other attributes from the DrainageLine feature class are used to write 

lines in the .rch and .ptf text files are presented in Appendix D.   

Required fields for the DrainageLine feature class include:  

1) the Subbasin Field, containing the long integer corresponding to the River 

Segment to which land area contributes  

2) the Subbasinr Field, containing the long integer corresponding to the next 

downstream River Segment  

3) the Effective Length Field, containing the effective length of the stream in 

projected units, which may or may not be the same as the Shape_Length 

attribute of the DrainageLine features 

4) the Average Slope Field, containing the average slope of the river segment 

(in %)   

5) the Average Width Field, containing the average width of the river 

segment (in meters).  Will default to 30 feet if values are not specified in 

the DrainageLine feature class 

6) the Average Depth Field, containing the average depth of the river 

segment (in meters).  Will default to 5 feet if values are not specified in 

the DrainageLine feature class 

7) the MinEl Field, containing the minimum elevation for the river segment 

(in meters) 

8) the MaxEl Field, containing the elevation for the effective head of the 

river segment (in meters) 
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Write Text Files 

The third and final tool used in the process of writing the intermediate text files 

writes the contents of the three geodatabase tables (wsd, rch, ptf) to a specified folder and 

assigns a project name.  The interface to the tool is shown in Figure 5.14.   

 

 

Figure 5.14 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Write Text Files. 

The tool takes three geodatabase tables as inputs as well as the workspace (folder) 

and project name for a new set of intermediate text files.  The tool copies template 

intermediate files from a workspace specified as an additional input.  These files are 

assumed to be named “newWsd.wsd,” “newRch.rch,” “newPtf.ptf,”and “newPsr.psr.”  
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Template files are copied to avoid the necessity of creating text files with the appropriate 

extensions.   

Create new HSPF model using WinHSPF 

The final process of creating a new .uci file involves using the WinHSPF program 

to create a new .uci file from the intermediate text files.  From the WinHSPF interface, 

the “Create Project” function is chosen from the “File” menu.  A “BASINS Watershed 

File” is selected and the tool automatically looks for other intermediate text files (.rch, 

ptf, and .psr) with the same filename and appropriate extensions.  After .wdm datasets are 

specified as input to the model, a new .uci file is created with the same name as the 

intermediate text files.  Figure 5.15 shows the WinHSPF program’s “Create Project” tool 

interface.   

 

 

Figure 5.15 WinHSPF ‘Create Project’ function. 

This final part of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology was not 

implemented in a Geoprocessing function because the functionality is already fully 

present in the WinHSPF program.   
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Copy Field: Table to Feature Class 

The tool used to copy fields from tables to feature classes in some of the models 

presented above is not available in the standard ArcGIS tools, but was developed as a 

custom tool and included with the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools. The interface for 

this tool is shown in Figure 5.16.  The tool takes two files as inputs, “Incoming Table (To 

Copy From)” and “Outgoing Table or Feature Class (To Copy To).”   

 

 

Figure 5.16 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Copy Field: Table to Feature 
Class. 

There must be a one-to-many relationship between records in the Incoming Table 

and the Outgoing Table or Feature Class, so that records from the Incoming Table can be 

used to copy a value to one or more records in the Outgoing Table or Feature Class.  The 

“Incoming Join Field” is the field in the Incoming Table that has a single unique value for 
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each value in the “Outgoing Join Field” in the Outgoing Table or Feature Class.  The 

“Incoming Copy Field” contains the value that will be added to the Outgoing Table or 

Feature Class, and the “Outgoing Copy Field” is the field to which this new value will be 

written.  The “Outgoing Copy Field” must be present in the Outgoing Table or Feature 

Class, so this tools often used in conjunction with the “Add Field” tool available in the 

standard DataManagement-Fields toolset in ArcToolbox.   

This tool was developed to avoid using the standard ArcGIS “Join Based on an 

Attribute” tool which only operates on feature layers and not feature classes.  This tool 

was developed specifically to map landuse categories from GIS data to those to be used 

in HSPF modeling with the LuseDefinition table (see Section 4.1.3), but is useful for 

many other processes as well.   

 

5.4 GEOREFERENCING HSPF MODELS 

The tools and models of the HSPF Preprocessing system presented thus far 

essentially mirror the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system.  Though they differ slightly 

in the data structures, the ArcGIS process follows the same methodology to define Land 

Segments using GIS landuse data, drainage area boundaries, and River Segments.  In 

both systems the data is written to intermediate text files and used to build a new .uci file 

with WinHSPF.   

An additional aspect of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system involves creating 

and maintaining a geospatial representation of Model Elements in GIS data.  The 

HSPFCode (see Section 4.3.3) is a unique identifier on each Model Element both in the 

.uci file and in GIS data.  The HSPFCode is assigned using a custom Geoprocessing 

function and subsequently used by the ArcGIS Timeseries preprocessing system to 

automatically update HSPF model files based on information in the geodatabase.   
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The GeoReferencing tool presented below assumes that the .uci file has been built 

using the WinHSPF ‘Individual’ option and that the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

methodology was used to develop the model.   

 

5.4.1 Georeferencing Tool 

A Geoprocessing tool was developed to assign this HSPFCode to Model Elements 

and the associated GIS data.  The user interface to the tool is shown in Figure 5.17.  The 

primary input parameters to the tool are: 

a. the HSPFLandSegment feature class 

b. the LuseHSPFClass table 

c. the DrainageLine feature class 

d. the .uci file (workspace and filename) 

All the fields used by the tool will default to values from the HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase, but can be changed by the user if necessary.   
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Figure 5.17 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Create GeoReference in GDB and 
.uci. 
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The basic concept of the algorithm is to read the .uci file into the computer 

memory and loop through each model element (RCHRES, PERLND, and IMPLND). An 

HSPFCode is assigned to each Model Element in the .uci file based on the Operation 

Number and Operation Type.  For each Model Element encountered in the .uci file, the 

tool queries the appropriate GIS data to find the corresponding GIS feature or features.  

The same HSPFCode is assigned to both the Model Element in the .uci file and its 

geospatial representation in the GIS data.   

The tool is designed to work on .uci files created following the ArcGIS 

Preprocessing methodology and the “Individual” option of WinHSPF’s “Create Project” 

tool.  For Land Segments, it assumes that the first two digits of the Operation Number 

correspond to the “Subbasin” attribute from the HSPFLandSegment feature class and the 

third digit corresponds to the type of land as defined by the HSPFLUSE attribute in the 

HSPFLandSegment feature class and the LuseHSPFClass table.  For River Segments, the 

tool assumes the Operation Number corresponds to the Subbasin attribute from the 

DrainageLine feature class.   

It should be noted that this tool only works properly if 10 or more River Segments 

are present in the model.  This limitation is due to differences in the conventions adopted 

by WinHSPF for numbering Operations when creating a new model with 9 or fewer 

River Segments.  When WinHSPF is used to create a new HSPF model using the 

‘Individual’ option , the final digit in the Operation Number is used to distinguish the 

type of landuse simulated by the Operation, leaving the first two digits of the Operation 

Number for up to 99 River Segments.  If 10 or more River Segments areas are present, 

the first two digits will be assigned two digits corresponding to the river segment to 

which they drain.  If fewer than 10 uniform rain areas are present, the first two digits of 

Land Segment Operation Numbers are assigned “10x” thru “90x.”  The tool to Create 

GeoReference in GDB and .uci assumes that the first two digits of the Operation number 
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correspond directly to the River Segment numbers and will not work properly for models 

with 9 or fewer River Segments. 

Because some features in the HSPFLandSegment feature class represent both 

pervious and impervious land, two attributes are used to store HSPFCodes on the 

LandSegment feature class.  The “HSPFCODE” attribute stores the HSPFCode 

corresponding to the Pervious Land Segment, and the “HSPFCODEI” attribute stores the 

HSPFCode corresponding to the Impervious Land Segment.  If these attributes do not 

exist when the tool is run, they will be added.  In addition to the HSPFCode attributes, the 

tool also assigns attributes related to viewing HSPF binary output in the GenScn 

program.  These attributes, “GnSnLocP” and “GnSnLocI” for the Land Segments and 

“GnSnLoc” and “GnSnDnID” for the River Segments correspond to the location attribute 

of the HSPF Binary Output files.  Binary output is sometimes used to view output from 

HSPF in the GenScn program.   

In addition to the primary input parameters mentioned above, several other inputs 

are used by the tool.  The HSPFMsg.mdb database is used by the WinHSPF libraries to 

aid in reading .uci files into the program’s memory. Its location is defaulted to 

“C:\BASINS\bin” unless otherwise specified.  The database should have been created 

when the GenScn/WinHSPF/WDMUtil programs were installed in the “…\BASINS\bin” 

directory.   

Options are available to assign HSPFCode and GenScn locations to only the 

DrainageLine feature class, only the LandSegment feature class or both.  Another option 

allows the user to store the HSPFCode implicitly and is used by a specific application of 

the tools in the San Antonio area.   

For the tool to read the .uci file into memory and work properly, the location of all 

.wdm files specified in the FILES block of the .uci file must contain the entire pathname 

for the file.  Relative path names are supported for WinHSPF and WinHSPFLt, but are 

not sufficient for the new tool.  Explicit, complete pathnames must be present when the 
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tool is initially used even though relative pathnames may be written back to the .uci file 

upon completion of the tool.   

 

5.4.2 HSPFCode: Details and Structure 

The tool described above uses the Operation Number as a basis for assigning an 

HSPFCode to the Model Elements in the .uci file and the GIS data.  The Operation 

Number provides a convenient starting point for the HSPFCode because it is often used 

to implicitly store geospatial information in the HSPF .uci file.  The HSPFCode concept 

is not inherently related to the Operation Number, however, and it could be any identifier 

(numeric or alphanumeric) that is present both on Model Elements in the .uci file and in 

GIS data.   

The tool presented above assigns an HSPFCode to each model element based on 

the Operation Number.  Tools developed for the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing 

system (presented in the next Section), however, are designed to use the HSPFCode and 

not the Operation Number to transfer information between GIS data and the .uci file.  

These tools (from the Timeseries Preprocessing system) assume the HSPFCode for each 

Model Element is stored in the LSID (for PERLND and IMPLND) and RCHID (for 

RCHRES) field of the GEN-INFO block in the .uci file and are not dependent upon the 

Operation Numbering convention of the HSPF .uci file. 

Two options for assigning the HSPFCode are available in the tool described 

above; one stores the HSPFCode explicitly, and the other, implicitly.  The HSPFCode is 

stored explicitly if the box for “Store Implicit HSPFCode” is left un-checked.  With the 

explicit option (box unchecked), the same HSPFCode is placed in both the .uci file and 

the geodatabase.  The same character string is used to uniquely identify model elements 

in both the .uci file and the geodatabase.  This character string is assigned as the first 

letter of the Operation Type concatenated with the three-digit numeric Operation number 

including preceding zeroes.  Examples include “P101,” for PERLND 101, “I011” for 
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IMPLND 11, and “R010” for RCHRES 10.  In the .uci file, this HSPFCode is written to 

the first few characters of the LSID/RCHID field of the GEN-INFO block of text lines.  

For Land Segment features in the geodatabase, the HSPFCode is written to a string 

attribute called “HSPFCODE” for PERLND Model Elements and to “HSPFCODEI” for 

IMPLND Model Elements.  For the geospatial representation of RCHRES Model 

Elements, the HSPFCode is written to an attribute called “HSPFCODE.” 

If the HSPFCode is stored implicitly, a slightly different but related character 

string is used to identify Model Elements in the geodatabase and .uci file.  With the 

implicit option (box checked) the entire HSPFCode is not stored in the LSID/RCHID 

fields of the .uci file.  Instead, only the Operation Number is stored in the LSID/RCHID 

field.  A one or two character alpha prefix is assumed depending on whether the element 

is a PERLND, IMPLND, or RCHRES Operation; “P,” “I,” or “QR,” respectively.  In 

addition, the first five characters of the RUN-INFO line near the top of the .uci file is 

assigned another set of characters that are implicitly part of the HPSFCode.  The 

HSPFCode written to the GDB includes all three parts of the HSPFCode stored in the .uci 

file, the assumed alpha prefix, the RUN-INFO prefix, and the Operation Number.  Table 

5.1 summarizes the differences between storing the HSPFCode explicitly and implicitly.   

 

Table 5.1 Explicit and Implicit HSPFCode options. 
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The explicit option for storing the HSPFCode provides a much more intuitive, 

straightforward way of linking the HSPF Model Elements and their GIS representation.  

Tools developed for the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system (presented in the next 

section) assume an explicit link between the elements of an HSPF model and their 

geospatial representation in the geodatabase.   

The tools presented in Section 5.5.2 assume that a unique identifier (HSPFCode) 

for each Model Element resides in the LSID/RCHID field of the GEN-INFO section of 

the PERLND, IMPLND, and RCHRES Operation blocks.   The same set of characters is 

assumed to uniquely identify the element in both the geodatabase and the .uci file.  The 

HSPFCode is assumed to start at the first (leftmost) character of the LSID/RCHID field 

and go to the first “space” character (“ “ – ASCII 32).  This means that the HSPFCode 

could be any set of up to 20 alphanumeric characters excluding spaces.  HSPFCodes with 

spaces are not supported by the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing tools.   

 

5.5 ARCGIS TIMESERIES PREPROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION 

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system includes: 

1) An extended geodatabase design to store and manage data during the 

development of input time series for an HSPF model  

2) Custom tools to write time series to a .wdm file and update a .uci file to 

read from this new .wdm file.   

The implementation depends upon time series data being stored in Arc Hydro 

format in the geodatabase with appropriate entries in the TSType and Timeseries tables.  

In addition, the HSPF model .uci file and corresponding GIS data must have HSPFCodes 

assigned as described in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.4.2.  

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology has been implemented to 

prepare NEXRAD precipitation data to drive HSPF models.  NEXRAD data is typically 
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stored in a gridded file format, with a single file storing data at regular spatial intervals 

for a large spatial domain, but only a single point in time.  Wdm files on the other hand, 

require timeseries to be organized in a format in which individual datasets describe a 

temporal series of values at a single spatial location.  The Arc Hydro timeseries format is 

different from either of these two formats.  Because it is structured around relational 

database concepts, Arc Hydro timeseries is capable of organizing data into either spatial 

or temporal datasets depending on the type of query used to retrieve data.  The tasks used 

to extract NEXRAD data from its native format to Arc Hydro format are described in 

Appendix B.   

 

5.5.1 Geodatabase Design 

The extended geodatabase design to support time series preprocessing for HSPF 

adds one feature class and two tables to the design presented in Section 5.3.1.  Figure 

5.18 shows the extended geodatabase design with the “GISMetSegment” feature class, 

TSType table and Timeseries tables.   
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Figure 5.18 ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing geodatabase structure. 

The fields in the Timeseries and TSType tables are the same as the standard Arc 

Hydro time series tables and are reviewed in Section 2.5.3, and in Maidment (2002).  The 

Timeseries table contains all the time series values as well as information about which 

spatial feature the value is associated with.  The TSType table contains other metadata 

information such as the type of data, units, and origin of the data.   

The central data structure in the implementation of the ArcGIS Timeseries 

Preprocessing methodology is the GIS MetSegment feature class.  GIS MetSegments are 

a polygon feature class representing areas of land over which areally uniform 

precipitation, evaporation and other atmospheric forcing data can be assumed.  The 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology uses Arc Hydro timeseries data attached to 

this GIS implementation of the WinHSPF MetSegment concept to organize and prepare 

precipitation data for HSPF modeling.  This discussion will focus on precipitation, but 

the concepts are general enough to be used with any of the eight time series associated 

with MetSegments.   
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Figure 5.19 shows the GIS data used in the ArcGIS Timeseries preprocessing 

system.  GIS MetSegments are stored in the feature class called “HSPFMetSeg.”  The 

“HSPFLandSegment” feature class contains a geospatial representation of each Model 

Element in an HSPF model, and the “Timeseries” table contains precipitation data in the 

Arc Hydro format.  Each GIS MetSegment feature uses three types of attributes to 

communitcate with three different file types:   

1) Arc Hydro time series with HydroID  = TimeSeries.FeatureID)  

2) .wdm files with attributes specifying .wdm datasets (i.e. PREC = dataset to 

store precipitation time series in .wdm file)  

3) .uci files with the MetSegID = HSPFLandSegment.MetSegID) 

 

 

Figure 5.19 GIS MetSegment:  Center of ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology 
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Once the appropriate time series values are located and extracted from the 

geodatabase, they are written to the datasets specified in the appropriate attributes.  The 

GIS MetSegment highlighted in Figure 5.19 (MetSegID = 5) is associated with the 

highlighted time series record where “MetSegID.HydroID = TimeSeries.FeatureID”.  

Precipitation data associated with this GIS MetSegment feature will be written to .wdm 

data set #5.   

Figure 5.19 shows that three GIS MetSegment features all specify data set #50 for 

both PETINP (potential evaporation over land segments) and POTEV (potential 

evaporation over river segments).  If a single timeseries will be used to simulate the area 

of more than one GIS MetSegment feature, the timeseries will only be written once.    

Figure 5.20 provides a summary of the attributes for the “GISMetSegment” 

feature class in the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing geodatabase.   

 

Figure 5.20 ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing feature class attributes:  GIS MetSegment. 

“HydroID” is used to connect the GIS MetSegment feature with the associated 

time series in the Timeseries table.  Two attributes, “MetSegID” and “Name,” define the 
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MetSegment; and nine additional attributes are used to specify the data set number to 

which corresponding time series is to be written in a .wdm file.   Each DSN (data set 

number) attribute corresponds to one of the time series associated with MetSegments in 

the WinHSPF program and tools.   

5.5.2 ArcToolbox Implementation 

Two new Geoprocessing tools were developed as a part of the ArcGIS Timeseries 

Preprocessing system.  The first tool extracts time series associated with the 

GISMetSegments from the geodatabase and writes it to the appropriate .wdm data sets 

based on the DSN attributes of the GISMetSegment feature class.  The interface for this 

tool is shown in Figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.21 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Write MetSeg Timeseries: GDB to 
.wdm. 
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The tool takes as the primary inputs the GISMetSegment feature class, the 

geodatabase containing the time series data, and an output .wdm file (workspace and 

filename).  The “HydroID” field, used to link the geospatial features with time series 

data, and the field storing the datasets to write precipitation data are required at the 

minimum.  Additional fields for other MetSeg time series DSN’s can be assigned to read 

time series other than precipitation.   

The tool first reads all the time series metadata (TSType table) into the program’s 

memory and then loops through each feature in the GISMetSeg feature class and looks 

for non-zero values in the DSN attributes.  If a non-zero value is encountered, the 

metadata for the Arc Hydro time series in the program memory is searched to find the 

appropriate values from the geodatabase.  If the time series data is found, the data is 

assigned the appropriate data set number and written to the .wdm file.  If the same DSN 

is assigned to more than one MetSegment feature, the data will only be written once.   

To ensure that the tool works properly, the “Variable” field in the Arc Hydro 

TSType table should be assigned the appropriate MetSeg type, “PREC,”  “GATMP,” 

“DTMPG,” etc.  For the two evaporation time series “POTEV” and “PETINP,” “EVAP” 

can be used in the Arc Hydro TSType “Variable” field to accommodate evaporation for 

both Reach and Land Segments.   

The tool does not create an entirely new .wdm file, but simply makes a copy of an 

existing, blank .wdm file in the location specified by the “Output .wdm File Workspace” 

and “Output .wdm File Name” parameters.  The location of this blank .wdm file will 

default to “C:\ArcHydro2HSPF\bin” and “new” unless otherwise specified.  Another 

option available in the tool allows for missing values to be filled.  If the check box next to 

“Fill Missing Values?” is checked, the value specified in the “Fill Value” parameter will 

be included at every timestep between the “Start Fill Date” and the “End Fill Date” that 

did not contain a value in the Arc Hydro time series geodatabase.  If the specified “Start 

Fill Date” or “End Fill Date” fall between the first and last dates from the Arc Hydro time 
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series, the original start and end date will be retained.  The tool does not support 

extracting only a portion of time series from a database as this can be easily done with an 

SQL query or in Microsoft Access.   

The second tool developed for the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system 

updates the HSPF.uci file to assign the correct forcing time series to each Model Element.  

The interface for this tool is shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23.  Primary inputs are the 

LandSegment, Reach Segment, and MetSegment feature classes, the HSPF Model .uci 

file (workspace and filename), and the input .wdm file (workspace and filename).  Three 

DSN attribute fields are required to run the model, PREC, PETINP, and POTEV.  These 

correspond to the minimum precipitation and evaporation time series required to run an 

HSPF hydrology simulation.   HSPFCode and MetSeg fields will default to values from 

the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing geodatabase, but can be changed if necessary.   

The algorithm behind the tool assumes that the HSPF .uci file and the GIS data 

used to develop it have been Georeferenced as described in Section 5.4.2.  The tool reads 

the .uci file into the program memory and loops through all HSPF Model Elements in the 

.uci file, PERLND, IMPLND, and RCHRES.  For each Model Element, the tool queries 

the corresponding GIS data to find which MetSegment is associated with the Model 

Element, as defined by the MetSegID attribute.  Each GIS representation of a Model 

Element must have a “MetSegID” attribute that defines which MetSegment feature it is 

associated with.   

As mentioned in Section 5.4.2, the tool assumes that a unique character string is 

stored in the LSID/RCHID field of each Model Element in the .uci file and that the 

geospatial representation of this model element also contains the same character string in 

an attribute of the associated GIS data.  If multiple GIS features exist for a single model 

element, the tool will use the MetSegment associated with the first feature it encounters.  

If multiple features in the geodatabase represent the same Model Element, they should all 
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be associated with the same MetSegment to ensure that the proper MetSegments are 

assigned.   

 

 

Figure 5.22 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Assign MetSegs in .uci file (1). 
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Figure 5.23 Custom ArcGIS Geoprocessing function:  Assign MetSegs in .uci file (2). 
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5.6 SUMMARY 

A structured geodatabase design and a set of existing and custom ArcGIS tools 

are implemented to prepare GIS data for use in HSPF model development.  Beginning 

with Arc Hydro data for streams and drainage areas, standard ArcGIS tools perform the 

spatial analysis necessary to define the areas of land to be simulated by HSPF.  Custom 

ArcGIS Geoprocessing functions extract the necessary information from GIS data to text 

files and WinHSPF is used to create a new HSPF .uci file.   

A geospatial representation of HSPF Model Elements is maintained in the 

geodatabase during model development.  This geospatial representation is used to transfer 

information from GIS data to HSPF model files.  Precipitation timeseries stored in GIS 

data are written to .wdm files and a .uci file is updated accordingly.   
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Chapter 6 Results and Discussion 

The primary result of this work is a standard methodology designed to facilitate 

the development of HSPF models in the ArcGIS environment.  For HSPF modelers who 

wish to use ArcGIS instead of the ArcView 3.x BASINS system, the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology provides a structured system for developing HSPF models.  

These tools are described elsewhere in this document and they will not be presented in 

detail here.   

A secondary result of this work has been the development of HSPF models for 

several study areas near San Antonio, Texas.  While these models could have been 

developed using the ArcView BASINS 3.x system or manually using ArcGIS data, the 

efficiency with which a standard set of well-structured HSPF models were developed 

with the aforementioned set of tools is a significant result of this work.  The first two 

sections of this chapter are devoted to describing the application of the ArcGIS HSPF and 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodologies to several study areas.  The final sections of this 

chapter discuss limitations encountered during the tool development and application and  

provide context for this work in the larger GIS and HSPF modeling community.   

 

6.1 RESULTS OF ARCGIS HSPF PREPROCESSING APPLICATIONS 

Two separate projects have required the development of HSPF models at the 

Center for Research and Water Resources (CRWR) over the past year.  The Bexar 

Regional Watershed Management Coalition’s (BRWMC) Watershed Management Plan 

includes the use of HSPF models for simulating water quality in the San Antonio River 

and its tributaries.  The project involves developing a standard, consistent set of HSPF 

models that will be available to interested parties for water quality simulations.   

A second project underway at CRWR involves the development of Total 

Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) for two impaired rivers near San Antonio.  This project 
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is still underway, but will eventually use HSPF to simulate dissolved oxygen and bacteria 

processes on the watersheds contributing to the impaired segments.   

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system (presented in Chapters 4 and 5) has been 

used to develop HSPF models for both of these projects.  For the BRWMC project, 

models have been developed for three watersheds:  Cibolo Creek, Leon Creek, and 

Rosillo Creek.  HSPF models are under development for TMDL’s in the Sandies and Elm 

and Atascosa watersheds.  Figures 6.1 shows the locations of the study areas. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Five study areas for application of ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools. 
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For each study area, the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology was applied as 

outlined in Chapter 5.   

1) Begin with Arc Hydro DrainageLine and Catchment data 

2) Calculate physically based parameters for HSPF model creation 

3) Define Land Segments to be simulated by HSPF 

4) Extract necessary information to intermediate text files 

5) Use WinHSPF to build a new HSPF model 

 In each application, digital elevation models were used to delineate drainage 

areas for the river network using the Arc Hydro tools and the results were loaded into the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase.  Figure 6.2 shows the locations of the Arc 

Hydro data used to begin HSPF model development.     

 

 

Figure 6.2 Arc Hydro GIS data used to begin HSPF Model Development. 
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When the Arc Hydro data is first loaded into in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

geodatabase, only the attributes from the Arc Hydro system are present as shown in 

Figure 6.3.  Tools from the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology, presented in 

Chapters 4 and 5, are used to calculate the attributes required for HSPF model creation.  

The model development process is presented in the following figures only for Leon 

Creek; however, the same process was followed for each of the five study areas.   

 

 

Figure 6.3 Arc Hydro feature classes before calculating attributes for HSPF model 
development. 
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Figure 6.4 shows the DrainageLine and Catchment features after the application 

of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing tools.  Catchments and DrainageLines are 

renumbered and network information is transferred from the HydroID-NextDownID 

attributes to the Subbasin-Subbasinr attributes.  Slopes and Lengths are calculated using 

standard ArcGIS tools and placed in the appropriate attributes.  

 

 

Figure 6.4 Feature classes after calculating attributes for HSPF model development. 
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Polygon landuse data from the USGS’s GIRAS dataset was used for three of the 

projects, and the remaining two used raster data from the National Land Cover Dataset 

(NLCD).  Figure 6.5 shows the structure of the HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase, Arc 

Hydro Catchment and DrainageLine data, and Landuse data for Leon Creek.   

 

 

Figure 6.5 Arc Hydro and landuse data in ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase 
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Catchment and Landuse data are combined using the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

methodology to define land areas to be simulated with HSPF.  The result is a feature class 

with a structure very similar to that of the .wsd file used to transfer data to WinHSPF.  

Figure 6.6 shows this feature class in which each feature has attributes defining what type 

of landuse it represents, what subbasin it belongs to, and the average slope of the 

subbasin.  Three of these features are highlighted in the table shown in Figure 6.6 and 

their geospatial representations are also highlighted in the background map.   

 

 

Figure 6.6 HSPFLandSegment feature class.  Used to write .wsd file defining land 
segments to be simulated by HSPF. 
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Information from this Land Segment feature class and the DrainageLine feature 

class are written to intermediate text files using custom ArcGIS tools.  Figure 6.7 shows 

the four intermediate text files, .wsd, .rch, .ptf, and .psr which are required to build a new 

.uci file with the WinHSPF system.   

 

 

Figure 6.7 Intermediate text files. 

The intermediate text files shown in Figure 6.7 are used to build a new .uci file 

using the “Create Project” tool of the WinHSPF program.  The .uci file resulting from 

this tool is shown in Figure 6.8.   
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Figure 6.8 New .uci file created with ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology. 

The steps outlined above were used to develop HSPF model files for 5 study areas 

in the ArcGIS environment.  These models could have been developed using the BASINS 

ArcView 3.x system, however, at the Center for Research and Water Resources, HSPF 

users are more familiar with ArcGIS and Arc Hydro than with the ArcView 3.x BASINS 

system.  Arc Hydro GIS data provides a good starting point for HSPF model 

development for those familiar with ArcGIS and also facilitates the use of ArcGIS tools 

and data structures after initial model development.     
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The models could also have been developed by manually building a new .uci file 

using data developed in ArcGIS.  This would be tedious and error prone and the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing methodology streamlines the task considerably.   

 

6.2 RESULTS OF ARCGIS TIMESERIES PREPROCESSING APPLICATIONS 

For three of the projects presented above, ArcGIS tools and data structures have 

been utilized after initial model development to prepare input timeseries for HSPF 

modeling.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology assumes a standard 

HSPF model configuration so that GIS data can be used to transfer information to model 

files after initial model development.  Input time series data, developed using NEXRAD 

estimates for rainfall and stored in the Arc Hydro time series format, is used to write the 

required timeseries files and to update model files to read from the appropriate timeseries 

dataset. 

Estimates for basin-average-precipitation were developed with NEXRAD data 

using GIS tools and data structures.  NEXRAD precipitation data is typically stored in a 

format that is not compatible with the .wdm file format required for HSPF modeling, 

however, the Arc Hydro time series format provides a data structure which can reconcile 

the differences.  The details of the process used to develop basin-average-precipitation 

are outlined in Appendix B.  Figure 6.9 illustrates the NEXRAD cells and the GIS data 

used to develop basin-average precipitation for the Leon Creek watershed.   
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Figure 6.9 NEXRAD data overlain on GIS MetSegments. 

The central data structure to the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology is 

the GIS MetSegment feature class.  Each GIS MetSegment feature is attached to Arc 

Hydro time series data using the standard Arc Hydro structure.  Figure 6.10  shows the 

attributes used to link GIS MetSegments to Timeseries values.   
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Figure 6.10 GIS MetSegment feature class:  Example of Application 

ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing tools were first used to write time series data 

from the Arc Hydro time series structure to .wdm files for input to the HSPF model.  The 

.wdm dataset locations were specified in attributes of the HSPFMetSeg feature class.   

In the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing application used to develop input data 

for the Attascosa HSPF model, GIS MetSegment boundaries followed the drainage area 

boundaries of each River Segment.  In this way, basin-average-precipitation estimates 

developed from NEXRAD data were applied to the HSPF model.   
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Figure 6.11 shows the .wdm file resulting from the application of a custom 

ArcGIS Geoprocessing tool to write precipitation data from the Arc Hydro geodatabase 

to a .wdm file.  The file is shown in the WDMUtil program and represents the input time 

series for the Atascosa HSPF model.   

 

 

Figure 6.11 Results of ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system:  .wdm file. 
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After the input time series was written to the appropriate .wdm datasets, the HSPF 

.uci file was updated using the GIS representation of the Model Elements. Appropriate 

lines were added to the .uci file specifying the input precipitation time series for each 

Model Element.  The updated External Sources block of the .uci file, HSPFLandSegment 

feature class and MetSegment feature class are shown in Figure 6.12. 

   

 

Figure 6.12 Results of ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system:  Updated 
EXTSOURCES block. 
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The transfer of information from GIS data (HSPFMetSegment feature class and 

Arc Hydro time series) and the HSPF Model Elements (.uci file) was facilitated by the 

presence of a unique identifier in both the geodatabase and .uci file.  The HSPFCode is a 

string of characters that is stored both on the HSPF Model Element in the .uci file and on 

the feature in the geodatabase that represents its location in the real world.  Tools from 

the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system were used to assign the HSPFCode to the HSPF 

.uci file and the GIS data used in its development.  Figure 6.13 shows the HSPFCode in 

both the .uci file and the GIS LandSegment data.   

 

 

Figure 6.13 HSPFCode used to implement ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system. 
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The steps outlined above were used to develop input time series for three separate 

HSPF models.  In each case, NEXRAD time series data were developed using GIS and 

applied to HSPF model files using the GIS representation of the model elements.  The 

ability transfer of information between GIS data and HSPF model files is a result of an 

attempt to maintain a geospatial representation of Model Elements after initial model 

development.  This would not be possible with the BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system 

because all the GIS functionality is hidden behind a custom tool which does not retain 

any GIS data during model development.   
 

6.3 LIMITATIONS 

A methodology for developing HSPF models in the ArcGIS environment has 

been implemented with very little custom tool development; however, its use of existing 

tools comes at a cost.  The methodology is not as clean as the one-button type 

implementation of the BASINS system.  The most significant difference between the 

BASINS HSPF Preprocessing system and the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system is the 

exposure of many of the functions that were hidden behind the user interface in the 

ArcView 3.x system.  In the BASINS ArcView 3.x system, once physical parameters 

were defined in GIS data, a single tool was used to define land segments, write 

intermediate text files, and build a new .uci file using WinHSPF.   

The tools of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing system can be linked together to 

provide a one-button-type application using ESRI’s ModelBuilder, however, the system 

is not as robust as the ArcVeiw 3.x implementation in the BASINS system.  Beginning 

ArcGIS users will likely find the methodology complicated compared to the ArcView 3.x 

BASINS system; however, advanced users may find some parts of the system more 

flexible and the data management framework more robust. 

While the tools and data structures used in the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

system do provide a functional way of developing HSPF models in the ArcGIS 
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environment, they are not a “Production-Level” toolset and many improvements could be 

made.  One flaw in the design is the necessity of first extracting information from GIS 

data to tables in the database and subsequently writing this data to text files.  A much 

more efficient method would write the data directly from GIS data to text files.   

An additional complication involves the storage of network information in both 

the Arc Hydro attributes and those used by the BASINS 3.x system.  While this 

redundancy is inefficient and unnecessary, an attempt was made to keep the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing geodatabase structure as consistent with the previous ArcView 3.x 

file structure as possible.  As such, attributes of feature classes in the ArcGIS system 

have the same name as their ArcView 3.x shapefile counterparts.  In this way, shapefile 

data developed using the BASINS ArcView 3.x system can be directly loaded into the 

ArcGIS database without having to navigate through differences in naming conventions.   

The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology is intended to be a 

demonstration of how ArcGIS can be used even after initial HSPF model development.  

The system was designed primarily to use NEXRAD precipitation data to drive HSPF 

models.  The configuration convention required to implement the process is convenient 

for applying different precipitation timeseries to different parts of an HSPF model but 

creates very large model files.   With a unique set of land segments simulating the 

drainage area for each individual stream segment, there could be as many as 10-15 land 

segments for each river segment in the model.  If more than 30 stream segments are to be 

simulated, the number of HSPF Model Operations could easily exceed the limit of 500 

Operations in a single HSPF run.  Though some parts of the system may be helpful for 

specific applications, the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing system is not necessary for 

many HSPF modeling objectives.   

The HSPFCode concept is a general, robust way of transferring information 

between GIS data and the .uci file, however, the tools used to assign the HSPFCode are 

not well developed.  The convention used in this research for the HSPFCode is based on 
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the Operation Numbering convention adopted by WinHSPF when building a new .uci 

file, and only works well for models with ten or more River Segments. 

To some, the most significant limitation of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing 

methodology may be the continued use of proprietary GIS software.  Though its 

analytical and data management capabilities are unmatched by other GIS, ESRI software 

and licenses are extremely expensive and prohibitive for many HSPF modeling 

applications.  The core component of the newest release of the BASINS system, v.4.0, 

will not be tied to any proprietary software.  Certain BASINS features will still be 

dependent upon proprietary GIS packages, but with BASINS 4.0 a user will be able to 

download data, delineate watersheds, and set up HSPF without purchasing GIS software. 

(Duda, unpublished).  The continual updating of the BASINS system to be compatible 

with new releases of ESRI products is inefficient for EPA funding and requires the users 

of BASINS to continue to purchase proprietary software products.   

The developers of BASINS are able to break the ties to proprietary GIS packages 

because of the current availability of open source GIS packages.  Though not as well 

developed as ESRI products, some open source GIS libraries can read GIS data from 

several different formats and provide many of the spatial analysis capabilities necessary 

for HSPF model preprocessing.  Though far from providing the complex spatial analysis 

and data management framework afforded by ESRI products, the development of open 

source GIS may someday provide an alternative for the spatial analysis required for 

hydrologic model development. 
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6.4 BROADER CONTEXT:  GIS AND HYDROLOGIC MODELING 

Though GIS tools from the BASINS system provide a well-structured, convenient 

way of using GIS data to develop HSPF models, many GIS users are moving away from 

the ArcView 3.x software in favor of the newer ArcGIS products.  The use of ArcGIS in 

the research community is growing rapidly because of the ease with wich custom 

applications can be developed.  ESRI no longer supports the Avenue and ArcInfo 

libraries used to develop custom tools in ArcView, and the COM-Compliant ArcObjects 

used by ArcGIS provide a welcome alternative for many developers.   

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology essentially mirrors the procedure 

used by the BASINS ArcView 3.x HSPF Preprocessing system, but implements it in the 

ArcGIS environment.  The tools of the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology 

provide users of ArcGIS with the tools necessary to efficiently produce HSPF models in a 

similar manner as that provided by the BASINS ArcView 3.x system.  It is impractical 

for GIS users familiar with ArcGIS products to continue to continue using ArcView 

software only for HSPF preprocessing when ArcGIS has all of the required spatial 

analysis capabilities and a much more robust data management framework.  HSPF 

models could be developed on a model-by-model basis in the ArcGIS environment; 

however, the methodology developed here provides a well-structured, reproducible way 

of using ArcGIS to develop HSPF models.   

One of the reasons why NEXRAD data is not widely used for hydrologic 

modeling is questions about its accuracy.  No research to date has shown that 

significantly better results are obtained from hydrologic models using NEXRAD 

estimates instead of conventional gauge estimates (Nearey, et al. 2004).   The ArcGIS 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodology developed in this research provides the tools 

necessary to conduct studies comparing the two data sources using the HSPF model.   
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Though accuracy questions are a major obstacle to the use of NEXRAD in 

hydrologic modeling, another difficulty is the vast differences in file format.  When 

building a temporally continuous timeseries (.wdm file for HSPF modeling) from a 

collection of spatially continuous data sets (what NEXRAD data is stored in) it may be 

necessary to open thousands of gridded files and pick out only a few values from each.  If 

the data is to be stored in .wdm files for HSPF modeling, each value retrieved from a 

gridded data set must be placed in its own timeseries data set corresponding to its spatial 

location.   

The ability of the Arc Hydro timeseries structure to store both types of timeseries 

and efficiently prepare the data for HSPF modeling demonstrates the power of ArcGIS 

data management capabilities.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology 

provides a solution for reconciling the differences between typical NEXRAD and .wdm 

file formats and provides a way to apply the data directly to HSPF models.  Though the 

question of NEXRAD accuracy remains to be addressed before radar data will be widely 

used in hydrologic modeling, ArcGIS data structures and tools are capable of providing a 

method for transferring data between the two very different file formats.   
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

The overall objective of this research is to bridge the gap that exists between 

ArcGIS and the HSPF model, thereby placing the HSPF model in the broader context of a 

data management framework and supporting set of tools that is widely used in the 

hydrologic modeling community.  This is accomplished through the development of a 

preprocessing methodology that makes use of the capabilities of existing GIS and non-

GIS tools.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology implements almost exactly the 

same algorithms as the HSPF-related BASINS tools but implements the process in the 

ArcGIS environment using a more robust data management framework.   

In order to demonstrate the ability of ArcGIS data structures and tools to aid 

HSPF modeling after initial development, a methodology is also presented to organize 

and prepare input time series data using the Arc Hydro time series structure.  The ArcGIS 

HSPF Timeseries Preprocessing methodology uses rainfall data stored in a well-

structured relational database format to prepare .wdm files for HSPF modeling using 

custom ArcGIS tools.  In addition to writing the necessary time series files, custom 

ArcGIS tools automatically update HSPF model input files to receive precipitation data 

from appropriate datasets based on information stored in the database.  The ArcGIS 

Timeseries Preprocessing methodology provides one example of how ArcGIS data 

structures and tools can be used to aid in HSPF modeling after initial model development.    

 

7.1 ARCGIS AND INITIAL HSPF MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The main contribution of this research is the development of a standard 

methodology for preparing HSPF models in the ArcGIS environment.  For HSPF 

modelers who wish to use ArcGIS in lieu of ArcView 3.x, the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology provides a practical way of developing new HSPF models 

from GIS data.  By linking existing tools from the Arc Hydro and BASINS systems with 
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a few custom ArcGIS tools, the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology avoids much 

duplication of effort and provides a new method for developing HSPF models in the 

ArcGIS environment.   

The Arc Hydro data model and terrain processing tools are widely used in the 

hydrologic modeling community for defining and organizing basic data in the ArcGIS 

environment.  The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology makes use of this well-

developed data structure and avoids the development of an additional ArcGIS terrain 

processing toolset by starting with data from the Arc Hydro data model.  Though the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology is designed to begin with data from the Arc 

Hydro data model, the tools are flexible enough and the methodology general enough to 

be applied to data from other sources as well. 

In addition to making use of the existing Arc Hydro tools and data model, the 

ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology also makes use of WinHSPF, a non-GIS 

component of the BASINS system.  WinHSPF is most often used in initial HSPF model 

development following spatial analysis with the ArcView 3.x components of the BASINS 

system.  However, because its algorithms require no complex spatial analysis, WinHSPF 

can be used to build a new .uci file independently of the GIS components of the BASINS 

system if the required data is available from another source.  The ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology is designed to make use of the capabilities of WinHSPF (and 

the substantial effort that went into its development) by preparing ArcGIS data to provide 

the information required to build a new HSPF model.  WinHSPF is an extremely 

important tool in the HSPF modeling community and its inclusion in the ArcGIS HSPF 

Preprocessing methodology provides a well-established component that will be familiar 

to many users.   

The ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing Methodology does require the use of 

proprietary ArcGIS software and data structures.  This requirement may be a limitation 

for some users because of the cost of ArcGIS software and licenses.  For those already 
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familiar with ArcGIS, the methodology developed here provides an accessible, efficient, 

reproducible way to use ArcGIS for HSPF model development and provides a starting 

point for using ArcGIS after initial model development.   

 

7.2 USE OF ARCGIS IN HSPF TIME SERIES DEVELOPMENT 

The aforementioned methodology for using ArcGIS data and tools to develop 

initial HSPF models is only the beginning of the possibilities for utilizing ArcGIS in 

HSPF modeling.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology provides one 

example of how using ArcGIS data for HSPF modeling places the HSPF model in the 

powerful spatial analysis and data management framework provided by ArcGIS.   

NEXRAD data is commonly stored in a file format that is entirely incompatible 

with the .wdm file format used for HSPF modeling.  However, with NEXRAD data 

stored in the relational database structure used by the Arc Hydro timeseries format, it can 

easily be extracted and written to the files necessary for HSPF modeling.  In addition to 

providing access to NEXRAD data, the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology 

demonstrates how HSPF model files can be linked to GIS data.  With a geospatial 

representation of the Model Elements simulated by HSPF, information stored in GIS data 

can be used to automatically update model files.   

ArcGIS and Arc Hydro are powerful tools for applications to hydrologic and 

water quality modeling because they provide general way of representing the the 

environment through which water flows that is independent of any specific application.  

The fact that NEXRAD data, which is stored in an entirely different format than .wdm 

time series required for HSPF modeling, can be used to develop input time series for 

HSPF modeling using GIS data and tools demonstrates this power.  Many hydrologic 

data and model files are far removed from each other because of incompatibilities in file 

format or data structure.  All hydrologic data and models, however, describe the 

movement of water through the same physical environment, and GIS can be used to 
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facilitate the transfer of information between otherwise incompatible models and data 

formats by providing an accurate, consistent, widely-used abstraction of that 

environment.   

 

7.3 FUTURE WORK:  BROADER IMPLICATIONS FOR THE USE OF ARCGIS IN HSPF 
MODELING 

In addition to the development of input precipitation data, ArcGIS tools provide a 

host of other capabilities that could be useful for HSPF modeling.  ArcGIS is widely used 

for visualization of data and many basic tools are included in standard ESRI software 

packages.  The ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology only involves the transfer 

of information from GIS data to HSPF model files, but the reverse process could allow 

the results of HSPF simulations to be visualized using the powerful tools and data 

management framework provided by ArcGIS.  This process has already been 

implemented for the HEC-RAS hydraulic models to visualize flood inundation polygons 

using ESRI’s ArcMap software (Roboyo 2004), and the results of HSPF simulations 

could be similarly viewed using ESRI’s tracking analyst.  ESRI is working to include 

more time series capabilities in their newest release (ArcGIS 9.2), and these additions 

will provide more possibilities for storing, managing, and visualizing HSPF time series 

data in ArcGIS.   

Neither the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology nor the BASINS system 

contain extensive tools to deal with river channel geometry, however, tools for 

developing detailed descriptions of river channel geometry using Arc Hydro and ArcGIS 

tools have been developed at CRWR (Mirwade 2004).  The River Channel Morphology 

Model (RCMM) uses average channel width and depths at known locations and a GIS 

description of the sinuosity of the river channel to develop a mathematical description of 

river channel geometry.  RCMM uses ArcGIS data to develop a digital description of 

river channel geometry at locations where detailed cross section information is 
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unavailable.  With an ArcGIS framework for developing HSPF models, this work could 

be incorporated into model development to create more accurate descriptions of river 

channel geometry for HSPF modeling.   

In addition to the analytical capabilities of ArcGIS, its data management 

framework provides a robust structure for storing geospatial and temporal data.  The 

Bexar Regional Watershed Management Coalition’s (BRWMC) Regional Watershed 

Management plan is built around a digital description of the hydrologic environment 

using the Arc Hydro framework.  The HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS models have already 

been linked through ArcGIS and Arc Hydro data (Roboyo 2004), and this research is part 

of a larger effort to incorporate HSPF into the system.  Hydrology (HEC-HMS) and 

water quality (HSPF) models will be built using the same drainage areas defined in GIS 

data and could potentially share the same input timeseries data.   Eventually, a database 

containing NEXRAD rainfall data could be used to develop input time series for both 

hydrologic and water quality models using the spatial analysis and data management 

capabilities of ArcGIS.   

Because both hydraulic and water quality models are built upon the same GIS 

data, detailed descriptions of channel geometry used for hydraulic modeling will be also 

be available for use in HSPF model development.  The foundation of the Watershed 

Management Plan is GIS data containing the most accurate, up-to-date, digital 

description of the environment.  Models for hydrologic, water quality, and other 

processes will all be built upon this GIS description and therefore reflect the best 

information available about the environment.   
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Appendix A: Using Raster Landuse Data 

Contents: 

This appendix contains a description of a method for using raster landuse data in 

the ArcGIS HSPF Preprocessing methodology.   
 
Objective: 

The objective of the following tasks is to create a feature class in which each 

feature represents the area of a single type of landuse that contributes to a single River 

Segment.  This data will play the role of the HSPFLandSegment feature class described 

in Chapter 5.   

 
Tasks: 

Four major tasks will be accomplished to use raster landuse data with the ArcGIS 

HSPF preprocessing methodology.  
 

(1) Prepare landuse data 

(2) Calculate contributing area for each River Segment (using Catchment feature 

class) 

(3) Copy tabulated areas to Catchment feature class 

(4) Load data into HSPFLandSegment feature class 

 
Specific Steps: 

After the slope attributes are calculated for the DrainageLine and Catchment 

feature classes: 
 

prepare landuse data 

(1) populate LuseHSPFClass table to define the 9 or fewer types of land to be 

simulated by HSPF and the impervious area associated with each type 

(2) resample raster data to 9 or fewer types defined in LuseHSPFClass table using the 

“Reclass” (manual) or “Reclass by Table” (automatic) in the “3D Analyst – 

Raster Reclass” toolbox.   

calculate contributing areas 
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(3) use ArcToolbox “Tabulate Area” function (spatial analyist extension required) in 

the “Spatial Analyst Tools – Zonal” toolbox to tabulate the areas of each type of 

landuse in the Catchments.  Tabulate area based on a unique number in the 

Catchment feature class (Subbasin or HydroID) and save the table to a convenient 

location 

copy tabulated areas to Catchment 

(4)  Open the attributes of the Catchment feature class and add two attributes for each 

type of landuse found in the ‘Tabulate Area’ function.  One attribute is a text 

attribute and will store the string (HSPFLUSE) from the HSPFLuseClass table.  

The other is of type ‘double’ and will store the area associated with this landuse 

type.  Give them meaningful names like “lu1”, “a1,” “lu2,” “a2,” etc… 

 

 

Figure A.1 Add attributes to store landuse types and areas 

(5) Open the new table and the Catchment feature class in ArcMap and join them 

based on the unique ID used to “Tabulate Area”.   
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(6) Copy the areas from the table to the appropriate (new) columns in the Catchment 

feature class.  Note: 5 and 6 could equivalently be accomplished using the “Copy 

Field: Table to Feature Class” tool repeatedly either through the GUI or from the 

command line. 

(7) Populate the attributes of the Catchment feature class defining the types of 

landuse to be simulated with the text descriptions from the LuseHSPFClass table.  

This can be done by right clicking on the field and choosing ‘Calculate Field.’  It 

is recommended to use the copy-paste function to ensure the exact same string is 

present in the attributes of Catchment.   

 

 

Figure A.2 Calculate attributes decribing HSPF landuse types in ArcMap 

 

load data into HSPFLandSegment feature class 

(8) The data is now ready to be loaded into the HSPFLandSegment feature class.  In 

ArcCatalog, right click on the HSPFLandSegment feature class and choose ‘Load 

Data’ 
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(9) Browse to the ‘Catchment’ Feature Class, add it to the list and click next twice to 

get to the field mapping screen 

(10) Attributes for HydroID, MetSegID, Subbasin, and Slo1 should be 

automatically selected.  For the ‘HSPFLUSE’ attribute, choose the text field for 

the first type of landuse to be simulated by HSPF.  For the ‘EffArea’ field choose 

the area corresponding to the first type of landuse to be simulated by HSPF.  Click 

Next to finish loading the data.  

 

 

Figure A.3 Load data into the HSPFLandSegment feature class: Landuse Types 
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Figure A.4 Load data into the HSPFLandSegment feature class: Landuse Areas 

 

(11)  The HSPFLandSegment feature class should now contain features 

representing the amount of the first type of landuse contributing to each of the 

River Segments.  Repeat steps 8-10 for the remaining landuse types making sure 

to load a set of Catchments for each type of landuse to be simulated, and to 

choose the correct fields each time.   

 

Next Step: 

 With the HSPFLandSegment populated, the tools to extract information to 

intermediate text files can be used as with Polygon landuse data.  The only difference is 

that the ‘EffArea’ attribute should now be used rather than the ‘Shape_Area.’  The actual 

shape associated with the HSPFLandSegment feature classes is no longer representative 

of the area of land represented by the feature.   
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Appendix B: NEXRAD Data to Mean Precipitation 

Contents: 

This appendix contains a brief description of the steps used to prepare NEXRAD 

data for use in the ArcGIS Timeseries Preprocessing methodology.  Note: This is not 

intended to be a detailed presentation of a robust methodology, but some prototype tools 

have been developed.  The author of this thesis should be contacted if more information is 

desired. 
 
Objective: 

The ultimate objective of the following tasks is to estimate the mean precipitation 

over polygons (GISMetSegment) and store the information in Arc Hydro timeseries 

format. 
 
Tasks: 

The two major tasks implemented to estimate mean precipitation over polyons 

are:  
 

(1) Extract precipitation values from .grib files and write them to Arc Hydro format.   

(2) Calculate the mean precipitation over polygons (GISMetSegment) using SQL 

queries on the data in the database 

 
Specific Steps: 

Once data is obtained from the NWS and uncompressed to a directory on the hard 

disk, code developed at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) and CRWR is 

used to: 
 
extract from grib file 

(1) Open a single grib file and read a selected set of values into computer memory 

(2) Write values to an Arc Hydro timeseries table in a geodatabase attached to a 

feature class representation of the NEXRAD grid cells 
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(3) Clear program memory 

(4) Repeat steps 1-3 for many time steps to obtain a series of values for each grid cell 

 

calculate mean precipitation over polygons 

(5) Intersect the polygon areas (GISMetSegment) with the NEXRAD grid cells 

polygon feature class 

(6) Using a SQL query, calculate the mean precipitation over a single polygon (one 

MetSegment) for the entire length of record 

(7) Write this value to Arc Hydro timeseries format now attached to the polygon 

feature (MetSegment) as mean precipitation 

(8) Repeat steps 6-7 for each feature in the polygon feature class (GISMetSegment) 

 
Next Step: 

With mean precipitation attached to the features of the GISMetSegment feature 

class, tools from the ArcGIS Timeseries preprocessing system can be used to write .wdm 

files for modeling and update the .uci file to read these new .wdm datasets.   
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Appendix C – Diagram of Geodatabase Structure 

 



Simple feature class
Landuse Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Landuse contains polygon landuse
data from the USGS's  GIRAS
(LULC) or another source

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry No

LUCODE Short integer No 0 Integer describing the type of landuse represented by the feature
LEVEL2 String No 25 Text description of the landuse type

Shape_Length Double Yes 0 0
Shape_Area Double Yes 0 0

Simple feature class
Catchment Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Catchments have attributes from Arc Hydro
terrain processing tools and additional
attributes necessary for HSPF model
development.

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry Yes

HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the database
HydroCode String Yes 50 Permanent public identifier of the feature

DrainID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the reference drainage area feature
AreaSqKm Double Yes 0 0 Area in square kilometers
JunctionID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the HydroJunction at the drainage outlet

NextDownID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the next downstream Catchment
MetSegID Long integer Yes 0 MetSegID of the associated GISMetSegment feature
Subbasin Long integer Yes 0 Link to DrainageLine feature.  Also used for  Operation Numbering Convention

Slo1 Double Yes 0 0 Average subbasin slope [%]
Shape_Length Double Yes 0 0
Shape_Area Double Yes 0 0

Simple feature class
DrainageLine Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polyline

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

DrainageLine has attributes from Arc Hydro terrain
processing tools and additional attributes necessary
for HSPF model development.
Also considered a geospatial representation of
HSPF River Segment Model Elements.

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the database

HydroCode String Yes 50 Permanent public identifier of the feature
DrainID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the reference drainage area feature

MetSegID Long integer Yes 0 MetSegID of the associated GISMetSegment feature
Subbasin Long integer Yes 0 Link to Catchment feature.  Also used for  Operation Numbering Convention
Subbasinr Long integer Yes 0 Subbasin of next downstream DrainageLine feature

Len2 Double Yes 0 0 Effective length of River Segment to be simulated [meters]
Slo2 Double Yes 0 0 Average slope of the River reach [%]
Wid2 Double Yes 0 0 Stream reach width [meters]
Dep2 Double Yes 0 0 Stream reach depth [meters]
MinEl Double Yes 0 0 Minimum elevation of the stream reach [meters]
MaxEl Double Yes 0 0 Maximum elevation of the stream reach [meters]

HSPFCODE String Yes 20 20 character-max string identifying the feature in GIS data and .uci file
GnSnLoc String Yes 20 String used for visualization/animation in GenScn

GnSnDnID String Yes 20 String used for visualization/animation in GenScn
SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0

Simple feature class
GISMetSegment Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

GISMetSegments are used to organize and
prepare input time series for HSPF modeling
using the Arc Hydro timeseries structure

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the database.  Used to connect to Timeseries table

MetSegID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier used to link DrainagLine and HSPFLandSegment to GISMetSegment
Name String Yes 50 Name of GISMetSegment
PREC Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Precipitation time series

GATMP Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Temperature  time series
DTMPG Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Dewpoint Temperature time series

WINMOV Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Wind Movement time series
SOLRAD Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Solar Radiation time series
CLOUD Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Cloud cover time series
PETINP Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Potential Evaporation time series, for PERLND/IMPLND
POTEV Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store Potential Evaporation time series, for RCHRES

UNK Long integer Yes 0 .wdm Data Set to store other time series associated with the GISMetSegment
SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0

Table
LuseDefinition

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

LuseDefinition is used to map categories
from GIS landuse data to landuse types to
be simulated by HSPF

OBJECTID Object ID
LUCODE Short integer Yes 0 Integer describing the category of landuse described by GIS data

HSPFLUSE String Yes 20 String describing the type of landuse to be simulated with HSPF

Table
LuseHSPFClass

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

LuseHSPFClass is used to define the amount
of impervious area for each type of landuse to
be simulated by HSPF.  Also defines
Operation Numbering Convention

OBJECTID Object ID
HSPFLUSE String Yes 20 String describing the type of landuse to be simulated with HSPF

PLuseID Long integer Yes 0 Integer used in Operation Numbering convention for PERLND Operations
PercentImp Long integer Yes 0 Percent of the landuse type that is impervious [%]
HSPFLUSEI String Yes 20 String describing the impervious type of landuse to be simulated with HSPF

ILuseID Long integer Yes 0 Integer used in Operation Numbering convention for IMPLND Operations

Table
ptfTable

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Table storing information to define
channel geometry in new .uci file.

OBJECTID Object ID
REACH_NUMB Long integer Yes 0
LENGTH_FT_ Double Yes 0 0
MEAN_DEPTH Double Yes 0 0
MEAN_WIDTH Double Yes 0 0
MANNINGS_R Double Yes 0 0
LONG__SLOP Double Yes 0 0
TYPE_OF_X_ String Yes 15
SIDE_SLOPE Double Yes 0 0
SIDE_SLO_1 Double Yes 0 0

ZERO_SLOPE Double Yes 0 0
SIDE_SLO_2 Double Yes 0 0
SIDE_SLO_3 Double Yes 0 0
ZERO_SLO_1 Double Yes 0 0
SIDE_SLO_4 Double Yes 0 0
SIDE_SLO_5 Double Yes 0 0

CHANNEL_DE Double Yes 0 0
FLOOD_SIDE Double Yes 0 0
MAX__DEPTH Double Yes 0 0
NO__OF_EXI Long integer Yes 0
FRACTION_O Long integer Yes 0
FRACTION_1 Long integer Yes 0
FRACTION_2 Long integer Yes 0
FRACTION_3 Long integer Yes 0
FRACTION_4 Long integer Yes 0

Table
rchTable

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Table storing information to build
River Segments in new .uci file.

OBJECTID Object ID
RIVRCH Long integer Yes 0
PNAME String Yes 20

WATERSHED_ Long integer Yes 0
HEADWATERF Long integer Yes 0

EXITS Long integer Yes 0
MILEPT Long integer Yes 0

STREAM_RES String Yes 20
SEGL Double Yes 0 0

DELTH Double Yes 0 0
ELEV Double Yes 0 0

ULCSM Double Yes 0 0
URCSM Double Yes 0 0

DSCSM__DOW Double Yes 0 0
CCSM__JOIN Double Yes 0 0

MNFLOW Double Yes 0 0
MNVELO Double Yes 0 0

SVTNFLOW Double Yes 0 0
SVTNVELO Double Yes 0 0

PSLOPE Double Yes 0 0
PDEPTH Double Yes 0 0
PWIDTH Double Yes 0 0
PMILE Double Yes 0 0
PTEMP Double Yes 0 0

PPH Double Yes 0 0
PK1 Double Yes 0 0
PK2 Double Yes 0 0
PK3 Double Yes 0 0

PMANN Double Yes 0 0
PSOD Double Yes 0 0

PBGDO Double Yes 0 0
PBGNH3 Double Yes 0 0

PBGBOD5 Double Yes 0 0
PBGBOD Double Yes 0 0
LEVEL_ Double Yes 0 0

Table
TimeSeries

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

TimeSeries is a single large table
storing time varying attributes of the
features

OBJECTID Object ID
FeatureID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the feature described by the time series
TSTypeID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier for the type of time series

TSDateTime Date Yes 0 0 8 Date and Time of the time series value
TSValue Double Yes 0 0 Time  series value

Table
TSType

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

TSType is an index of the types of
time series data stored in the
TimeSeries table

OBJECTID Object ID
TSTypeID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier for the time series
Variable String Yes 30 The variable described by the time series, like "s treamflow"

Units String Yes 30 Units of measurement
IsRegular Long integer Yes 0 Whether data rebularly or irrebularly measured in time (type: AHBoolean)
TSInterval Long integer Yes 0 Time interval represented by each measurement (type: TSIntervalType)
DataType Long integer Yes 0 Type of time series data e.g. instantaneous, cumulative (type: TSDa taType)

Origin String Yes 50 Origin of the time series data (type: TSOrigins)

Table
wsdTable

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Table storing information to build
Land Segments in new .uci file.

OBJECTID Object ID
LU_NAME String Yes 20

TYPE__1_IM Long integer Yes 0
WATERSHD_I Long integer Yes 0

AREA Double Yes 0 0
SLOPE Double Yes 0 0

DISTANCE__ Double Yes 0 0

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

CatchmentHasHSPFLandSegment

Origin feature class Destination feature class

Simple
One to many
None

HSPFLandSegment
Catchment

Catchment
Subbasin
Subbasin

HSPFLandSegmentName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

DrainageLineHasCatchment

Origin feature class Destination feature class

Simple
One to one
None

Catchment
DrainageLine

DrainageLine
Subbasin
Subbasin

CatchmentName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

DrainageLineHasGISMetSegment

Origin feature class Destination feature class

Simple
One to one
None

GISMetSegment
DrainageLine

DrainageLine
MetSegID
MetSegID

GISMetSegmentName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

HSPFLandSegmentHasGISMetSegment

Origin feature class Destination feature class

Simple
One to one
None

GISMetSegment
HSPFLandSegment

HSPFLandSegment
MetSegID
MetSegID

GISMetSegmentName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

GISMetSegmentHasTimeSeries

Origin feature class Destination table

Simple
One to many
None

TimeSeries
GISMetSegment

GISMetSegment
HydroID
FeatureID

TimeSeriesName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

LuseDefinitionHasLanduse

Origin table Destination feature class

Simple
One to many
None

Landuse
LuseDefinition

LuseDefinition
LUCODE
LUCODE

LanduseName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

LuseHSPFClassHasHSPFLandSegment

Origin table Destination feature class

Simple
One to many
None

HSPFLandSegment
LuseHSPFClass

LuseHSPFClass
HSPFLUSE
HSPFLUSE

HSPFLandSegmentName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

LuseHSPFClassHasLuseDefinition

Origin table Destination table

Simple
One to many
None

LuseDefinition
LuseHSPFClass

LuseHSPFClass
HSPFLUSE
HSPFLUSE

LuseDefinitionName

Implicit Relationship

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
Cardinality
Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

TimeSeriesHasTSType

Origin table Destination table

Simple
One to one
None

TSType
TimeSeries

TimeSeries
TSTypeID
TSTypeID

TSTypeName

PreProcess Feature DataSet

Intermediate Tables
Intermediate Tables used to transfer information from GIS data to text files used by
WinHSPF to build a new .uci file.

Specific documentation of each attribute can be found in the WinHSPF User's Manual
available at:  http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/basins/bsnsdocs.html

Simple feature class
HSPFLandSegment Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

HSPFLandSegments are intended to contain
a geospatial representation of HSPF Land
Segment Model Elements.

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry No

HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the database
HSPFLUSE String Yes 20 Land use type to be simulated in HSPF
MetSegID Long integer Yes 0 MetSegID of the associated GISMetSegment feature
Subbasin Long integer Yes 0 Subbasin of the associated Catchment feature

Slo1 Double Yes 0 0 Slope of the associated Catchment feature, or of the feature itself [%]
EffArea Double Yes 0 0 Area to be simulated by HSPF if different from Shape_Area [projected units]

HSPFCODE String Yes 20 20 character-max string identifying the feature in GIS data and .uci file
HSPFCODEI String Yes 20 String identifying the impervious land segment represented by the feature

GnSnLoc String Yes 20 String used for visualization/animation in GenScn
GnSnLocI String Yes 20 String used for visualization/animation in GenScn (impervious area)

Shape_Length Double Yes 0 0
Shape_Area Double Yes 0 0

TimeSeries Tables

Coded value domain
AHBoolean
Description

Field type
Split policy

Merge policy

Long integer
Default value
Default value

DescriptionCode
1 True
0 False

Coded value domain
TSDataType
Description

Field type
Split policy

Merge policy

Long integer
Default value
Default value

DescriptionCode
1 Instantaneous
2 Cumulative
3 Incremental
4 Average
5 Maximum
6 Minimum

Coded value domain
TSIntervalType
Description

Field type
Split policy

Merge policy

Long integer
Default value
Default value

DescriptionCode
1 1Minute
2 2Minute
3 3Minute
4 4Minute
5 5Minute
6 10Minute
7 15Minute
8 20Minute
9 30Minute

10 1Hour
11 2Hour
12 3Hour
13 4Hour
14 6Hour
15 8Hour
16 12Hour
17 1Day
18 1Week
19 1Month
20 1Year
99 Other

Coded value domain
TSOrigins
Description

Field type
Split policy

Merge policy

Long integer
Default value
Default value

DescriptionCode
1 Recorded
2 Generated

LanduseTables

BaseData Feature DataSet

Geospatial Representation of
Model Elements

ArcGIS HSPF and Timeseries Preprocessing Geodatabase

Nate Johnson
Masters Thesis

2005

The PreProcess feature dataset contains the feature classes used in the development of
HSPF models.  Catchment, DrainageLine, and HSPFLandSegment are used in in itial model
development and GISMetSegment is used to prepare timeseries for input to HSPF.

The BaseData feature dataset contains only one feature class used to preprocess GIS data
for HSPF:  Landuse.  Additional data not directly related to HSPF model devel opment can
also be stored in this dataset.

Landuse tables are used to define the types of land to be simulated by HSPF and to define
the amount of impervious area associated with each type.

Arc Hydro timeseries tables are used to organize and prepare input forcing data for HSPF
models.  Though no coded value domains are explicitly stored in the geodatabas e, domains
from the Arc Hydro timeseries structure are used in the TSType table..

Center for Research in Water Resources The University of Texas at Austin

Arc Catalog View



Appendix D: Attributes in Intermediate Text Files 

 This table presents the attributes of the intermediate text files and how they are calculated with the ArcGIS 

HSPF Preprocessing methodology.  The color coding scheme is shown in Table D.1, and Table D.2 give each attribute from 

the three text files used in the methodology.  The .psr file must be present to use the WinHSPF ‘Create Project’ tool, but does 

not contain any data extracted from GIS data.   
 

Table D.1 Color coding scheme. 
  default, value known, just written to the correct attribute 
  value not used by WinHSPF for simple build .uci 
  given, almost directly from the ArcHydro files (like length, names, etc…) 
  given, and redundant, copy from another attribute 
  needs to be calculated, and requires other data (like DEM, landuse to do it…) 
  needs to be calculated, but redundant.  copy from another attribute 
  no easy way to get this value.  Assign default if not available from another source 
  no easy way to get this value, and redundant.  Copy from another attribute 

 

Table D.2 Attributes of intermediate text files. 
Table Field Name Source Attribute Method

.wsd LU Name Landuse / 
LuseDefinition HSPFLUSE Join Landuse.LUCODE = 

LuseDefinition.LUCODE.  Copy HSPFLUSE. 

.wsd Type (1=Imp, 
2=Per) LuseHSPFClass PercImp 

Join HSPFLandSegment.HSPFLUSE = 
LuseHSPFClass.HSPFLUSE.  If PercImp > 0, 
create one Pervious Land Seg and one 
Pervious Land Seg 

.wsd Watershed-ID Catchment Subbasin Copy Subbasin # 
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Table Field Name Source Attribute Method

.wsd Area [acres] HSPFLandSegment 
/ LuseHSPFClass 

Shape_Area / 
PercImp 

Join HSPFLandSegment.HSPFLUSE = 
LuseHSPFClass.HSPFLUSE.  If PercImp > 0, 
create one Pervious Land Seg, one Pervious 
Land Seg.  Pervious Area = Shape_Area (1 - 
PercImp) Impervious Area = Shape_Area * 
PercImp 

.wsd Slope [%] Subbasin Slo1 Copy Slo1  

.wsd Distance [ft] Subbasin Slo1 

WinHSPF assigns based on Slope.  If < 0.005, 
= 500. if < 0.01, = 400. if < 0.03, = 350. if < 
0.07, 300. if < 0.1, = 250. if < 0.15, 200, else, 
150. 

.rch RivRch DrainageLine Subbasin Copy Subbasin # 

.rch Pname DrainageLine Subbasin Defaults to "Stream " & <Subbasin #> 

.rch Watershed-ID DrainageLine Subbain Copy Subbasin # 

.rch HeadwaterFlag DrainageLine Subbasin / 
Subbasinr 

Loop through DrainageLine features to see if 
any other DrainageLine has this feature as it's 
'downstream' DrainageLine 

.rch Exits N/A N/A Defaults to 1 

.rch Milept N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Stream/Reservoir 
Type N/A N/A Defaults to S 

.rch Segl [miles] DrainageLine Shape_Length 
/ Len2 

Copy Shape_Length or Len2.  Convert from 
projected units 

.rch Delth [feet] DrainageLine MaxEl / MinEl Calculate difference of MaxEl - MinEl 

.rch Elev [feet] DrainageLine MaxEl / MinEl Calculate average of MaxEl and MinEl 

.rch Ulcsm N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Urcsm N/A N/A N/A 
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Table Field Name Source Attribute Method

.rch Dscsm 
(downstream) DrainageLine Subbasinr Copy Subbasinr # 

.rch Ccsm (joins with 
and down) N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Mnflow N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Mnvelo N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Svtnflow N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Svtnvelo N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pslope DrainageLine Slo2 Copy Slo2 

.rch Pdepth DrainageLine Wid2 Copy Wid2, if not > 0 then default to 30 ft 

.rch Pwidth DrainageLine Dep2 Copy Dep2, if not > 0 then default to 5 ft 

.rch Pmile N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Ptemp N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pph N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pk1 N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pk2 N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pk3 N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pmann N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Psod N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pbgdo N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pbgnh3 N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pbgbod5 N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Pbgbod N/A N/A N/A 

.rch Level N/A N/A N/A 

.ptf Reach Number DrainageLine Subbasin Copy Subbasin # 
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Table Field Name Source Attribute Method

.ptf Length(ft) DrainageLine Shpe_Length / 
Len2 

Copy Shape_Length or Len2.  Convert from 
projected units 

.ptf Mean Depth(ft) DrainageLine Dep2 Copy Dep2, if not > 0 then default to 5 ft 

.ptf Mean Width (ft) DrainageLine Wid2 Copy Wid2, if not > 0 then default to 30 ft 

.ptf Mannings 
Roughness Coeff. N/A N/A Defaults to 0.0015 

.ptf Long. Slope DrainageLine Slo2 Copy Slo2 

.ptf Type of x-section N/A N/A Defaults to 'Trapezoidal' 

.ptf Side slope of 
upper FP left N/A N/A defaulted to 0.5 

.ptf Side slope of lower 
FP left N/A N/A defaulted to 0.5 

.ptf Zero slope FP 
width left(ft) DrainageLine Wid2 Copy Wid2, if not > 0 then default to 9.14 ft 

.ptf Side slope of 
channel left N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Side slope of 
channel right N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Zero slope FP 
width right(ft) DrainageLine Wid2 Copy Dep2, if not > 0 then default to 1.52 

.ptf Side slope lower 
FP right N/A N/A defaulted to 0.5 

.ptf Side slope upper 
FP right N/A N/A defaulted to 0.5 

.ptf Channel Depth(ft) DrainageLine Dep2 Mean Depth times 1.25 
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Table Field Name Source Attribute Method

.ptf Flood side slope 
change at depth DrainageLine Dep2 Mean Depth times 1.875 

.ptf Max. depth DrainageLine Dep2 Mean Depth times 62.5 

.ptf No. of exits N/A N/A defaulted to 1 

.ptf Fraction of flow 
through exit 1 N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Fraction of flow 
through exit 2 N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Fraction of flow 
through exit 3 N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Fraction of flow 
through exit 4 N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 

.ptf Fraction of flow 
through exit 5 N/A N/A defaulted to 1.0 
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